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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) was set up under a Convention signed in
Paris on 14th December 1960, which provides that the OECD
shall promote policies designed:

to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth
and employment and a rising standard of living in
Member countries, while maintaining financial
stability, and thus to contribute to the development
of the world economy;

to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member
as well as non-member countries in the process of
economic development;

to contribute to the expansion of world trade on
a multilateral, non discriminatory basis in accor
dance with international obligations.

The Members of OECD are Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of Ger
many, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Swede~,

Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Legal Notice

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Deve
lopment assumes no liability concerning information published
in this Report.
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The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established
on 20th April 1972, replacing OECD's European Nuclear Energy
Agency (ENEA) on the adhesion of Japan as a full Member.

NEA now groups all the European Member countries of
OECD and Australia, Canada, Japan and the United States. The
Commission of the European Communities takes part in the work
of the Agency.

The objectives of NEA remain substantially those of
ENEA, namely the orderly development of the uses of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes. This is achieved by:

assessing the future role of nuclear energy as·a
contributor to economic progress, and encouraging
co-operation between governments towards its optimum
development;

encouraging harmonisation' of governments' regulatory
policies and practices in the nuclear field, with
particular reference to health and safety, radioac
tive waste management and nuclear third party lia
bility and and insurance;

forecasts of uranium resoup.ces, production and de
mand;

operation of common services and encouragement of
cooperation in the field of nuclear energy informa
tion;

sponsorship of research and development undertakings
jointly organised and operated by OECD countries.

In these tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with
the International Atomic Energy Agency, with which it has con
cluded a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other interna
tional organisations in the nuclear field.
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The Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations
(CSNI) is an international committee made up of scientists and
engineers who have responsibilities for nuclear safety research
and the nuclear licensing process. The Committee was set up in
1973 to develop and co-ordinate the Nuclear Energy Agency's work
in nuclear safety matters, replacing the former Committee on
Reactor Safety Technology (CREST) with its more limited scope.

The Committee's purpose is to organise international
co-operation in nuclear safety. This is done essentially by:

(i) exchanging information about progress in safety
research and regulatory matters in the different
countries, and maintaining banks of specific da
ta; these arrangements are of immediate benefit
to the countries concerned;

(ii) setting up working groups or task forces and arran
ging specialist meetings, in order to implement
co-operation on specific subjects, and establishing
international projects; the output of the study •
groups and meetings goes to enrich the data base
available to national licensing authorities and
to the scientific community al large. If it reveals
substantial gaps in knowledge or differences bet
ween national practices, the Committee may recom
mend that a unified approach be adopted to the
problems involved. The aim here is to minimise
differences and to achieve an international con
sensus wherever possible.

The technical areas at present covered by these acti
vities are as follows: particular aspects of safety research re
lative to water reactors, fast reactors and high temperature
gas-cooled reactors; probabilistic assessment and reliability
analysis, especially with regard to rare events; siting research
as concerns protection against external impacts; fuel cycle sa
fety research; the safety of nuclear ships; various safety as
pects of steel components in nuclear installations; licensing
of nuclear installations and a number of specific exchanges of
information.

The Committee has set up a Sub-Committee on Licensing
which examines a variety of nuclear regulatory problems, provides
a forum for the free discussion of licensing questions and re
views the regulatory impact of the conclusions reached by CSNI.
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Abstract

The Specialist Meeting on Regulatory Review in the Licensing
Process to be sponsored by the Committee on the Safety of Nu
clear Installations (CSNI) of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
was held in Madrid, Spain, from the 7th to the 9th November
1979. It followed up another CSNI Specalist Meeting on Regula
tory Inspection Practices, and was hosted again by the Junta
de Energia Nuclear.

The meeting was attended by representatives of sixteen
countries and two international organizations.

The purpose of the meeting was to examine current regulatory
review practices in member countries, and to draw up further
considerations after the accident at TMI-2.

In all, 34 papers were presented to the meeting, covering the
following topics:

Organizational matters.

Technical bases for the regulatory review.

Scope and stages of the regulatory review.

TMI and its impact on the licensing process.

Technical methods of review and assessment.

Relationship between research and regulatory review.

- Specific aspects of regulatory review.

The meeting proved to be very useful for discussing licensing
practices and showed that regulatory review and its methodology
are very similar everywhere. Different positions of regulatory
bodies on special technical problems were also considered, and
above all regulatory recommendations to improve nuclear safety
were discussed after the Three Mile Island accident.
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SESSION I

OPENING OF THE SPECIALIST MEETING

.Chairman:

Opening Authorities:

From left to right
Alonso
Kennedy
Olivares

- Pascual
- Stadie

A. Alonso

Tte. Gral. Olivares
F. Pascual
K. B. Stadie
R.T. Kennedy
P. Giuliani
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From right to 1aft
- K.B. Stadie
- F. Pascual
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- A. Alonso
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Opening Remarks

A. Alonso

Director: Nuclear Safety Department, Junta de Energia Nuclear

Mr. President, Authorities from the Nuclear Energy Agency,
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Spanish Junta
de Energia Nuclear. Distinguished representatives from the
various countries and International Organizations. Ladies
and Gentlemen:

It is for me a great honour to be Chairman of the meeting
we are just going to open on Regulatory Review in the Licen
sing Process. It is only a little over two years since we
celebrated our meeting on Regulatory Inspection Practices,
of which our meeting today should be considered a second
logical part.

It is evident that the use of nuclear power to produce elec
tricity is finding difficulties allover the world, and it is
also true that nuclear safety is at the center of all this.
That is the reason why we are having here in Spain a week full
of events within our Organization.

In the early Seventies, the Nuclear Community was shattered
to its very roots by the effectiveness and, on occasion, the
bitterness of the opposition of our society to the use of
nuclear energy. It was then clear that governments should
react, and they did indeed react, by establishing the ap-
propiateBodies, or increasing the existing ones, to regu
late nuclear activities deeper and better with public safety
as a major aim.

It was within the above mentioned context that the Subcommittee
on Licensing within the CSNI was created. Among the most im
portant activities undertaken by the Subcommittee I must men
tion the organization of a Specialist Meeting on Inspection
Practices which took place here in Madrid in September 1977.

This year, 1979, with the problem of public acceptance unre
solved, the nuclear community was again shattered by the acci
dent at Three Mile Island. Again the governments reacted, re
'analyzing the Bodies they created to regulate nuclear activi
ties. This fact will contribute to making our Specialist Meet
ing on Review in the Licensing Process an interesting one.
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Before I finish let me express my deep appreciation to those
who have contributed to the preparation and conduct of the
meeting. In particular, the ·speakers and participants com
ing from foreign countries, the Members of the Working Group
who designed the contents of the meeting and the members of
the J.E.N. who are helping us in the conduct of our Sessions.

Let me finish by wishing you a very pleasant stay among us in
every respect. Authorities, ladies and gentlemen, thank you
for your attention.

Madrid, October 7th, 1979.
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Invited Lecture

R.T. Kennedy

NRC Commissioner

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Authorities, ladies and gentlemen:
It is a very great pleasure and a great honour for me to have
this opportunity to talk to you at a particularly fortuitous
moment for me. I was delighted to learn that my visit to
Spain for other matters happily coincides with the opening of
this meeting, and I was honoured when I was asked if I might
join here in the opening and say a few words about our own
interests and concerns in nuclear safety.

Surely, if I had been before you a few months ago, maybe not
so long ago, I think I would have been speaking about rather
different things. We do and we must see things very different
ly in the light of Three Mile Island. It makes a~world quite
different for us than the one we thought existed last March.
But it need not be a world so different so long as we keep in
our minds the essential message that it conveys: that safety
is our most important product. I know that, as the Chairman
suggested, two years ago you had a most successful meeting
and this meeting, as Mr. Chairman indicates, is a natural fol
low-up, a natural second step arising from that meeting. And
this meeting is being held even though some members had be
lieved that it might well wait a little longer. But Three Mile
Island has perhaps made further considerations on safety mat
ters an even more urgent consideration than earlier thought.

Two elements - safety analysis and inspection - are the two
essential aspects of any nuclear safety programme, and it's
only fitting that you should devote your time to sharing your
experiences in these fields and fully develop practical work
ing concepts in both of these fields. The safety analyses
which you develop in concept must not be biased by assumptions
about the type of government and utility organizations that
will exist. It's important that the procedures adopted for
each country take the proper account of the staffing, the di
vision of safety authority and responsibility and other social
and political institutions of the particular country. For
example, in the United States we have an independent National
Regulatory Commission, a body which has something of the order
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of perhaps n~arly 3,000 people.
sons working in nuclear matters
people actually involved in the
plants.

That's more full time per
than perhaps the total of
utilities who operate those

other countries with smaller nuclear energy programmes and
a relatively greater number of utility safety experts must
look to ways to divide up the work - and there's plenty of
work to go around, as we all know - for ways to divide up
the work in such ways that the important safety analyses
actually get done. The important point is that the analyses
must be performed. And the concepts that you develop for
getting that work done must be flexible enough to adapt to
the various conditions in the various countries where those
concepts will be applied. I'm pleased to know that the United
States will be presenting three papers at this meeting, and I
hope that they will make a major contribution. I·know those
who have prepared them and will be delivering them, and I can
assure you that they are of the highest order of capability
and competence and good will.

If I could, I'd like to speak briefly, just very briefly,
about two things, two subjects that I believe are worth your
very careful consideration and the deliberations of your
meeting. First, the need for expanded international report
ing, analysis and use of conclusions which are, .drawn from
reactor operation experience around the world. And the se
cond, the economic value of safe reactor operation.

As to the first: our safety programs, all of us together, are
interdependent, and tley m~st be. As in many other endeavours
of this very complex society in which we all live, we can
succeed in protecting the public health and safety and advan
cing the public welfare and good only if we combine the best
efforts of all. One of the most useful messages, I think,
that have come from the Three ~le Island experience is the
importance of making full use of all available reactor safety
information and experience to reduce the possibility of a re
petition of errors of design and operation.

One serious criticism that has been levied against the NRC 
and there have been many - or one of the more serious, in my
view, was that neither the industry nor the NRC paid suffi
cient attention to several clear precursor events - reactor
transient incidents that, if they had been heeded, and if
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they had been recognized for what they were, could possibly
have helped to prevent the Three Mile Island accident or at
least have substantially mitigated its effects. That is an
indictment of a system, for if we cannot learn from what we
know, and if we fail to recognize and make use of what we
know, it is unlikely that we wi~L<have a safety program worth
the name.

We already have, in the NRC, as I'm sure many of you know, a
very elaborate system for reporting, collecting and studying
information about incidents in the nuclear reactor operations,
and for analyzing that data and, if needed, providing informa~

tion, giving special warning of potential problems to utili
ties that are operating nuclear reactors of the type in which
the incident h~s arisen. Despite all that system, and despite
the several incidents which should have warned us, we and the
industry in the United States did not react fast enough to
prevent the accident.

And I would have to say that the problem extended beyond our
shores. For at least one incident had occurred in Europe that
should have contributed warning information to us. That Euro~

pean incident included some of the same equipment failures
that occurred at TMI, and a warning that the coincident ECCS
initiation logic which is common to Westinghouse but not to
B&W PWR's should have been changed. That warning was not
heeded, despite the European incident, partly because the Euro
pean incident, though it had been reported in international
power reactor operation reports, either never had been repor
ted directly to the NRC, or picked up by the NRC from power
outage reports and then used by the NRC.

I

The failure was ours. But it was a failure of the system
too. For one can "hardly expect, and I think this applies to
all of us, one can hardly expect that all of the literature
and the vast amount of reporting that goes on every day can
in fact be reviewed totally effectively. It is asking more
than the human mind can do. We need a better system for iden
tifying, pinpointing and acting upon essential information.
We're trying to make a better use of the information we have,
and also we're trying to make it possible to be sure that more
and more information is available to everyone. We need bet
ter reporting on our side, and from foreign reactor experience
as well. We're going to continue to share our conclusions
with the entire international community and plans are being
made now, and I think this is encouraging, to exchange re
actor safety experience information under the auspices of
this organization, the CSNI. We're participating and en
couraging this planning, and we'll support it.
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On Monday this week I had the very great pleasure, and honour,
to join with Chairman Olivares of the JEN in signing a five
year extension to the agreement which our two agencies have
to continue the exchange of operating experience reports and
conclusions that we reach about the significance of those re
ports. We have a whole lot of these, many such bilateral
agreements, and with many of you here in this room, over 20
of them in all. It's important in our view, we hope in yours,
that that sort of cooperation is expanded, broadened, to cover
everyone who is in this business.

Now to the second point, the economics of reactor safety.
That's a strange subject. Often it is considered irrelevant
to speak of economics and safety in the same breath. But
let me just suggest that a utility company, whether it be·
public or private, which is operating an investment which in
our country may be a billion dollars for a single thousand
megawatt device, a utility which does not consider that safety
is its most important product, may in fact be jeopardizing
the very economic life on which it depends. And if it does,
it is also jeopardizing the welfare, not just the health and
safety, but the ultimate welfare of those people which that
utility serves.

Now that's a strange, perhaps an evenrevolutionary notion.
But those who argue, and there are some, that the concept of
economic operation and safety are not necessarily compatible
are wrong, in my view. And I commend to you some thinking
about where sensible management drives a well-managed utility.
For it cannot be imagined that the investors, the stockholders
of Three Mile Island, ,were served very well. They have lost
a half bil~ion dollars, and probably more. We're obviously
very concerned about Three Mile Island in every aspect. How
close a near-miss accident was this? We'll debate that and
take every reasonable step to avoid any future danger of this
kind to the public. But, I submit, the utilities ought to
be thinking too that if the balance sheet suggests to them
that unless a regulatory agency demands a safety step it
will be unnecessary to pursue it, a utility is making in my
judgement a great management mistake. It is making a decision
which is unsound. For if it sees a way that its plant can be
operated more safely, if the training of its operators can be
improved to increase the likelihood that they can operate
that plant under the finest of conditions, and with the ulti
mate of safety, and they do not take that action, they are
making a great mistake not only in the interest of public
health and safety, but in their own economic interest. That's
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bad management.
replaced. Well,
that point.

There was a time when bad managements were
let me just suggest one lastthesis about

It is being said often now that because of Three Mile Island,
that safety is after all the responsibility of the regulator.
And I say that's false. Safety must begin with the person
who conceives a nuclear plant. It must be paramount in the
minds of those who build it. And it must never leave the
consciousness of those who operate it. Only then, and only
in those circumstances, can regulation contribute significant
ly and importantly to safety. ;Because if those who are build
ing and operating plants do not see that their most important
product and the one thing that must drive them is safety,
then all the work that we as regulators may do will be
following; we cannot lead them. We can help them, we can
look over them; we cannot lead them. They must lead them
selves. It must be a matter that is so important to them
that they conceive what we do as regulators as help, not limits.

To summarize, then, very briefly, I believe it's essential
that, first, we increase our international cooperation in
reporting and using reactor operating experience. I know that
you all share this view. And secondly I think that we must
try our very best to encourage throughout the industries, be
they public or private, which operate and construct these
plants, we must encourage them to think hard, harder, ever
harder, about safety, not just operating a plant, because it
is not just another water boiler to produce steam to turn a
turbine. It is a very complex, and very efficient, but a very
complex machine. That's the message they have to get.

We're all most indebted to Dr. Alonso for his superb efforts.
We appreciate the work that the Junta has done and the co
operation it has given us. We pledge that cooperation to
it, and we know that they worked very hard to develop this
meeting, and on its organization. We congratulate them and
you. We congratulate Mr. Stadie of the NEA for his work on
the NEA side, and wish you a very very happy and successful
visit here in Madrid. I hope it will be as pleasant and suc
cessful, indeed, as my own has been. Thank you very much.
It was good to see you.
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Introductory Remarks

K. B. Stadie

Head, NEA Nuclear Safety Division

Chairman Olivarez, Commissioner Kenrledy, Dr. Pasquel, Dr. Alonso,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure for me to be back here in Madrid
and to welcome you to the CSNI Specialist Meeting on Regulatory
Review in the Licensing Process. This is the second specialist
meeting sponsored by the CSNI Sub-Committee on Licensing. We
met here in Madrid two years ago to discuss regulatory inspection

. .. .

practices ~~d the success of that meeting encouraged us to be more
ambitious and try to tackle the much broader question of regula
tory review.

Meetings of this kind, with discussion in detail of the
problems met by regulatory authorities, 8.re a recent innovation
in the CSNI programme. In a wider sense, however, one major aim
of CSNI has always been to facilitate your task of assessing

. applications fer building and operating nuclear power plants.
This may seem a contradiction to you, since the illajor thrust of
CSNI's.activities is in safety research. However, we have
always seen the essential objective of this progran~e as attemp
ting to ensure that the people who license reactors do in fact
benefit from all ~he results of the safety research undertaken
by the OECD countries - on which they are currently spending
$1 billion a year - and from the operating experience from the
over 150 plants in service.

Beyond this, CSNI is trying to bring about international
consensus on key safety issues, which is also likely to help the
acceptance of nuclear power and, as a result, your task.

Mr. Chairman, rather than dwell further on the relevance
of the CSNI programme in licensing, I should like to tell you
about cur plans and concerns for inter~ational co-operation in
safety research and licensing b~t1:ee!l GECD countries.
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For obvious reasons, GEeD activities in nuclear safety
have increased rapidly over the past five years and now form the
largest part of the NEA programme. In developing this prograrr~e

since 1974 the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations
has identified a great number of questions which could profitably
be followed up internationally, in addition to the limited number
of questions which we are actually able to deal with. We have
continued nevertheless to give warning that a nuclear accident
anywhere would be an accident everywhere. Regrettably, TMI has
proved our point. The special meeting of CSNI in June heard that
nearly all countries with nuclear power are now thoroughly re
,viewing their safety programmes; ,in fact the impact of the
accident on nuclear power development elsewhere may be even
more severe than in the United States.

The case for close international co-operation is now
stronger than ever, not only to make another TMI less likely
but also to avoid decisions about more tec~~ical and regulatory
fixes being taken hastily without ample justification. In this
context the CSNI, a~ its meeting next week, will consider a
number of proposals aimed at producing an international consen
sus, or better, a common position.

In addition, it is our view that increased international
co-operation in nuclear safety research should quickly resolve
the outstanding safety questions, especially the problems
highlighted by the TMI accident. We see this as a logical
e,xpansion of the CSNI programme, particularly in those areas
in which the Committee ,has pioneered new kinds of international
co-operation. These cover information systems and data banks,
standard problem exercises, interlinking of national safety
research facilities and specific state-of-the-art reports.

Let me say a few words about these four principal areas
of international co-operation and how we see these activities
developing in the light of TMI.

12
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One of the most natural tasks of an international organi
sation is to collect and collate technical data and information.
This is particularly relevant to CSNI because of the enormous
increase in the volume of results from the $1 billion/year
safety research programme in the OECD area. You are all
familiar with the Nuclear Safety Research Index which this year
lists 1400 individual projects. More recently we have begun to
develop an information system which is intended to report opera
ting experience from 150 plants in service in our Member coun
tries. Its value in the context of the TMI accident is obvious.
Over the past year a special CSNI Group of Experts has set
criteria for selecting reportable events. There are of course
some legal and administrative hurdles which at the moment prevent
certain OECD countries from participating in the information
system. Early next year OECD will convene a meeting of govern
mental representatives in order to overcome these obstacles. In
addition to these exchanges it seems to us highly desirable to
arrange a more systematic collection of technical data about the
reliability of systems and components, with a view in particular
to enriching the data base for quantitative risk assessment.

You will be familiar with the CSNI international standard
problem exercises. Here we are trying to gauge the reliability
and relative accuracy of the different kinds of assessment tools
you, the regulators, need to assess the safety of nuclear instal
lations. These tools include computer codes, measurement
techniques or simply, instruments, methods of testing materials,
etc.

So far CSNI has pioneered this kind of international
standard problem exercise in several specific areas, notably for
computer codes predicting LOCA-ECCS behaviour and containment
response, as well as for non-destructive testing of welds in
heavy steel sections using ultrasonics. The Committee has
identified some 20 other applications for ISP exercises. In
our opinion, they provide the most efficient way of increasing
your confidence in these assessment tools and they should be
taken up speedily.
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To be frank we have been less successful in the third
area, the interlinking of national safety research facilities.
It is true that some of the major research projects such as LOFT,
HDR and HSST operate under a number of bilateral agreements, but
we see the need for more effective co-ordination between those
different national projects that have similar objectives.

In this way the output from the different projects would
become more easily comparable and thus more meaningful. It would
also be possible to correlate and verify the results better.
Ultimately this kind of co-ordination of projects would make the.
different researchers more familiar with each others'work. Such
co-ordination could also help in the longer run to reduce the
wasteful duplication which unfortunately affects 30 to 40 per
cent of the safety research going on in the OECD countries. I
should mention that some progress has in fact been made with
regard to a number of projects in fuel cycle research. An

international co-operative agreement covering certain
national projects connected with the transport of spent fuel
is going to be set up under the auspices of CSNI early next year.

Finally, CSNI has begun to prepare comprehensive state
of-the-art reports which are intended to review and evaluate
research results in highly specific areas. As well as providing
authoritative reviews, these reports will help in assessing pro
gress in the enormous safety research programme now in hand.
Altogether, the Committee has identified some 50 specific topics
which should be assessed as rapidly as possible during the coming
years. Last month we published the first report of this series.
It deals with nuclear aerosols in reactor safety. On the basis
of this experience we are now planning a round of consultations
in capitals where we intend to more clearly explain our ideas
about the need to find new and increased means to support this
wide and expanding programme of international co-operation.

I would like to take this opportunity to discuss some of
the objections we have encountered when discussing mUltilateral

14
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co-operation in the framework of DECD. The most common reserva
tion concerns the many bilateral research agreements that have
been concluded, primarily between the United States and certain
European countries and with Japan in a much more limited way
between some of them excluding the US. The attraction to a
country' of working with another on a bilateral basis is under
standable and has certainly its merits. However, something
often overlooked is that nuclear safety concerns all of us and
that to entirely rely on such preferred links is not only short
sighted but could prove fatal for nuclear power as a whole. We
must remember that most of the 24 DECD Member Countries are not
physically in a position to build up and maintain a system of
bilateral contracts, as for example the United States. In this
respect we often find that a small country may have such a
special link with the US but not with some o'f its neighbouring
countries. I would also point out the obvious fact that the
level of penetration into many safety issues will necessarily
differ between the US and some smaller nuclear countries; this
disparity certainly does not add to the efficiency of these
bilateral contacts.

Countries often also advance the argument that they need
to be in total control of their own safety research to provide
timely support for their licensing decisions. Clearly this rule
is already compromised where bilateral and trilateral agreements
on specific projects have been concluded. In any even~ this
argument is not relevant to the medium and smaller countries
which either conduct no safety research at all or operate
projects on avery few specific topics.

To conclude, we have recently been told that IAEA should
assume a bigger role in nuclear safety. In the DEeD we have
always insisted that the IAEA, which comprises virtually all the
world's countries, should be the responsible organisation for
codifying nuclear safety experience, which we see as on.e of the
most important tasks in this field. It is also a natural role
for IAEA to stress, at the political level, the importance of
international co-operation in nuclear safety. To this extent we
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welcome and support the Viefu~a initiative for a large interna~

tional conference on nuclear safety next year. However, we
believe strongly that the type of co-operation provided under
the auspices of CSNI has no place in the context of IAEA. The

.reasons are obvious. Safety research as such does not exist as
an independent discipline in the East block countries, or to say
this differently, virtually all nuclear safety research is done
in the OECD countries. There are also fundamental differences
in. safety provisions which would make, for example, international
standard problem exercises on ECCS and containment impossible in
the IAEA framework. There is also some doubt whether operational
co-operation such as would be' required for preparing coherent
state-of-the-art reports, setting up data banks and interlinking
safety projects is possible with eastern and with developing
countries.

Gentlemen, I have taken a lot of your time to tell you
about our plans and concerns. I have done so deliberately
because I believe that the debate about nuclear safety and its
international aspects is only just beginning.

Before making room for the experts I should like to offer
the thanks of the OECD and CSNI to the Spanish Junta de Energia
Nuclear and in particular to my friend Dr. Alonso for having
invited us again to Madrid for this meeting. I have no doubt
that in their efficient hands the meeting will be a success from
the organisational point of view. It is now up to you, Ladies
and Gentlemen, to make it rewarding from the professional point
of view.

I wish you a successful meeting.
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CSNI SPECIALIST MEETING ON REGULATORY REVIEW

LICENSING PROCESS

Madrid, 7 - 9 Nov~ 1979

IN THE

REGULATORY REVIEW IN THE LICENSING PROCESS

IN NEA ~~JBER COU!~RIES

Pietro Giuliani

CHEN-Italy

Abstract

A review of the answers given by ~ffiA Member States to a qu~

stionnaire prepared by a CSNI-Sub Committee on Licensing
Working Group. The discussion of these answers in the W.G~

was helpful in the preparation of this Specialist keeting~
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The CS!U Sub-Committee on Licensing, in its November

1977 meeting, proposed that a Working Group be established to

evaluate the possibili~J of holding a Specialist Meeting in

1979 on the Regulatory Review in the Licensing Practice in

OECD/lmA Member Countries~ Consequently, in order to provide

a basis for the preparation of the meeting, the Working Group

issued an "ad hoc" questionnaire, which was sent to CS}U £;Iem

ber states~

The four main parts of the questionnaire' dealt with

the following aspects of the RegulatorJ Review:

Technic~ bases for regulato~J review

Scope and stages of regulatory review

Technical methods of review and assessment

Position of regulatory bodies on special technical problems.

Answers were then received from 13 Member states,nam~

ly Austria,Belgium,Finland,France,Germany,Italy,J~an,theNethe£

lands,Spain,Sweden,Turkey,the United Kingdom and the United States~

The questionnaire is attached to this report~

I. Technical bases for the Regulatory Review

Nuclear energy progra~es have been established in all

the countries which have answered the questionnaire~ ~n all

those countries but one(Turkey), construction and operation of

nuclear power plants (!TIPs) has been going on for a very long ti

me already.

Basic nuclear energy legislation has been enacted in all

of them as indicated in the answers and in a 1977 OECD/NEA publi

cation on the licensing systems of NEA member countries, which

has been used to supplement the information received.
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In the area of safety criteria, standards and guides, the na

tional positions, as described by the answers, show a good

spectrum of cases(Table I) •

In some countries, as in the U.S., a ver.J well deve

loped set of basic safety criteria and standards eXists; the

se criteria and standards have been evolved through the years,

with a large effort involving many different organisations,na

tional laboratories, agencies, professional associations and

a large number of individuals~ The material produced, well-known

to everybody working in the nuc~ear field, has proven its worth

and is continuously being updated and revised.

A few other countries have produced general safety cri

teria for NPPs; but, with the exception of the F.R~ of Germany,

have not yet developed a full set of guides~ Guides and stan

dards on a number of specific subjects, however, have been de

veloped in several countries. Some countries, like France, are

presently developing a set of general criteria and safety guides,

of which a few only have been published officially so far~

\Vhere a good background in conventional electrical indu

stry had already been developed for some time, existing standards

have been adapted from "conventional" areas to the nuclear ener

gy field.

Some countries, like Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain and

Turkey, adopt U~S. criteria and standards~

A few more, like Finland, have apparently based their

own criteria on U~S. criteria~

Italy has adopted a few U.S~ criteria and standards,

with some modification to take into account the national situa

tion~
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Case by case review is used in countries where national

criteria and standards are not developed and country of origin

of NPP standards a~e used.

In all countries answering the questionnaire, work is

going on vigorously in the development of guides and guidelines

in the various fields of regulatory activity, with both proce

dural and technical aspects being taken into consideration~ Site

criteria and site evaluation guides have been developed in many

states, with all aspects of site analysis and external events of

different origin being taken into consideration.

A summary list of the material being prepared is given

in Table IT~

Work being done by International Organizations is fol

lowed everywhere with interest. France, the U.K~, Turkey, a..>nong

others, have specifically quoted documents and codes produced by

the IAEA, the CEC, the ICRP and other agencies.

II~ Scope and stages of re~atory review

The regulatory review appears to be conducted along ba

sically very similar lines in the countries answering the que

stionnaire~ The main stages of the review almost everywhere are

the construction licence and the operating licence ones.

In some countries, these two basic stages are sub-divided

into others, like in France, the F~R~ of Germany, Finland and

Spain.

Italy has a separate procedure for the approval of the

site, which is reviewed separately from the plant.
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In the U.S~,the ~mc adopted a rule on early site review

intended to m~~e siting decisions possible before there is a cri

tical need for the site~

In Italy, again, the regulatory review is performed

going through the approval of detailed designs, into which the

plant is divided.

The regulatory review is conducted on two fundamental

documents, a PSAR and a FSAR in the majority of the countries

investigated~ These documents are almost always based upon a for

mat.

In many countries, this format is the one described in

the U.S~ Regulatory Guide 1.70, i.e~ the U.S. Imc Format~

It is adopted by Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain,

Sweden, Turkey and, of course, the U.S~. Finland has based its

format on the sa~e document~

France, the F~R~ of Germany, Italy, Japan, the U~K~ ,

have their Ovvn format; the Italian document, which refers on

ly to the PSAR, is based manuy on the U~S~ one, with a certain

widening of the scope in the environmental area.

The U.K. format is agreed between the NIT and the licerl-

see.

The time-scheduling of the regulatory review appears

to be ra:ther independent of procedure, and relatively similar

in the various countries: possible variations are due to condi

tions which may be different in different countries~
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III~ Technical methods of review and assessment

This question was sub-divided into four points, deal

ing with the methodology employed, the degree and type of i~

dependent analysis, the expertise required for the regulato

ry review and the independent specialist bodies utilized as

support, and the sources of data.

Practically in all cases the methodology applied in

the regulatory review and assessment is a deterministic one~

In this type of approach, engineering judgement is applied

against basic safety requirements. However, as the U~K. answer

states, "both probability and reliability analyses and support

ing data are expected to be a part of the licensee safety case

and are used in the assessment whenever this is an appropriate

technique". This statement could be applied to the situation

of several other countries~

In many countries the U.S~ Standard Review Plan is u~

ed as well as probabilistic approach in the area of external

events.

Kost Regulatory Bodies perform a certain amount of in

dependent calculations in sensitive areas, using computer co-

des which m~' have been developed specifically for regulato~J

purposes. Sometimes these calculations and analyses are perfo~

ed by outside consulting firms or by Universities~

All countries questioned have described their regulatory

staffs as well-equipped to handle the work of safety analysis~

Several countries, such as the U.K.n the U.S., Italy

and France, have senior advisory groups like the Adviso~J Com

mittee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations, the Advisory Com

mittee on Reactor Safeguards, the Technical Commission and
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the Permanent Reactor Group~

In some countries, such as Belgiwll and Eire, the ad

vice of international groups, such as the CEE, is called upon~

IV. Position of Regulatory Bodies on special technical

problems

The fourth main section of the questionnaire dealt

with a number of very interesting questions: Applications of

the quantitative risk assessment, problems of reassessment

and backfitting, the relationship between site and plant,occ£

pational radiation exposure, decommissioning, and relationship

between research and regulatory activity~

All of these points are extremely important in the

licensing process and have been the object of much discussion

in the last few years~ The situation which em~ges from the

answers received is somehow similar for the various countries~

Let us try and exronine the various items separately:

a) Quantitative risk assessment

The probabilistic analysis is, of course, one of

the most important developments in the field of nu 

clear safety. Most countries with nuclear programmes

have been studying its applicationm the licensing

process. However, no country among the ones question

ed makes full use of it in the regulatory review.

The U~S~ answer says that the application of the

methodology used in the Reactor Safety Study to the

licensing practice may be impractical for a nw~ber of
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reasons, such as the large volt~e of material that

would have to be incorporated in the licensing appli

cation, the need for retraining a very large number

of people, and the lack of reliable reliability data

in some critical areas, etc~

But several countries felt that probabilistic

analysis had considerable potential in conjuction

with the deterministic analysis used traditionally~

The U.K~ answer, in particular, says that probabili-

stic analysis is considered as a necessary guide for

judgement, even though a safety case cannot be based

solely on this approach. When reliability data are a

vailable, the probabilistic approach is useful and

sometimes essential in systems analysis~

In France it is felt that probabilistic methods

will play a significant role in the licensing practi

ces only if they are introduced progressively atva

rious levels. In this respect;, licensing authorities

require that a reliability analysis for certain safe

ty systems be included in the final safety analysis

report for reactors under construction~

In many countries these methods are used in the

comparison of different system solutions~ This is

done specifically in Sweden, Italy~ The F~R~ of Germ~

ny, Finland, Austria, the Netherlands, use probabili

stic analysis in the assessment of safety of specific

systems~
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The picture emerging from the answers received is

basically this:

Probabilistic analysis is slowly making headway

in the licensing process, is being used for system

comparisons and for specific analyses; its acceptance

is increasing, but more slowly for the determination

of levels of Eisks~

b) Safety re-assessment and back-fitting

In this area, few countries have developed formal

criteria. In the U.S~, the NRC may require the backfit

ting of a nuclear power plant and such action provides

substantial additional protection.

In Belgium and Italy a safety reassessment of NPPs

is required every ten years.

In Sweden, an appropriate policy is being develop

ed in the area.

However, most countries have performed reassessment

and backfitting on their plants, in particular coun 

tries where NPPs have been in operation for many years.

Areas which have been involved in backfitting are

the emergency cooling systems, the emergency power SUE

ply systems, the radwaste systems, among others~

From the answers received, it is possible to predict

that many interes·~ing developments will arise in the·

future in this specific field.
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c) Relationship between site and plant

All countries require design protection of !ITPs

agai~ external events. Evaluation of design basis

events is generally required.

Events with a certain probability of occurrence

and with potentially significant radiological conse

quences are taken into accoun~~ Actual threshold fr~

quency values per reactor/year appear not to be clearly

defined~

Design basis events are determined for the site

rather than for a particular reactor system~

Events taken into consideration are earthqu~cesr

floods, extreme meteorological phenomena, airplane

crashes, external explosions, large fires.

Several countries have developed or are developing

criteria in this field. A few others, in their replies,

have mentioned the growing body of safety guides being

-developed by the lEEA in the siting area~

d) Occupational radiation exposure

The ALARA(as low as reasonably achievable) princi

ple has been generally applied in NPP built and opera

ted up to now.

In all countries, the prevention of undue radiation

exposure of personnel and public is achieved through

sound design and appropriate operational limits and

conditions. The goal is to limit individual and collec

tive doses as far as possible.
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In Sweden, a level for collective doses of O~2

manrems per DTIV and year, is aimed at~ A problem point

ed out by Sweden; which d~serves attention, is that

sometimes the desire to keep radiation exposure to

the minimum conflicts vdth the needs of nuclear safety~

A good example is given by some types of inservice in

spections.

Studies aiming at a better understanding of the

occupational radiation exposure problems have been

started in countries such as the Netherlands and Ita

lYe

From the answers received it is clear that radi~

tion protection problems are followed with great at

tention eve~vhere and that the most important activi

ties for these considerations are maintenan~e and in

spection~

e) Decommissioning provisions

The problem of decommissioning is tackled diffe

rently in different countries~

A few countries, like the U.S., the U~K~ and the

F.R. of Germany, have formal decommissioning provisions.

In the F.R~ of Germany, the General Safety Crite

ria require them; in the U.K~, the ~ITI Safety Assess

ment Principle document includes a section on decommiss

ioning provisions; in the U.S~, rmc decommissioning re

quirements are set forth by 10 CFR. Furthermore, in the

U.S., the 1~C has an extensive decommissioning criteria

developing progr~~e~
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In Spain, the Regulato~J Body requires

the applicant to submit decommissioning provisions

at the construction permit stage of the regulatory

review.

In other countries reviewed, there are no formal

provisions or criteria in this area~

It is quite clear that this area will become mo

re and more important in the future, both because of

the number of nuclear facilities wIiich' are reaching

"old age" and because of the growing concern over the

environmental aspects of energy.

f) Relationship between research and regulatory review

In this field, there is a rather wide spectrum

of answers. In the U~S~ the Office of Nuclear Regulato
. -

ry Research is one of the offices of the USNRC, so that

the research progr'amme is one of the activities of the

Regulatory Body itself~ Among the purposes of the re

search programme of the rmc is the verification of the

adequacy of safety margins of the licensing requirements

and the determination of technical bases for regulations

and policies~

In some other countries, like Sweden, research is

carried on by departments of the Regulatory Body it

self; in the F~R. of Germany, there is a very close

relationship between regulatory and research activi 

ties, even though they are not carried out by the same

body.
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In France, the Reg~atory Body is supported from

the technical standpoint by an external Institute 10

cated within the research and development "agency",so

that nuclear safety research is co-ordinated lNith re

search and development activities in general~

In Italy, the Regulatory Body being a Directorate

of the Atomic Energy Commission, there is a good tie

between regulatory and research activities; other sa

fety research is done by universities~

In the U~K~, researoh work in the safety field

is performed when necessary as support for assessment

and review by the UKAEA, universities, national labo

ratories etc; all these agencies are not a part of rITI.

In the other countries questioned it appears that

not much nuclear safety research is being carried on.

g) Special problem areas

The U.S~ answer mentions the NRC programme for

the resolution of generic issues related to NPPs~

The U~K. mentioned a n1.L'!lber of special problem

areas such as application of probability and risk ana

lysis, validation of codes, validation of reliability

data, earthquake design and several others.

Austria mentioned ATWS, operational transients,

emergency planning.

It may be interesting to report that the USNRC

in its annual report to Congress in January 1979 planned
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to present a list of 14 "unresolv.ed" nuclear safety

issues~ Those issues, a~ong which there are several

important items, such as seismic design criteria,ATWS,

PNR steam generator tube integrity, BWR nozzle crack

ing, are a good example of special problem areas~

v~ Conclusions

The analysis of the answers to the questionnaire has

shown several interesting things:

The regulatory review in the licensing process and

its methodology are very similar everywhere;

Countries with power reactors of indigenous design

have prepared more or less extensive sets of criteria,

standards and guides, which tend to cover all aspects

of nuclear safety, while countries which buy their

reactors from foreign vendors tend to adopt country

of-origin criteria and standards~ Sometimes these lat

ter countries develop criteria and guides in the si1

ing area and in the site-plant relationship area~

All countries have active interest for the probabili

stic analysis in the regulatory review~

Several countries already use probabilistic analysis

in conjunction with deterministic analysis or for sy

stem comparison~

Decommissioning is beginning to be an issue in regul~

tory review even if not many countries have yet formal

decommissioning provisions~
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Safety reassessment of operating r~~s is a formal re

quirement in some cO~Ultries, but apparently (and logi

cally), it has been going on practically everywhere~

New safety research and more stringent safety requi

rements may cause thG introduction of formal provisons

in this area.

Backfitting, a cons~quence of reassessment, has been

going on in various areas of t~~s~ It is a subject of

great practical interest and will deserve a lot of at

tention in the future~

Furthermore, it was apparent that both national politics

and public dissent are becoming more and more important factors

in the licensing process~

On the basis of the discussion of the anmvers given by

Member States, it was decided by the Workipg Group to organize

the Specialist Meeting along the same lines of the questionnaire,

adding a special session on the events at Three !~ile Island and

their impact on the regulatory process.
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TABLE 1

Safety criteria, standards and guides

Austria No Austrian safety criteria,standards and guides
have been developed~In generalJU~S~ or FRG crit~

ria and standards are used,after comparison with
Austrian laws and regulations~

Belgium No safety criteria,standards and guides of nati£
nal origin are used~ USlffiC criteria and standards
area adopted for the next four NPP's~

Finland General Design Criteria for NPP's have been deve
loped,on the basis of the U~S~ ones. A set of
guides on the procedural aspects of licensing is
in preparation~

France General technical regulations are being drafted.
Use is made of foreign or internationally develoE
ed standards and guides, when applicable. Codes
and standards are available on specific aspects~

(Decision of 26 February 1974 on the main prima
ry circuit of water reactors)~

F~R.Germany Safety Criteria for NPF's have been developed.An
extensive set of Government Guidelines is availa

. It -

ble and is increasing. Guidelines of the TUV.

Italy Standards and criteria of the country of or~g~n

of the I~ are used, after comparison with Ita
Ian laws and regulations~ A set of Technical Gui
des on procedural and technical aspects of regu
latory activities is in issuance.
Siting criteria have been developed~

Japan A set of Guidelines is being issued by the AEC
and is used in the regulatory review.

Netherlands DSrffiC criteria and standards are adopted.Natio
nal guidelines have been developed for external
events~
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Spain

Sweden

Turkey

United
Kimgdom

No formal standards of national origin at the
moment,but are being developed~ Country of ori
gin and/or international standards.

U.S~General Design Criteria are used as a base.
National standards available for certain techni
cal areas of NPP's~ A case by case review is
performed~

U~S~ Criteria and Standards are used,together
with International Standards and Guides~ Regul.@:
tO~J and Safety Guides are being developed~

Licensee is responsible for safety and develops
its own design safety criteria. BSI-Am~E-IAEA

-ICRF standards are used,as well as CEE requir~

ments for radiation protection.

Basic Safety Criteria are the "General Design
Criteria for NPP'SII.
The National standards programme is carried out
under the aegis of ANSI.
The Regulatory Guide programme is in proeress.The
Standard Review Plans are used for guidance of
staff performing safe~ review.
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TABLE 2

Scope and Stages of Regtuatory Review

Austria

Belgium

Finland

France

F ~R~ of German,y

Format: based on Reg~Guide 1.70
Preliminary Safety Report
Final Safety Report

construction licence
- operating licence

Format: Reg~Guide r~70

PSAR} one report
FSAR

construction licence
operating licence

Format:based on U~S~Reg~Guide 1~70

PSAR
FSAR

construction licence
operating licence
fuel licence

Safety evaluation report is issued by
Regulatory body

Format: national orlgln
Preliminary Safety Report
Provisional Safety Report
FSAR
Decree authorising the construction after
pre~ SAR
Authorisation of loading after pre~SAR

Authorisa-~ion of operation after FSAR

Format: national origin
Safety Report
Provisional site approval
Provisional design approval
Construction permit
Operating licence
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Italy

Japan

Netherlands

Spain

Sweden

Turkey

FOrTIat: national or1g1n
Site selection,based on a specific type
of NPP
PSAR

detailed projects approval
operating licence

Examination of the safety of the proposed
plant

construction licence
operating licence

Format: Reg.Guide 1-~70
PSAR

cons·truction licence
operating licence

Format:Reg.Guide 1~70

PSAR
FSAR
Safety Analysis Report by Regulatory Body

preliminary licence
construction liGence(PSAR,with indica
tion of reference plant)
operating licence

Format: Reg.Guide 1'~70

PSAR
FSAR

construction licence
operating licence

Format: Reg~Guide 1.70
Site approval

construction permit
Fuel loading permit
Reactor start up
permit
Fu.el Ope permit

operating licence
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Format: agreed btw NIl and licence
Reference design report
Preliminary safety report
Pre-licensing or pre-cons~ruction s.r.
Station Safe~y Report

Format: Reg~Guide 1~70

PSAR
FSAR

construction permit
operating licence
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1.

QUESTIONNAIRE-ON REGuLATORY REVIEW AND'
ASSESSMENT ?RACTIC~S

Describe the technical, bases adopted for regUlatory
review and assessment in the licensine process (of

'. nuclear power l'lants).' :" '-"-,,' -.

,In particulaJ:: ' "
J .'

1.a:.

1.b.

1. c.

,

List' and describe national requir~ments, safety
criteria, standards and guides which are currently
applied. '

,-
In case no formal safety criteria, standards and
guides have been developed, explain the alternative
bases' utilised' for carrying out tbe regUlatory"
reyiew '(e~:g~~ .~_ype of case-by-case rey-iew, _etc.)",

.~." -' ~ ..

Describe the application of the previously:mentioned
standards and guides, or alternative te~hnical

bases, to the actual' performance-of regu'latory,
review and assessment.' ,..

- , -
1.d. 'Discuss'envisaged further developments, if any,

in thefiel~ of 'safety requirements, standards
and guides., . ,

2. Illustrate the scope and describe the st?ges 9f the
regulatory review"and assessment •

.. '.. "

In particular:

2.a. Outline the'stagesand,the.time scheduling,of the
regulatory:review'slong the licensing process.

2.b. Describe the areas of review and the topics which
are the object, of assessment in each stage mentioned
in 2.a.

2.c. Describe the format (and how it is arrived at) and
~: : -" give an outline of the content of the documentation

produced by the applicant and by the regulatory
body in the matter of safety review and assessment.

2.d. In case of absence of a formal format for ,the' safety
documentation,: describe typical safety documents
prepared by the ' applicant and the regulatory body
for licensing purposes."

. ;', .'.

3. Describe the technical methods applied for performing the
regulatory review and assessment.
In particular:
3.a. Describe the methodology applied to safety review

and analysis (e.g. methods for site evaluatiDn,
accident analysis, prevention'analysis, deterministic
or probabilistic analysis, etc.).
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Discus~ the degree and type of independent calcula
tions -and analysis'carrledout by the regulatory
body, including a-brief description of mathematical

'\ '.ID:odelsand computer codes. app~ied.
, -
-Discuss 'the -exp~rt'ise reqUired, ::for the various parts
of the regulatory review and assessment; describe
the types of independent specialist bodies utilised,
as a support, by the regulatory body (advisory
committees, specialised ,institutions,. etc.), and their
degree of involvement,inthe 'regulatory- review steps.

3.d. Outline the sources of data utilised for the regula-
tory, reyiew and .aSsessment. ;' j:C'~- ..r- :::-

. . ': ,"_.: ,'~. f ~-. -. ~..- to,. ~ .
4. Discuss the p~sition of'ihe'regulatory body in your

country on a number of'special technical problems encountered
in regulatory review, and the solutions eventually adopted
or e?J.visaged to those problems.:,;..: " , ,',

, ..
In particular, the above-:-menti.oned diE cussion should
concern the following problems;.,

4.a. Relative merits and limits of applicability of
quantitative risk assessment (probabilistic analysis)
techniques to the regulatory review for li.censing
purposes.

4.b. Problems of reassessment ~d back:fitting and,
associated criteria for application to actual
licensing.

4.c. ' Assessment of the relationships, between:site and
plant from the point of ·view of external events
affecting plant safety (e.g., design basis events,
their determination and consideration in· the site

,review and design review 2tages).

4.d. Problems and trends of occupational radiation
exposure (review of causes, analysis-of.critical.
plant systems and operations,'analysis of possible
improvements) • : '.

4.e.Decommissioning provisions.

4.f. "Relationshipsof research with regulatory review
(degree of support of research to regulatory review,
mechanisms for feeding research results into the
regulatory review process, etc.).

4.g. Other special problem areas being considered in
view of the regulatory review and assessment.



Chairman:

SESSION II

ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS

J •. K. Pfaffelhuber

Scientific Secretary: P.B. Woods
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"ORGANISAT ION AND EXPERIENCE OF THE REGULATORY REVIEW
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM"

R Gausden and P B Woods
EM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate

Health;~a.nd Saf'ety ExE?cu:tive, .Loiidbn, United Kingdom

This paper outlines the regulatory requirements and stages of the review
in the UK, describes the organisation, management and working procedures
of the Inspectorate and discusses the effort and timescale which have
been found necessary for a satisfactory saf'ety review. A number of
problem areas in the review situation have been identified from experience
and these are discussed and possible solutions proposed. They include the
importance of early review of generic aspects of systems which are being
considered for licensing, the place of safety principles and of detailed
engineering assessment in the review process,the independence of the
regulatory group's activities in its study of major technical issues and
the use which should be made of outside expertise.

"L 'ORGANISATION El' LA PRATIQUE DE LA REVUE
IlliGULATRICE AU ROYAUME-UNI"

R Gausden et P B Woods

Ce m~moire expose dans ses lignes g€n~rales les exigences et les ~tapes

regulatrices de la revue au Royaume-Uni, il d~crit I 'organisation, la
gestion, et les proc~d~s du travail de l'Inspectorat et il discute l'effort
et la dur~e du temps dont on a eu besoin pour faire une revue satisfaisante
de sfuete. Un nombre de sujets probl~matiques, mises en question dans la
revue ont €te identifie de la pratique, sujets que I 'on discute et aux
quels on propose des solutions possibles. Parmi ceux-l~ sont l'importance
des les premiers temps d 'une revue des aspects gen~riques des systemes que
l'on considere pour autorisation, la position des principes de sBrete et de
l'evaluation detainee de genie dans Ie proc~de de la revue, l'ind~pendence

des activites du groupe regulateur dans son ~tude des questions techniques
principales et l'utilisation qu'en devrait faire de l'expertise d'en dehors
de I' organisation.
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1. INTRODUarION

In the United Kingdom the safety of nuclear installations is regulated by
the requirements of the Nuclear Installations Act of 1965 as incorporated
into the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. Under these Acts no site may
be used for the purpose of installing or operating any commercial nuclear
installation unless a licence has been granted to a corporate body by the
Health and Safety Executive and is for.the time being in force. EM Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate is that part of the Health and Safety Executive
responsible for administering this licensing function. As a part of this
function, the Inspectorate carries out safety assessments of any proposed
nuclear power installation before a licence is issued and also during the
subsequent construction and commissioning phases leading to full power
operation.

The Acts lay down only general requirements for the safety of nuclear power
plants. Specific requirements are a matter for the Health and Safety Execu
tive to formulate and apply. These may take different forms, for example,
as conditions, binding in law, which may be attached to the site licence, as
requirements for a safety case related to different stages of the licensing
process or as guidance set out in the safety assessment principles for
nuclear power reactors and associated plant which the NII have developed for
their own internal use.

The Acts make the licensee or intending licensee such as the Central Elect~

ricity Generating Board or the South of Scotland Electricity Board responsible
for the safety of their plant and hence it is the Boards that are responsible
for putting forward the safety case in support of a licensing application.

The scope and timing of the regulatory review depends on a number of factors
which may vary according to whether or not the design put forward is new to
the UK as a system for licensing. On the one hand there may be a system
which has been developed abroad and is new in its commercial application to
the UK, whilst on the other hand there may be a design which is a straight
forward extension of one that has already been licensed. The amount of
information which is required, and the timescale for the review, could well
be different in each case'. In the case of a design new to the NII a great
deal needs to be known and accepted before licensing, though this may
essentially be related to safety issues generic to the type rather than
specific to a particular design. For example, one purpose of the generic
review might be to enable safety advice to b~ put to Government to enable
a decision in principle to be made to proceed further with the design. Once
the design has been accepted in principle then a more detailed assessment
can be carried out of the particular design intended for licensing. In the
case of an established design, already licensed, the NII are familiar with
the design and safety issues and are more likely to accept that they are
solved or are capable of solution. Hence the amount of information, particu
larly new information, required and the timescales for the pre-licensing
review should be less than before.

The NIJ is at present concerned with four reactor systems, all at a different
stage in development in relation to the nuclear power programme in the United
Kingdom. The organisation of the Inspectorate to meet the demands placed
upon it, the requirements of the review at each stage of development and the
experience gained in carrying out these reviews are described in the paper.
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2. ORGANISAT ION AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS INSPECTORATE

The Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) was set up in 1959 when the
first four commercial nuclear power stations of the Magnox type were under
construction and ~hen a few small research reactors were in operation.
Since that time nine Magnox stations have gone into operation and the
Advance Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) programme has got well under way. Two of
the AGR stations have now gone critical and the remaining three are at an
advanced stage of construction. There has also been an increase in the
number of research reactors.

Under the Atomic Energy Authority Act 1971 the main fuel manufacturing and
processing and isotope separation plants, hitherto a part of the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA), were taken over by specially formed
private companies and thus became subject to the regulatory control of the
Nuclear Installations Acts as did the Magnox type reactors at Calder Hall and
Chapelcross.

The main work of the NII is in the areas of site examination and evaluation
and control of development around sites; safety assessment of nuclear plant
designs and of their commissioning and operating procedures; and compliance
assurance by means of site inspection during construction, commissioning and
operation. The organisation of the Inspectorate has changed and its size
has increased over the past 20 years to meet changing demands in these areas
as the nuclear programme has developed. In particular additional responsi
bilities for the fuel processing and isotope separation plants referred to
above led to a considerable increase in staff which now totals almost 90
inspectors. The 1974 Health and Safety Act has involved a further increase
in the Inspectorate's responsibilities in that the UK Atomic Energy Authority
and Government establishments such as those of the Ministry of Defence fall
within its cope so far as the safety of their nuclear operations are concerned.
In particular, the Inspectorate is now responsible under the Act for ensuring
the safe operation of the UKAEA's reactors at Winfrith (SGHWR), Windscale
(prototype AGR) and Dounreay (prototype fast reactor).

Figure 1 shows the organisation as it has been over the last few years.

Three branches of the NII are based in London and are responsible for the
work on commercial nuclear power stations. These branches deal respectively
with safety assessment of established reactor systems and licensing of reactors
under construction; licensing and regulatory control of operating plants,
together with siting and environmental matters; and review of future reactor
systems. A fourth branch (Branch 3) located in Liverpool is responsible for
licensing and operational safety of research reactors, fuel processing and
reprocessing, isotope separation plants and waste management.

It will be seen that responsibility for carrying out the regulatory reviews
is placed with Branches 1 and 4. Branch 1 has within it two Sections consist
ing of the Section Heads and some thirteen inspectors who are responsible for
inspection and safety assessment of the AGRs which are currently being contruct
ed and commissioned at Dungeness 'B', Hartlepool and Heysham (all twin-reactor
stations) and also for the pre-licensing review of the Pre-Construction Safety
Report for the new AGRs at Heysham 'B' .and Torness. In addition, they give
advice and carry out specialist assessments for the operating branch, Branch
2, in connection with the operating AGR stations at Hinkley Point 'B' and
Hunterston 'B' and also, to a lesser extent, the operating Magnox stations.
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Branch 4 has three Sections, consisting of the Section Heads and some sixteen
inspectors, and is responsible for the safety study of fast reactors, the
generic PWR study, formulation of safety assessment principles and guides,
and a very small effort devoted to the safety of nuclear merchant ships.

It will be appreciated that in carrying out a safety assessment of a nuclear
power plant a wide range of expertise is required. The staff of the NII
has been built up over the years to reflect this requirement. All are
scientists or engineers professionally qualified at honours degree or chart
ered engineer level, with suitable experience in an appropriate field and
with a wide range of expertise e.g. in electrical and mechanical engineering,
reactor physics, health physics and in more specialised areas such as
pressure vessel technology, control and instrumentation, heat transfer,
fluid flow, metallurgy and chemical engineering. However, the comparatively
small size of the Inspectorate means that in the two Branches dealing with
assessment work there are only two or three, and sometimes only one, individual
specialising in each area.

This concentration of effort and expertise amongst only some thirty staff,
and yet with responsibilities for several different reactor systems, leads
to a number of problems. One is in management of the different projects
against a timescale which is largely imposed from outside either by Ministers
asking for advice or by licensees or intending licensees who have their own
programmes to meet. Another is to obtain the depth of study which is necessary
in some areas.

The first problem was solved in Branch 4 by adopting the technique of matrix
management. From 1974-78, for example, the Branch had three systems under
review: the fast reactor, the PWR and the commercial SGHWR. Each Head of
Section was made Project Leader for one of these systems and yet employed not
just his section but members of all three sections, so as to provide the
breadth of expertise that was required, on the project. Effort allocated to
each project was controlled by having each assessor account for his time spent
in ~ day units reported by means of weekly time sheets. As a matter of
interest, this showed that little more than half of the total time available
was spent on an assigned major project, the rest was taken up with such matters
as advice to other Branches, management of extra-mural projects, attendance
at conferences, training and leave.

The second problem was solved by obtaining specialist support from inde.pend
ent individuals or bodies outside the Inspectorate. In a number of cases
this was done by encouraging the building up of centres of expertise in
the universities. The part played by these external bodies is described in
greater detail later in this paper and in the two UK papers in Session VII.
However, in general terms support obtained from outside bodies takes two
forms. First is the extra-mural research work undertaken by universities
and by external consultants from the specialist institutions such as the
Welding Institute, British HYdrodYnamics Research Association, Lloyds etc,
which provide the NII with an independent source of research and advice on
the various topics of concern. Second are those independent experts used by
the Inspectorate as members of study groups convened as necessary to discuss
and advise them on particular aspects of the safety of the system under review
such as the integrity of pressure vessels, loss of coolant accidents and fuel
behaviour. The extra-mural work may be continued over a number of years whilst
it is relevant to the problems which are being assessed by the NII and the
study groups generally provide their advice in the course of one or two years
study in the form of a report or reports giving their opinion to the NII on
the specific items they have been asked to look at.
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In addition to those groups which advise the NII directly, there is also a
senior independent body, the Advisory Committee on the Safety of Nuclear
Installations, which advises the Health and Safety Commission, and Ministers,
on major issues affecting the safety of nuclear installations including
design, siting, operation and maintenance which are referred to it or which
it considers requires attention. This Committee convenes working groups as
necessary to look into specific questions in greater detail than can the
main Committee. At present, for example, there are working groups on fast
reactor safety and radioactive waste. Of course, these working groups report
to the main Committee rather than to the Nuclear Inspectorate but the NII has
access to their reports. The Advisory Committee's function is to provide
advice on policy matters rather than become involved in the regulatory review
as such but it does have a part to play in monitoring the work and advice
provided by the Nuclear Inspectorate.

3. BACKGROUND TO THE REGULATORY REVIEW

The power to attach enforceable conditions to a site licence and to vary them
at anytime or to withdraw the licence itself provides a very flexible regime
of statutory control in the UK. Yet it should be noted that in the period
prior to issue of a licence the Executive and hence the NII has no formal
powers over what is proposed for any site. However in practice a licence
would not be granted unless sufficient assurances were obtained on the suit
ability of the site itself and on the proposed ,installations. Applicants
wishing to construct a nuclear installation consult the Inspectorate on the
information required and discussions are always held before formal procedures
begin. The NII's assessment of the site and the siting policy which is
followed have been fully described elsewhere [refs 1 and 2] and will not be
discussed here. The nature and extent of the NIPs assessment of the design
of an installation before issue of a licence depends on whether the plant is
of an established or a new type. In the case of the Magnox and AGR nuclear
power stations, the design of which have followed a pattern of steady develop
ment in the UK and which are owned and operated by only two licensees, it may
be possible to avoid extensive pre-licence examination or to specify the
Inspectorate's information requirements in detail. In general however these
requirements are similar to those given in IAEA. Safety Series No 34 [ref 3].
For reactor types on which no operational experience in the UK is available
or where, as in the case of the fast reactor, the system is still at the proto
type development stage, pre-licence negotiations and information requirements
are necessarily very much more extensive and protracted.

When the Inspectorate is satisfied that the proposed installations should be
capable of being engineered to meet its requirements for licensing, the
applicant is advised of this and he may then make formal application to the
appropriate Secretary of State. On receiving the application,. which will be
for the construction and operation of a particular reactor system on a speci
fied site, the Secretary of State will normally direct the applicant to
publicise the proposal and give notice to specified Public and Local Authorities
including River Boards who have the right to make representation regarding the
proposal within 3 months. The procedure to be followed is laid down by the
Electric Lighting Act 1909 under which the Secretary of State's Consent is
required before a power station of any type can be built or extended. When all
interested parties have been given an opportunity to comment or object to the
proposed station, the Secretary of State decides whether or not the proposals
affect their interests to an extent which makes it desirable to hold a public
inquiry. If, however, the Local Planning Authority objects, the Secretary of
State is obliged to hold such an inquiry. A nuclear site licence will not be
granted until the Secretary of State gives his Consent to build a nuclear
station under the Electric Lighting Act.
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Having obtained Consent for use of the site, the applicant then requires
a licence and for this to be granted a satisfactory safety case must have
been provided fbr review by the Inspectorate.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSING

At the prototype stage in a design which is being developed for eventual
inclusion in the nuclear power programme, or where a reactor system has been
so developed elsewhere but is new to the UK, the safety review carried out
by the NII is less formalised than would be the case for a system which was
well established in the UK. The aims in such a situation are to build up
sufficient expertise to be able to independently assess the safety of the
new system, to explore and become familiar with the main safety issues in
relation to a generic design and to advis,e the nuclear industry on aspects
of the design or the safety argument being put forward where these might
prejudice future acceptance for licensing. Hence a flexible approach is
required, dependent upon the system being reviewed and the stage of develop
ment which has been reached.

The stages of the regulatory review and the areas to be covered once a
design has been accepted in principle for licensing generally follow the
timetable of safety submissions required from the intending licensee. The
basic elements have been developed over the years but are now essentially
as follows:-

(i) Design safety principles and criteria. These set down the criteria
and requirements used to provide for an acceptable standard of nuclear
safety and hence radiological protection to the public and to the
operating staff during normal and abnormal operating conditions. They
provide guidelines for the type, standard and performance of the
protection equipment which is provided in the design to meet the
radiological principles, and embody design safetycriteria to demon
strate that the completed plant will meet the safety standards required
by the NII;

(ii) Preliminary Safety Report (PSR) - Stage A Submission. This is prepared
on completion of the main features of the reference design and gives a
preliminary description with outline drawings including layout, main and
auxiliary plant, electrical and control and instrumentation systems
together with a comprehensive set of reactor parameters. It shows the
principles by which the reference design can meet the design safety
criteria and provides a preliminary safety analysis of the critical
fault conditions and preliminary assessment of the performance and
standard of the proposed protection equipment;

(iii) Safety case and fault studies: information provided in the PSR has to
be supplemented by safety cases and fault studies covering the main
safety issues;

(iv) Detailed> research and development and component development programmes
are required including information concerning timescale and objectives;

(v) Quality assurance and in-service inspection proposals including the
intending licensee's QA programme and management scheme and the QA and
QC schemes for the main contractor and for their sub-contractors, for
the main safety related items;

(vi) Contract design. Details of' all safety related items i.e. the specific
design intended for licensing;
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(vii) Pre-construction Safety Report (PCSR)- Stage B Submission. This
consists of a description of the contract design and a more extensive
safety assessment of the design of the nuclear station than Stage A.
It will include a detailed safety case covering all foreseeable fault
conditions for which protection is provided and for those parts of
the plant where a verJ high integrity is claimed.

The timing of these stages will vary from case to case. For a system new to
commercial operation in the UK (i) and (ii) would be required about 2 years
before the date of licensing; (iii) and (iv) about 12-15 months before
licensing; and (v) and (vi) about 6 months before licensing. For a system
already licensed the period of review could be much shorter than this.

The information provided by the time the NIl are required to give advice to
the Ex:ecutive on licensing should be such that detailed design, manufacture
and construction can proceed with small risk of significant modifications
subsequently being required for safety reasons. The attainment of this
objective, seen as highly desirable so that both the NIl and the intending
licensee are confident that the design intent and safety principles will
produce an acceptable reactor installation,. may require, especially in the
case of a system not previously licensed, that stage (vii), the PCSR, has
been received and examined.

It is worth mentioning that at about the time the Contract Design details
are received, if not before, any queries relating to siting should have been
cleared e.g. with regard to external hazards and control of housing and other
development around the site.

The topics covered by the PSR and the PCSR are essentially the same in each
case, but with more detail and a greater number of supporting documents in
the PCSR as is appropriate for this later stage. A typical list of the
contents of these submissions is given in Appendix I.

It is fundamental to the regulatory review and assessment that it should be
based on the design information, safety case and supporting data provided by
the intending licensee as part of their safety submission, and they are
expected to make this as comprehensive and searching as might be required.
Sources of technical information will include the UKAEA (Who provide support
ing R&D for all reactor systems developed in the UK) the Systems Reliability
Service (for reliability data) and the designers (vendors) own development
programmes. The intending licensees, especially the CEGB, also have their
own research laboratories which they will use as a source of data. In addition,
however, the NIl will obtain independent data from its own extra-mural contracts,
consultants and study groups should this be thought necessary. Both the
licensees and the NIl make use of data obtained worldwide where this is relevant.

It has to be demonstrated in the intending licensee's safety submissions that
the proposed designs meet their criteria, and these submissions are in turn
assessed by the Inspectorate whose staff apply the NIl's safety assessment
principles [ref 4] in their review. It is a requirement of the NIl's princi
ples, for example, that international and national recommendations on health
and safety are followed and that the design is engineered to a sufficiently
high safety standard which will satisfy the relevant codes.

5. ASSESSMENT FDLLOWING LI CENSING

Once a licence has been granted, the licensee may start construction of the
plant. The NIl maintains regulatory control over construction, commissioning
and subsequent operation by means of conditions attached to the licence. The
various stages of this work, related to site construction and commissioning,
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are described in a paper presented in Session IV. At the same time, assess
ment of the licensee's safety case continues in detail and further stages of
the safety case are submitted.

The St~e B submission will be subject to amendment and further review as
contruction proceeds to cater for any design modifications which are subse
quently required. More importantly, it is at this stage that the NIl carries
out a comprehensive assessment of the engineering details of the design to
ensure that the construction, commissioning and operation of the plant meets
the agreed design intent.

As assessment proceeds on the detailed design, and results of longer term
experimental work and final development tests become available, and as
defined sections of the plant reach completion the licensee is required to
present safety reports for each section in turn. In due course these will
be included with an updated and more detailed fault analysis in a single
comprehensive document, the Station Safety Report or Stage C Submission,
which will form an authoritative report by the licensee to b~ used through
out the life of the plant and will form the basis for the NIl's own acceptance
of the station. When approval is required to raise power this safety report
will have been updated as necessary following commissioning tests and further
lengthy experimental programmes and will therefore include more specific
information on certain safety topics than was available previously. More
information may also be required on matters relating to plant operation.
Hence the Stage 9 Safety Report should bea complete and comprehensive docu
ment by the time the station reaches commercial power operation.

As has been explained, the timing of these stages will vary from case to
case. Whilst the pre-licensing review and assessment could take between
one year for a design of a type already licensed to perhaps two or three
years for a novel design and is a matter for the NIl to decide, the post
licensing stages will of course depend on progress with the design and its
construction and hence the timing is very much subject to the programme
followed by the project overall. Similarly, whilst the general form of the
safety case and its review procedure is as described it is not laid down as
a statutory requirement but may be varied by the NIL Thus a flexible
approach is possible and changes may be readily introduced if considered
necessary.

Whilst the above review is proceeding, the NIl also have to report on its
activities. This is done by means of internal safety assessment reports
which set down its view at each stage of a safety case put to it so as to
provide a record of its work and to support the advice it gives to the
Executive and to Ministers. These documents may include: a pre-licensing
generic safety review, a pre-licensing assessment of a specific design
proposal (perhaps based on the Stage A and part of the Stage B Report), a
preliminary assessment of the design details prior to fuel loading based on
the St~e B report and a final assessment of the design safety report (Stages
B and C) either prior to raising to power or prior to commercial operation at
power as appropriate. The NIl's reports are not normally available outside
the HSE although in some cases a non-classified open executive report is
written summarising their findings.

6. EXPERIENCE OF THE REVIEW

6.1 Prototype DevelOpment

In:t;he UK the fast reactor has been developed by the UKAEA through several
stages, from the original Dounreay FR and the Prototype FR now operating at
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Dounreay to the present design study for a Commercial Demonstration Fast
Reactor. The NIl have kept a watching brief on these early designs but
sinc~ 1974 greater effort has been applied in carrying out a review of the
generic issues of fast reactors, with particular attention being paid to
the designconeept being developed in the UK.

The main objectives during this early revi,ew period have been:-

(i) to build up a sufficient level of expertise to independently assess
the safety case put forward with a licence application;

(ii) to advise Ministers, the HSE and the Health and Safety Commission on
fast reactor safety; and

(iii) to advise the nuclear industry on aspects of the design or the safety
arguinents being put forward, in particular where it was felt that
proposals were likely to lead to difficulties at the licensing stage.

To achieve these objectives a nucleus of ..expertise has been built up within
the NIl managed by a Head of Section. The work has concentrated on safety
issues which were seen to be fundamental to the fast reactor concept since
a proper scientific and technical understanding of these" issues would be
necessary in any subsequent assessment, whatever the detailed design. These
issues were, for example, the whole core accident and the protection and
style of containment which could be provided against such an accident, sub
assembly faults as a possible trigger for whole core events, and molten fuel/
coolant interactions.

The approach has been to encourage members of the team, and only a small
number of assessors was available, to develop their knowledge of the issues
in some depth through their own study, by contact with industry, the UKAEA
and research bodies, by means of extra-mural contracts placed by the NIl and
through selective attendance at conferences both national and international.
Contact with those in the field is also maintained through committee work and
by means of information exchange agreements with other regulatory bodies.

A problem has been to maintain a sufficient level of expertise over the years
as the possibility of an early commercial fast reactor in the UK has receded.
The matrix management system described earlier has been found to provide a
solution since it allows a larger number of assessors to familiarise them
selves with the fast reactor system without taking an undue proportion of
the total effort available.

In parallel with this activity of paying attention to the main effects of
an accident in the fast reactor, and its protection, some five years ago the
NIl formed a group in the future systems Branch which set out to examine the
system in detail, starting from a fault schedule and the sources of radio
activity present, and using the techniques of fault and event tree analysis.
This examination was intended to explore the protection provided against
faults or failures associated with the generic plant and hence reveal any
unknown fault sequences not effectively protected against and hence not so
far explored in relation to the proposed design and its safety case. This
group has not yet completed its work but has already pointed to the need to
pay more attention to certain key structural features where in-service
inspection throughout life may not be practicable.

To maintain its interface with industry the NIl is represented on various
fast reactor committees within the UK, the most senior of which is the Joint
Committee on Fast Reactor Safety. This Committee consists of representatives
from the electricity utilities, the design company and the UKAEA and it has,
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within its terms of reference, a requirement to formulate fast reactor
safety criteria as a basis for future designs. The opportunity is avail
able, therefore, through this Committee and through its other contacts with
the nuclear industry for the NIl to convey its views, in particular on
matters which are believed likely to cause difficulty in licensing. Our
role on these committees is advisory only, and the industry is under no
obligation to act upon the NIl's advice. Nor, in giving it, do the NIl
commit themselves in any way. Nevertheless the advice must be sound and
is expected to reflect the view which would be taken in carrying out the
review at the licensing stage. There are difficulties in this, because
developments on the research side leading to a better understanding of the
problems or revealing further problems could change the picture as could
developments in safety philosophy. Also, advice already given could lead
an assessor tq prefer one solution rather than another. However, this
approach is seen as the best way of working at this stage of the review so
as to achieve the overall objective of ensuring an acceptable design for
licensing.

The fast reactor review has involved the NIl in some 15 man-years of effort,
mainly spread over the years 1974-d.ate and has incurred a further expenditure
of some £800,000 by ESE in support work such as consultancies and extra
mural research. The CDFR is likely to be the subject of a public inquiry in
due course and only then will licensing be considered. It is envisaged that
the present commitment will continue for the future until a pre-licensing
review of an actual commercial design is entered into, when an increased
scale of effort will be required.

6.2 Systems New to the UK

In 1973 the CEGB declared an interest in a PWR, later confirmed as a Westing
house design, for the next stage of their nuclear programme. This system
would be new to the UK in terms of commercial application and until that time
the NIl had only kept a watching brief on safety aspects of LWRs in general.

In 1974 the Government chose the SGWR for the future power programme but
required that the NIl complete the review which it had started on the generic
safety issues of the LWR. In practice this meant a generic review of the
Westinghouse design of PWR. This review was completed in 1978 and a summary
report of the NIl's conclusion has been issued [ref 5]. Work in the NIl is
now continuing in preparation fora formal safety review leading to licensing
together with a possible public inquiry.

For the purpose of the review the generic aspects of PWR were taken to be
those safety issues which can be regarded as specific to and inherent in
the concept and those features which, while common to other nuclear power
systems, have novel safety significance in the PWR.

From the watching brief which had been kept on worldwide experience with
LWRs and on the basis of problem areas inherent in all reactor systems the
generic issues selected for detailed consideration were:-

(i) Potential plant faults and their· analyses, including in particular
the loss of coolant accident analysis.

(ii) Integrity of the primary coolant circuit, including reactor pressure
vessel, primary loop pipework and the steam generator.

(iii) Fuel element behaviour.

(iv) Reactor protection system.
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(v) Containment.

(vi) Radiological risk in normal operation.

(vii) Radioactive waste arising on the reactor site.

The objective of this study was to arrive at a view on the safety of the PWR
concept and in particular to determine the technical conditions which would
need to be satisfied for a PWR to be acceptable in principle for use as a
commercial nuclear power plant in the United Kingdom. While a particular
plant, the Westinghouse 4 loop L30Q_MWe plant as at Trojan, Oregon, was selected
as a reference and much of the detailed study was based on it, the review
was not intended to be, and could not be regarded as, a commentary on a
specific design or a particular plant.

To supplement this study the Kraftwerk Union PWR of similar size was also
considered and discussions held with the Company. The same generic issues
were e;x:amined sufficiently to enable a sound appreciation of the important
differences between the two designs to. be made. In addition, discussions
were held with regulatory groups in France, Germany and the USA and information
was obtained from relevant world and UK engineering and scientific studies
including the Rasmussen Report [ref 6] and the UKAEA investigation into
pressure vessel integrity carried out under the chairmanship of Dr WMarshall
[ref 1].

It was clear at an early stage that the NII staff would need technical
support in considering at least some of the more important generic safety
issues which had been identified. Hence a substantial programme of extra
mural work was put in hand covering both theoretical and experimental studies
in these areas. In addition two study groups were set up early in 1914
consisting of independent experts from the universities, research institutions
and industry, one to advise the Chief Inspector on technical and scientific
issues associated with the integrity of pressure vessel parts, the other to
advise on LOCAjECCS processes. A further, smaller, working group consisting
of representatives from the Inspectorate, the UKAEA and the Authority's
Safety and Reliability Directorate was formed to prepare a fault schedule
and extend the fault analysis of this system to identify any so far unrevealed
faults or faults against which the protection provided in the generic design
was inadequate. Unfortunately from the point of view of the PWR study the
first two of these groups had to turn their attention to SGHWR issues when,
later in the year, this system was chosen for the UK nuclear power programme.
They proved their usefulness in that role, whilst individual members continued
to assist with the PWR review outside of the groups' activities. This switch
of UK effort to the SGHWR also meant that the NII had to fall back on its own
resources for the fault studies work.

The review procedure has thus been based on a critical examination of the
generic issues of PWR. Takin~ account of (i) a study of the safety cases
put forward by Wand KWU, (ii) information gained from the various supporting
activiti es and '["iii) the background knowledge acquired from a continuing
study of PWBE over several years, questions were framed and addressed to both
these design organisations. Responses to these questions, coupled with
information obtained from the original technical material and generic back
ground material available to NII formed the basis for the conclusions and
recommendations arising out of this study.

The scale of the review and the tight timescale within which it had to be
carried out, especially when viewed in relation to the limited resources
the NII had available for this work, gave rise to a number of problems, the
solution of which has provided us with much worthwhile experience. Problems
which arose included:-
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(1) The need to build up a team of assessors with the right experience
in safety assessment and in water reactor systems so as to be a.ble
to come to an independent view. Some recruitment was necessary and
in the early stages a high proportion of time was spent on monitor
ing and reviewing experience from operating PWRs, literature surveys,
visits to plants, involvement with EEC and OECD safety working
groups (where the interest was predominantly LWR issues), study of
fundamental scientific data and information e.g. related to fracture
mechanics, heat transfer and two-phase flow, interna'~ discussion
groups to generate ideas and share information and the development
of safety assessment principles and criteria;

(2) A significant difference in this review from similar exercises being
pursued on other UK designed systems arose from the fact that in an
off-the-shelf PWR the major design concepts are effectively frozen,
whilst the NIl is involved and can influence safety design in the UK
systems as they are developed;

(3) There are items of plant or components, which although common to other
reactor types, become wholly or partially specific in the context of
the PWR by Virtue of unique modes which may arise, e. g. the containment
and certain aspects of the protection systems. This required a
detailed understanding of the characteristics of the system under
review;

(4) The original plant will have been designed against certain criteria
or standards. These may be set at different levels from those normally
accepted by the NIl, or they may be aimed at the specific system
being considered. This required assessment of each important case
against the NIl's own safety assessment principles;

(5) It was essential that the physical behaviour of the plant both in
normal and abnormal situations was adequately understood. It had to
be possible to express this behaviour in recognised and acceptable
scientific or engineering terms. In this context, the plant was
defined to include the fuel, primary coolant, emergency coolant and
any other possible contributor to abnormal behaviour existing as part
of the design. This aspect was particularly difficult for the NIl
since previous experience was with gas-cooled reactors with a single
phase coolant and very different core transient characteristics. To
achieve this understanding considerable scientific and engineering
investigational work was initiated, for example, in single and two
phase coolant behaviour, circuit materials behaviour, and reliability
studies of components and systems, as already described.

In all, the assessment work has involved the NIl in a total effort of about
24 man-years and has involved a total expenditure to date of some £600,000 by
the liSE on consultancies and associated work.

The general conclusion of the generic review was that there was no fUndamental
reason for regarding safety as an obstacle to the selection of a PWR for
commercial generation in the UK. However, a final decision as to accepta
bility for licensing cannot be given on the basis of a generic study alone.
A more detailed examination of an actual design intended for licensing is now
necessary and this will follow the procedures outlined in Section 4 above.

6.3 Established System

A further system which the Inspectorate is concerned with and which is at
present being considered for licensing is the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor
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(AGR). This system has been developed within the UK following the success
of the Magnox Gas-cooled Reactor stations and taking the prototype AGR at
Windscale, which went to power in 1963, as a model. The first two twin
AGR stations at Hinkley Point 'B' and Hunterston 'B' were licensed in 1965
and 1966 and went to power in 1977 and 1978 respectively. Further stations
were licensed at Dungeness 'B' in 1965 and the similar twin-AGR stations
of Heysham and Hartlepool in 1968 and 1969, and these stations are still
commissioning. It should be noted that whilst these stations are all AGRs,
and hence with the main features of this system in common, there are
differences between them. Many of these differences are of importance to
safety.

The current programme consists of two twinAGR-::$.tations:tjLbeJ:>J.iilt- at
Heysham, as an extension of the present site, and at Torness. They are to
be replicas of Hinkley Point 'B' in many features but, again, there are
important changes which have been made to reflect the development of safety
philosophy and requirements since this station was first commissioned.

Hence the Inspectorate has to carry out a pre-licence review so as to be
satisfied with the design intent of the new AGRs before a licence can be
granted. The stages of this review are as set out in Section 4 above. The
PSR was received in July 1978 and was reviewed over a period of some 10
months employing the 10' assessors and 2 Heads of Section available for this
work in Branch 1.

The NIl's assessment of the PSR was based on its knowledge and experience
of the safety standards which had been required for, and met by, the
earlier AGRs and on the guidance provided by the Safety Assessment Principles
[ref 4]. From the examination of the PSR which was carried out a number of
safety issues and points which require clarification have been identified
and have been discussed with the Generating Boards (CEGB and SSEB) and
representatives from the designers, the Nuclear Power Company (NPC). As
a result a good many points have been resolved and a more satisfactory
position on many of the remainder should have been reached by the time the
PCSR is submitted to the Inspectorate. The PCSR should therefore reflect
the agreements reached on the outstanding safety issues and if this is the
case then, following the agreed timescales, it should be possible to grant
a licence some 21 weeks after receipt of the PCSR and its supporting documents.

There are particular problems in licensing further reactors of a kind already
licensed. They are mainly concerned with the case for requiring safety
improvements in the next stage of a system which has already been accepted
without them and the question that is then raised as to whether or not to
back fit. Regarding the first, these are argued against the currently desir
able safety standards as set out in the Inspectorate's safety assessment
principles, it being our view that it is practicable to do more from the
start of a new design and still maintain the advantages of replication. As
for back fitting, this is not normally required unless the matter is judged
to be of appreciable safety importance: in carrying out its review the
Inspectorate would compare the established system with present requirements
and would then decide each case on its merits using the principle of requiring
the licensee to make such changes as are reasonably practicable.

The pre-licensing review of the new AGRs is estimated to require some 12 man
years of Inspectorate effort, supported by some £100,000 of extra-mural
support and advice from consultants.
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7. FlJI'URE DEVELOPMENTS

An area of particular interest in recent years is the development of
probabilistic analysis as applied to reactor safety. The NII is of the
view that this is a necessary guide for judgement and a valuable discipline
in the safety assessment process. The design safety criteria which have
been put forward by the Generating BoardS for the new AGR stations makes
use of this approach and this has been accepted by the NII as a part of
the safety case. It is also the intention, as will be seen from Appendix
I, that a station risk assessment will be presented. This is a new feature
of the review and will be looked at with interest. However, the NII does
not consider that a safety case can be based solely on this approach. The
state of knowledge of reactor systems, particularly the very important
structural and mechanical aspects, is not yet such that this type of
analysis can replace the deterministic methods and the application of
engineering criteria which fonn the basis of our regulatory review.

Weare also now requiring decommissioning to be considered in the safety
case from the earliest stage. At least a statement of intent should be
provided and eventual decommissioning acknowledged e.g. by providing records
of materials used and drawings of the plant for this special purpose if for
no other.

A re-assessment of the plant and its safety case following a year or two's
commercial operation has also been carried out by the Inspectorate for the
first two AGR stations. This provides a further check on late plant modifi
cations and early operating experience and has been found to be well worth
while. It is likely to be a requirement of the review process for all future
stations.

finally, we are now finnly of the view that the regulatory safety reView
has to be a continuing feature of the life of a nuclear power station.
Operationally we have biennial shutdowns of one reactor (of each twin
reactor station) and this reactor cannot be started up again until a review
of experience from the maintenance schedule has been carried out. As a
reactor ages so it becomes necessary to include more detail in this review
and also to consider a long-tenn review, extrapolating to a further 5 or
10 years operation to be further satisfied that safety problems can be
anticipated and corrected without coming up against operational or economic
pressures.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

During the last six or seven years the NII has had to develop the expertise
and ability to carry out safety reviews for regulatory purposes of three
different reactor systems (four if the SGHWR is included) each presenting
different problems not just because of their different characteristics but
also because of their different stages of commercial development in the UK.
We are reasonably satisfied with the form of review whioh is now required
and it is hoped that this aocount of our experience and requirements will
be of value to others with similar responsibilities.
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APPENDIX I: TYPICAL CONTENTS OF SAFErY REPORI'

Section 1 - Introduction: includes the objectives, the arrangement and
layout of the safety report, the location of the site and a general
description of the reactor.

Section 2 - Safety Principles: includes the design safety criteria and the
·safety principles and an outline of the safety case.

Section 3 - Site Description: may include meteorology, geology, ecology,
district radiological monitoring programme, design requirements determined
by the environment, and civil engineering design.

Section 4 - The Reactor: includes a description of the reactor core its
nuclear characteristics, thermal and hydraulic characteristics.

Section 5 - Fuel: mechanical design and criteria.

Section 6 - Radiological Protection and Shielding.

Section 7 - Fuel Handling and Storage.

Section 8 - Reactivity Control Systems.

Section 9 - Reactor Cooling System: includes pressure circuit design.

Section 10 Engineered Safety Systems.

Section 11 AUXiliary Systems and Services: includes the reactor coolant
circuit de-contamination systems, fire protection, instrument and general
service systems, communication· systems.

Section 12 Containment.

Section 13 Control and Instrumentation: includes the main control room
and emergency centre, safety systems, direct alarm system, on-line computer
system.

Section 14 - Radioactive Waste Management.

Section 15 - Station Layout.

Section 16 - Post Trip Operation.

Section 17 - Electrical Systems.

Section 18 - Steam and Feed Systems including turbine hall systems, main
feed system, water chemistry.

Section 19 - Main Turbine Generators.

Section 20

Section 21

Section 22

Initiating Faults.

Analysis of Faults: includes internal and external hazards.

Station Risk Assessment.
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Section 23 - Safety Related R&D Programme.

Section 24 - Safety Related Technical Work Programme.

Section 25 - Quality Assurance.

Section 26 - Operations Intent.
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ORGANISATION AND PRACTICES ON REGULATORY REVIEW IN THE LICENSING

PROCESS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN SPAIN

P. Trueba
Junta de Energia Nuclear

Madrid-Spain

This paper presents the actual organisation, practices and
experience of the JEN Nuclear Safety Department on the regulatory
review in the licensing process of nuclear power plants in Spain.
Topies to be covered are: The structure, organisation, 'staff and
principal functional areas of the NSD, the academic qualifications
and work experience of the NSD personnel, recruiting and training,
the conduct of the regulatory review during the licensing process
and working procedures, the manpower and coverage of the different
technical areas, the principal problems and conclusions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the practice and experience of the Nu
clear Safety Department (NSD) of the Spanish Nuclear Energy Board
(JEN) on the subjet of regulatory review in the licensing process
of nuclear power plants.

The licensing process of nuclear power plants in Spain is
based on Nuclear Energy Law 25/1964 of 29th April 1964, further de
veloped by the Nuclear and Radioactive Facilities Regulation (RINR)
enacted by Decree 2869/1972. According to its provisions, the Mi
nistry of Industry and Energy (MIE) is the national authority'for
licensing NPP through the Director General for Energy and after 
statutory advice from JEN. Thereby the MIE is responsible for gra~

ting the governmental authorisations concerning siting, construc
tion and commissioning of nuclear power plants, without prejudice
of other approvals within the autohority scope of other Ministries
and Administrative Agencies or of the Municipalities involved.

The formalities and procedures of the current Spanish lice~

sing process have been sufficiently described in the document "Li
censing Systems and Inspection of Nuclear Installations in NEA Me~

ber Countries ll NEA, OECD (1977). But it is to be noted, neverthe
less, that the MIE's Directorate General for Energy is particularly
competent on:

a) Energy planning and coordination and, ·working together with JEN,
preparation of programmes to bring nuclear energy into the na
tional supply system. (Promotion activities}.

b) Processing and granting of governmental licenses as required by
law after hearing the statutory technical advice of JEN in mat
tersrelated to nucxear·safety and radiological protection. (Co~

trol responsibilities).

Such activities can sometimes conflict with such responsi
bilities where nuclear safety and radiological protection conside
rations make it advisable not to approve a given site or project,
or temporally suspend the operation of a nuclear power plant, sin
ce such a decision can obstruct the implementation of the approved
National Energy Plan (weighty factors are the energy projections
for the coming years, the availability of alternate sources, the
balance of payments deterioration as a result of the dependency on
classical energy sources and their price escalation).

JEN is therefore charged by the above-mentioned existing Ie
g~slation, as an autonomous state agency directly under the Minis
try of Industry and Energy, with a technical advisory function from
the nuclear safety and radiological protection viewpoint, not only
in the licensing process but in the control and monitoring of such
matters during the construction, commissioning and operation of n~

clear facilities. JEN has only executive power concerning licensing
of operating personnel for such facilities.
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The above notwithstanding, JEN has devoting most of its ef
forts and possibilities to promote the peaceful applications of n~

clear energy in accordance to the mission it was originally given
when it was created in 1951 (survey and mining of uranium resour
ces, radioactive isotopes, technological research and development,
personnel training). About 2% of the JEN Budget for F.Y. 1978 was
invested in regulatory activities in the licensing process of NPP
and radioactive facilities.

It must be finally noted that. the Spanish Parliament, at 
the time the National Energy Plan was debated and approved at the
end of last July, did vote a resolution urging the Government to
implement· the kind of nuclear programme required by our energy needs,
while at the same time establishing the most stringent safety measu. -
res. In accordance with these principles, on the second half of O£
tober, the Government has submitted to he Parliament a Bill crea
ting a Nuclear Safety Council, independent from the Administration
which, being given the required instruments will be competent to 
evaluate and control the design, construction and operation of nu
clear and radioactive facilities, absorbing the functions JEN has
carrying out in these matters until now and whereupon JEN will be
converted in a solely technological research and development ins
titution.

At the time the present paper is being written, the above 
mentioned Bill is pending consideration and enactment from the Co~

gress and the Senate. Until this Nuclear Safety Council becomes a
reality and while the details of the change are worked out, perhaps
not earlier than this yearend, it may be timely to briefly review
the past situation so as to. see what can be learnt from it.

2. STRUCTURE AND STAFF OF THE NUCLEAR SAFETY DEPARTMENT AND
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS

The Nuclear Energy Board (JEN) has created a technical ser
vice specialised in nuclear safety and radiological protection in
order to better discharge its duties as technical counsel on such
matters. This service, under the official name of Nuclear Safety
Department (NSD) reports directly to the Director General of JEN
and is responsible for the analysis of risks and intrinsi~ safety
of nuclear and radioactive facilities, as well as for thcir supervi
sion and control.

Currently, the NSD is organised from an administrative stand
point in five technical sections:

Evaluation Operative Unit
Inspection Operative Unit
Radiological Protection Operative Unit
Technical Standards Service
Permanent Licensing Secretariat

The functions of these sections have already been reported
in the paper titled IIRegulatory Inspection in Spain ll submitted to
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the Specialists Meeting on Regulatory Inspection Practices in N~

clear Power Plants (CSNI Report n Q 27) held in Madrid in 1977 and,
in substance, they are as follows:

a) Risks and intrinsic safety assessment of nuclear and radioacti
ve facilities and issuing of Safety Evaluation Reports to be 
used by the Directorate General of Energy (D.G.E.) when proce~

_ sing applications for the different types of permits.

b) Safety inspection and risk control of nuclear and radioactive
facilities during construction and operation.

c) Recommend technical standards and regulations on nuclear safety
and radiological protection.

d) Participate in the process of issuing licens.es to facility ope
rative personnel.

The Nuclear Safety Department history began in 1958 when-the
first works on nuclear safety started in connection with the commi
ssioning of the first Spanish research nuclear reactor - Swimming
pool-type reactor. During 1967, when the Spanish nuclear power pr£
gramme was taking shape, the NSD starts a period of slowly develoE
mente To day, the Department's permanent technical staff is formed
by 46 senior degree holders (engineers, scientists, etc) and 16 a~

xiliaries. There are also 8 senior degree holders under temporary
contracts for specific work and several post-graduates under scho
larships. The NSD technical staff represents only the 10% of the
total JEN technical staff.

Fig. 1 shows the net permanent personnel growth and Fig. 2
the aggregate curve. The 1973-74 two year period has a perticular
significance in the Department's history, since at that time the Di
rector General of JEN placed~nger emphasis in providing the re
quired technical staff for the Department, although a slight rece~

sion is noticed from 1978. Fig. 3 shows how the existing staff falls
far below the projections made in 1971, 1974 and 1977, considering
the strength and importance gradually attained by the Spanish nu
clear power programme.

Table I presents the allocation of employees to technical 
and administrative duties according to the responsibilities assi~

ned to the NSD: Nuclear Facilities (power plants and fuel cycle
installations); Radioacti~e Facilities (use of radioactive isoto
pes and ionizing radiation); and Site Studies.

Presently, the personnel involved in the regUlatory review
in the licensing process of the Spanish nuclear power plants (De
sign and site selection evaluation) represents in all 45% of the
total NSD's manpower, and this only allows to cover less than 50%
of the tasks needed by the current situation of the Spanish nuclear
programme for 1979. The remaining personnel is dedicated to inspe£
tion work, technical standards preparation and nuclear safety eva
luation of radioactive facilities and radioactive and nuclear ma~~

rials transportation, as well as licensing the operative personnel
for such facilities.
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Fig. 4 represents the most significant activities of the NSD
in the recent years in connection with evaluation of nuclear power
plants authorisation applications, despite the personnel shortage
already mentioned. It must be remembered that this same personnel
is charged with the evaluation and control of other nuclear facili
ties in the fuel cycle field (uranium mining, second JEN Research
Centre in Soria, ENUSA fuel element plant in Juzbado, etc).

The 63% of the NSD technical staff comes from other JEN De
partments, where they have previously worked in nuclear research 
and development. Other 30% came to work directly with the NSD un
der contracts or scholarships before being admitted as permanent
JEN members through competitive examinations. The main stumbling
block for increasing the NSD staff is this competitive examination
system.

Fig. 5 presents the number of years of professional expe
rience in the Nuclear Energy Board (JEN) of the NSD technical staff~

showing an average time of 10 years. The experience in the NSD spe
cific activities shows an average time of 5.5 years. -

The technical staff shows a varied professional mixture, as
corresponds to the interdisciplinary nature of the activities ass~

ciated with nuclear safety and radiological protection. At this ti
me the break down of NSD personnel by professions is as follows:
12 physicists, 12 chemists, 4 geologists, 2 mathematitians and 2
pharmacists •.The engineering field is covered by 7 industrial engi
neers, 2 mining engineers, 2 telecommunications engineers, 1 fore~

try engineer and 2 technical engineers. 22% of the total are Docto
rate Degree holders.

Table 2 presents the professional training of the NSD per
sonnel in the fields of reactor technology, nuclear safety and ra
diological protection, not including their attending national and
international experts meetings on subjects related to nuclear sa
fety and radiological protection. Nevertheless most of the training
is on the job.

3. NUCLEAR SAFETY AND RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION REGULATORY REVIEW
IN THE LICENSING PROCESS OF NPP AND EFFORTS REQUIRED.

The review of the nuc~ear safety of a Spanish nuclear power
plant starts, from the standpoint of the Public Administration,
with the processing of the several permits required and continuous
throughout its entire active life. Table III shows the various sta
ges into· which this review is divided according to the regulations
in force. Fig. 6 represents the typical sequence of such stages.
These stages do not reflect the specific actions to be taken in
extreme situation when a nuclear accident does ocurr or in the ca
se of a mandatory facility close down.

The NSD evaluates each permit application submitted in view
of the particular features of the project and of the site selected
by the utility and decides whether a reasonable assurance exists



460 M.WE reac
designed, in servi

that its construction and operation will not represent an und~ly

hazard for human life and health and/or property. Upon finishing
the review the Department submits a report to he Director General
of JEN covering the safety analysis carried out and the technical
conclusions arrived at. On the basis of this report, it also sub
mits a decision proposal to the Directorate General of Energy with
the recommendations required in its judgement.

The Nuclear Safety Departmentfs experience is based on its
participation in the nuclear safety assessment and inspection of:

- 3 nuclear pow~r plants under temporary operation permit (a).
- 7 1000 Mwe Units in advanced construction process (b).
- 3 1000 Mwe Units with construction permit recently granted (c).
- 5 approx. 1000 Mwe units with preliminary permit granted and

construction permit application in process (d).
12 preliminary permit applications in process for 19 new units (~ •

. - ,. _.. "_.', .~-- .: 7 _ .. _ .. _.- --_.•. - .._- -

Next, the most significant objectives are presented regar
ding the safety a~anent in each regulatory stage.

3.1. Most significant technical aspects in each of the licensing
process stages.

(a) - Jose Cabrera (Zorita): with 1 loop PWR 160 Mwe reactor, de
signed by Westinghouse, in service since 1968.

- Santa Maria de Garofia: with a BWR/3
tor Mark.I containment, General Electric
ce since 1970.

- Vandel16s I: with a graphi~gas, natural uranium, 480 Mwe reac
tor, in service since 1972. French EDF design.

(b) - 6 PWR 3 loops with NSSS designed by Westinghouse (Almaraz,
Lemoniz, Asc6, 2 units each).

- 1 BWR/6 Mark III containment, designed by General Electric
( Cofrentes)!.

(c) - 2 BWR/6, Mark III containment (Va1decaba11eros).

- 1 PWR German KWU design (Trillo).

(d) - 1 PWR Asc6 type, designed by Westinghouse (Vandel16s 2).

- 1 PWR (Vande116s 3).

- 1 PWR, RESAR-31 Westinghouse designed (Sayago).

- 2 PWR, German KWU design (Regodo1a and Trillo II).

(e) - Arag6n (2), Asperi110 (2), Bajo Cinca (1), Cabo Cope (1),
El Paramo (1), Escatr6~ (2), LfAmetlla de Mar (2), Ogue11a (2),
Punta Endata (2), Santillan (1), Tarifa (2) and Vergara (1).
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3.1.1. Stage 1 (Preliminary Permit Application)

Generally, the evaluation to be carried out at this stage i~

volves determining whether the proposed facility is or not compati
ble with the chosen site. Greater emphasis is placed on the study
of the site suitability from the demographic, geological, seismolo
gical, hydrological and meteorological standpoints, determining on
the one hand the site parameters compromising the facility which
must be later taken into account during the facility design, and on
the other hand, the potential effects of the facility on the envi
ronment.

The risk analysis is made using conservative assumptions whe
re data is only preliminary or not well defined. Risk to the popu
lation must be comparable to the risks of other human activities and
compared to the haz~from natural environmental radiation.

As a rule, applicants have not yet decided at this stage the
type of facility to be built, so the project is not a clearly defi
ned one. In actual practice, some basic design characteristics are
assumed similar to those of other facilities either already in ope
ration or under construction, both in Spain and in foreign coumr±es,
and this presents no particular problem if the plant to be build 
is of an already known and proven type. But often the site has not
been sufficiently studied and this necessitates additional research.

Evaluation lends special attention to the study of soil stru£
tures and faults and to determining the ground horizontal accelera
tion for the seismic design (for these cases 10CFR100 criteria have
been adopted). Non-natural effects, such as an airplane crash are
considered with a probabilistic approach. The proposed site is sur
veyed by experts in geology, meteorology and radiological protec
tion.

3.1.2. Stage 2 (Construction Permit Application)

In the construction stage, which can be divided into a num
ber of sub-stages, the objectives are:

1. Evaluation of the documents submitted by the applicant to sup
port the construction application, checking that the facility
has been designed in compliance with the existing nuclear legi~

lation and with the nuclear safety and radiological protection
criteria spelled out in the preliminary permit. The evaluation
is centered around reafirming that the reactor specified is com
patible with the site chosen.

2. Ensure that the construction is executed in accordance with the
construction permit clauses.

3. Evaluate pre-operational tests and supervise their performance.

3.1.1. Stage 3 (Temporary Operation Permit)

The objectives of this stage are:
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1. Evaluate the documents submitted by the applicant in support of
the operation permit and the results of the preoperational tests.

2. Evaluate nuclear tests and supervise their performance.

3.1.4. Stage 4 (Definitive Operation Permit)

The temporary operation period is a preparatory period both
from the technical and the administrative viewpoints, prior to the
normal operation of the facility.

The definitive operation permit is to be applied for when
the plant is operated as originally planned. The results of the n~

clear tests programme and the development of the temporary opera
tion are evaluated at this stage.

3'.1.5. Stage 5 (Commercial Operation)

Compliance with the operation permit terms and operational
incidents are evaluated at this stage. The annual fuel reloads and
their affects on facility safety are also evaluated.

3.2. Required Efforts

Table IV presents the typical average efforts, expressed in
man/weeks, required to complete the regulatory review of a typical
light water nuclear power plant of proven type, with an electrical
output of one thousand Megawatts, during the licensing process and
commercial operation. These data is based on the current experience
and practice of the Nuclear Safety Department. It can be deduced 
from this that the regulatory review of a nuclear power plant means
a total effort up to the final operation stage of 1725 man/weeks of
senior degree personnel and 83 man/weeks/year thereafter during co
'mercial operation.

4 • REGULATORY REVI FJN PROC EDURE

Flow chart in Fig. 7 is a schematic representation of the r~

gulatory review procedu~e and formalities, from time of application
(stages 1 and 2) up to the time the pertinent ministerial resolu
tion is published in the Official State Gazette (stage 14). JEN starts
acting as soon as the Provincial Delegation of the Ministry of In
dustry and Energy's file and report is received.

The Evaluation Operational Unit of the NSD has, among other
functions, the responsibility of supervising, coordinating and ca
rrying out the application evaluation. As a result, it is also re~

ponsible for the preparation of the technical evaluation report,
containing the antecedents, results and conclusions of every anal~

sis and studies performed in connection with the application (sta
ge 9). Finally, the Unit submits a proposal for the technical deci
sion on safety, based on the conclusions of such prior evaluation,
together with the nuclear safety related limitations and conditions
as found advisable (stage 10).

For evaluating and analysisng the technical information re-
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~eived by the Evaluation Operational Unit, experts, either perma
nent or under time contract, are available to the Unit. Neverthe
less, the matters involved are so complex and diversified that it
is advisable whenever possible, to obtain experts assistance from
other Units and Services of the NSD or from other JENts Departments,
who can contnbute their knowledge and experience and, when required,
even specialists from other outside competent National Institutions
may be summoned to collaborate, such as the National Meteorological
Institute and the Department of Seismology and Seismic Engineering
of the National Geographic Institute.

The nuclear safety assessment of a given project requires
knowledge and application of:

a) Criteria, codes, guidelines and standards existing on the sub
ject.

b) Calculation models and particular design programmes for predic
ting and analysing the effects of the facility operation under
normal conditions and transients and foreseen nuclear accidents.

c) Basic technology of the reactor type used in design.
d) Particular parameters for the chosen site and for the potentially

affected environment.
e) The experience gained from similar type nuclear plants, either

in actual operation or under construction.
f) Results of research and development programmes on nuclear safe

ty for' the reactor type used in the design.

The quick pace of development of nuclear technology and of
nuclear safety and radiological protection philosophies required a
considerable follow-up and up-dating effort.

It is then essential to maintain close collaboration and in
formation exchange activities with international agencies involved
in this field, such as OIEA and OECD, and with other countries f au
tho~ities and regulatory agencies, particularly those where the 
technology for the plant to be built in Spain originates from.

When necessary, clarification of documents submitted or ad
ditional. information deemed to be important with regard to nuclear
safety andradi.oJogical protection (stage' 6) are requested from the ap
plicant.

It is the responsibility of the applicant to submit as many
clear and accurate data and studies as are required by virtue of 
the RINR provisions, and he is entitled to present directly to JEN
the revisions or changes to the original documents as they are ne
cessary and all these addenda become a part of the relevant file.
Any clarification, study or additional report requested will be to
the charge of the applicant.

After the Safety Evaluation Report is completed and the bech
nical decision proposal is prepared with the pertinent nuclear sa
fety conditions (stage 10), both documents are referred to other 
Operational Units and Services of the Nuclear Safety Department for
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their consideration and suggestions when appropriate. Later a mee
ting is held with the applicant to iniorm him of the decisions arri
ved at where the applicant is allowed to express his comments
(stage 11) or other technical changes may be agreed on.

Finally, the Department Director submits the safety recomen
dation and the prepared Safety Evaluation Report (stage 12) to the
Director General of JEN. After his approval these documents are send
to the Directorate General of Energy for processing (stage 13).

4.1. Project Manager

A project manager is appointed to coordinate the evaluation
activities for each individual application. The project manager must
have an overall awareness of the project and 'of the nuclear safety
problems involved and must be up-to-date on the development of such
problems and on the applicabLe safety and radiological protection 
criteria, not to forget a general knowledge of the various regula
tions existing.

The Project manager interprets- or adopts - the technical 
viewpoints and criteria contained in the reports, studies and eva
luations conducted by the Department experts or consultants, repor
ting to his Unit Head any disagreement he may have with such fin
dings.

Evaluators and Experts

The members of the Evaluation Operational Unit, whether they
are permanent, on a time contract or temporarily transferred from
other units and the specialist from other Department Units or Ser
vices to whom specific tasks may have been assignaed in connection
to the evaluation of one given application, must prepare a report on
the results of the study or evaluation of the subject assigned them
and submit it to the Project Manager (stage 8).

All work subjects or project aspects requ1r1ng evaluation 
are to be assigned to Department evaluators or experts. Each eva
luator or expert studies and reviews the information concerning his
assigned subject and decides upon the necessity or convenience of
consultation with others after he has studied the matter on a pre
liminary basis. Although calling consultants is an acceptable pro
cedure at any time of the evaluation process, it is preferable to
summon their advice at the early stages of evaluation.

The consultant request form is clear and specific so the co~

suIted advisor can quickly identify the problem brought before him
and solve it effectively and in a short time.

Evaluation Plan

Before any work is started an Evaluation Plan must be drawn.
This plan is to specify the distribution of the different aspects
requiring an analysis, st.arting dates for all tasks and partial ev~

luation report filing dates for each participant and a final com
pletion date. Under no circunstance any attempt to meet these dates
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can result in a loss of quality of the review work which must be,
in every case, as deep and extensive as necessary.

The plan must also specify the criteria and procedures to be
followed in each case with references made to the applicable Depar!
ment internal documents and guidelines. To this aim, the Nuclear 
Safety Department is now preparing specific guidelines for the ev~

luation of the different permit applications, in order to standar
dise and facilitate the work of evaluators and Project Managers. Ta
ble V presents a list of contents of one of such guidelines.

EXAMPLES 0 F PROBLEMS ASSOCIAT ED TO THE REGULATORY REVI EJN5.

5.1. Problems derived from the technical-administrative licensing
process

The Spanish nuclear power plant programme history can be di
vided in three periods since its inception. The incorporation in
1972 of the Regulations on Nuclear and Radioactive Facilities (RI
NR) affected in a different way each of these periods. The clarif~

ing function of this document regarding the licensing process of a
nuclear power plant is essential when analysing past experiences.

a) The first period covers the three plants now in operation, all
of then approved before RINR enactment.

b) The seven units now under construction at four separate sites
make up the second period. All their preliminary permits were
granted before RINR enactment, bur the respective construction
permit was absolutely under the influence of the aforementioned
Regulation.

c) Lastly, the third period covers all plants with thcir complete Ii
censing procedure totally governed by RINR.

The administrative procedures for authorisation granting w~

re developed during the first period, as first reflected by a~
lation draft which was used as a basic guideline. Once the legal 
framework was set, the following years -as stated before- were
used to complement it by adopting internationally recognised guide
lines, codes and standard~ as well as explicit Administration sta-
tements on technical criteria through the permit condi-
tions.

We have thus arrived to the present time, where it can be 
said that a technical -administrative base exists with sufficient
definition to make possible- setting aside the particular aspects
of each project - the search for a time perspective of the entire
atihorisation process with the necessary reliability.

Table IV presents the times used in the processing and gran
ting of the Preliminary and Construction Permits for plants inclu
ded in period b) and some included in period c) for which Prelimi
nary Permit has been only recently granted. Times used in proces
sing the permits for plants already operative are not presented,
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since these are not deemed to be significant. In considering the da
ta in the Table, no clear conclusions can be derived, although it
is possible to reason about them.

Since the scope and depth of the documentation to be submi~

ted by the applicant in the Preliminary Permit stage is now better
defined, it is foreseeable a drastic reduction of the time requi
red by the Administration for reviewing the information, avoiding
delays and inactive periods imposed when it is necessary to request
additional information from the applicant. In principle, and only
as a guideline, the following times may be considered: Documents 
preparation by applicant: 12-14 months; preliminary permit proce
dure: 9-12 months.

Regarding the Construction Permit, two observations are per
tinent. The first one relates tofue greater accuracy now available
as to the documents to be submitted by the applicant, with the ef-'
fects mentioned above. The second one is determined by the fact 
that, according to RINR, the granting of the preliminary permit im
plies the approval ot the site, meaning that all site studies have
been satisfactorily completed at this early stage. All the above 
allows to state that the Construction Permit process can take fif
teen months, approximately.

5.2. Problems Derived from Project Diversification

The nuclear safety regulatory review in a nuclear programme
such as the Spanish, becomes extremely complicated owing to the use
of different technologies, caused by the utilities taking recourse
to the international market in search for the best offers at each
time.

Although the three nuclear plants now in operation in Spain
were designed, built and authorised before the now existing legi~

lation was applicable, they are a good example of project diversi
fication; their nuclear systems are all different, namely: PWR, BWR
and graphite-gas; their powers vary widely: 160, 440 and 460 Mw; d!
fferent site conditions: two on a river bank and one by the ocean
coast; and different technology origin: two American and one French.

The strict use in these early experiences (both by the Pu
blic Administration and the utilities) of the "turn .key plant" con
cept, greatly facilitated the licensing process.

The following plant generation, all with American NSS sys
tems (6PWR and 1 BWR) used the "reference p1ant" concept in a fle
xible way; there are appreciable differences in the overall design
of the ~hree twin PWR type plants, although all of them use the
same American plant as the reference Plant. Certainly these diffe
rences do not substantially affect the nuclear system (NSSS) nor 
the technological safeguards, but aspects such as general layout,
radwaste systems, etc., are not necessarily alike among these three
plants, nor with respect to the reference plant (BOP).



In this case the licensing process requires a considerably
greater effort, bouh by the Administration and by the utility: d~

tailed systems and equipment descriptions, questions and answers,
explanation of differents technical solutions from those used in
the Reference Plant, etc. But these have lead both parties invol
ved to build up an experience that probably could not have been po~

sible with the previous procedure.

The passing from one version of the reference plant concept
to another version has been accompanied by a notable increase in 
each unit power and, at the same time, by an enormous proliferation
of safety criteria, standards and requirements to follow; suffice
to mention in this regarg features related to accident prevention,
seismic structural design, reduction of permissible radioactive di~

charges, etc. It is not necessary to underline the help provided by
the easy access to information and criteria afforded by the suppl~

countries.

Until now, except Vandel16s (gas-graphite) all nuclear power
plants in operation or under construction have American originated
nuclear systems. American criteria and standards are applied to the
se plants in the manner or up to the time stipulated by the Admini~

tration after consultation with the utility. This has facilitated
-within the complexity of each case and despite the variations from
one case to the next-the establi~hing of common technological ground
work.

The supply of nuclear systems from countries other than USA
(although similar to the PWR's and BWR's now under construction in
Spain), adds a new complexity facet toihe tasks of the Administra
tion and of utilities since there are not only differences in the
systems, but also in the criteria used to evaluate the entire plant.
A recent experience of this kinq has been the evaluation of the Tri
110 power plant (PWR by KWU) application.

Site choice, power, reactor type, country of origin, dates
of applicable criteria, design engineer, etc., all are variables in
each plant and for this reason authorisations can only be proces
sed on a case 'by case basis.

A solution being prepared for the near future is to standar
dise projects, a concept including the previous planning of nation
wide available sites.

5.3. Problems Derived from NSD's Manpower Shortage

The scarcity of manpower available to the NSD is one of the
largest stumbling blocks for the implementation of the Spanish nu
clear programme within the set times due to the fact that the accu
mulation of evaluation and control tasks makes it difficult for the
Department to perform its responsibilities in the field of nuclear
safety and radiological protection. The commissioning of the 7 units
presently under advanced construction is a top priority which will
make it unfeasible for the NSD to start evaluating new projects •.
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All the above has been newly complicated with the recent Three Mile
Island incident which has forced the Department to initiate a study
on its consequences and possible implications in Spanish nuclear p£
wer plants.

Using experts from other JEN Departments has not solved the
problem, as shown by past experience. The main difficulties encoun
tered in using such experts are:

a) Lack of specific knowledge on the state of the art in the nuclear
safety and radiological protection fields and particularly insu!
ficient awareness of the typical problems in this area, of the
evolution of applicable criteria and lack of up-dating on the 
abundant technical reference information. This requires time to
retrain and recondition such experts. People with research back
ground are inable to perform regulatory review duties in most 
cases.

b) The large volume of work involved requires in most cases this 
work to be done on a full time basis, which is a virtually inco~

patible proposition in view of the other duties that must be dis
charged in the normal jo~ of the experts involved.

c) The administrative stiffness tend to lower the quality of the 
work produced since the experts are prevented from becoming in
tegrated into the evaluation task force.

d) Lack of time to write specifications and conditions for the re
quired consultations and to exercise a degree of control, given
the disproportion existing between the amount of work to be done
and the available qualified personnel. The result can be that 
brilliantly performed work is rendered useless in actual practi
ce from the licensing standpoint.

e) The lack of qualifies experts in certain areas within JEN itself.
This has been solved usirtg outside experts, both domestic (En
gineering firms offering sufficient assurence of independent ju~

gement) and foreign. The above limitations are forcing a growing
use of outside consultants.

The present administrative status of JEN, subject to the ri
gid regulations for State Agencies autonomous from the Central Pu
blic Administration, prevents new qualified individual from joining
JEN, since an increase in the permanent payroll is extremely depe~

dent on budgetary considerations. All personnel must be admitted
through a competitive examination system leading to their becoming
permanently engaged as Civil Servant and this recruiting procedure
causes enormous difficulties and waste of time. Direct time contraQ
ting is no an easy solution either, since the contracts are limited
by law to a short time and cannot be extended.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be extracted from all the fo
regoing:



Legal Reform

The existing Spanish legislation in basically administrati
ve in nature and contains practically no technical criteria or sta~

dards. But, although nobody will deny its usefulness and the.con
tribution it has made in achieving the present state of Spanish nu
clear development, it has fallen far behind from the legislation 
enacted elsewhere during the recent years. The experience gathered
suggests it is time to reviSe the existing legislation on nuclear
matters.

This reform should contemplate the full independence of the
agency responsible for nuclear safety and radiological protection
from the Central Public Administration departments charged with the
promotion and planning of the national energy resources. It seems
that the creation of a Nuclear Safety Council will help to solve 
this problem.

6.2. Reinforcement of the Agency Responsible for Nuclear Safety

Nuclear Safety regulatory review and inspection must be rei~

forced with sufficient personnel in view of the size of the Spanish
nuclear programme and of the public opinion preocupation with the
safety afforded by the programme. Research and specific development
programmes on nuclear safety aspects must be implemented, besides
arranging for co-operation with other similar programmes currently
in progress in other countries, particularly concerning light wa
ter reactors. Nuclear safety regulatory activities and research a£
tivities must be concordant and co-ordinated in order to better 
perform their responsabilities and to mutually convey their needs
and knowledge. Promotion activities must not interfere with their
independent criteria and responsabilities.

Public Information

The existing procedures to convey information to third par
ties and to the public at large must be improved, adopting adequa
te methods and channels. Free access to files and required data must
be provided, although keeping confidential all matters affecting n~

tional security or industrial rights. Issuing periodic reports not
only to the media but to the Government and political circles can
be useful. These releases should contain the nuclear plants opera
tion results, progress of the nuclear programme, troubles or acci
dents with a safety significance. This information must be object!
ve, immediate and , whenever possible, disclosed before the matter
is brought to public attention by other means. This will help to 
keep the people infor~ed on what is being done and in gaining the
necessary public confidence.

Site Policy

One of the permits requiring longer time to be granted is 
the preliminary site selection approval. It would be a good idea
to carry out a deep study of the national geography, whether at the
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utility company level, utilities association, regional bodies or
central government levels, to define the areas more suitable for
nuclear plant installation, even pinpointing specific sites for P2
tential use. Thus, utilities will be able to request with suffi
cient advance time the sites they need to develop in-the next 5 or
10 years. The most outstanding consequences of this policy will be
to reserve areas of specific sites within the Spanish territory so
these can be taken into account during future territorial planning.
In any event, the need is felt to change the current site selection
policy, .giving a strongest part to local authorities and regional
bodies in territorial development, area selection or in setting 
aside specific sites where nuclear plants may be built, and to this
effect, each application will take into consideration alternative
sites.

The above conclusions will probably be taken care of and sol
ved in a greater or lesser degree in the near future with the impl~

mentation of the Resolution on Nuclear Energy approved by the Con
gress during the meeting held on 27th/28th July of this year.
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TABLE I

Fl.JNCTIONAL ASSIGNMENT OF NSD TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

TOTAL

1

,4

1111

8 DIRECTOR OF NUCLEAR SAFETY DEPARTMENT
~ : .
~ ASSESMENT INSPECTION RADIOLOGICAL R~GULATORY OPERATING
~ PROTECTION ~ PERSONNEL
~ UNIT UNIT UNIT GUIDES LICENSES •

~ .
NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

'-l I RADIOACITVE INSTALLATIONS
V1

SITING

TOTAL

STAFF MEMBERS •~ ••__
WITH TEMPORARY CONTRACT

SECRETARIAL AND AUXILIARY PERSONNEL 16

OCTOBER 1979



1 •

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
-..:J

7.0\

TAB L E II

NUCLEAR BACKGROUND AND TRAINING OF NSD PERSONNEL

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING COURSES IN SPAIN.

TRAINING COURSES ON SPECIFIC TOPICS RELATED TO NUCLEAR
SAFETY IN SPAIN.

NUCLEAR SAFETY AND RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION COURSES AT HARWELL (U.K).

I.A. E.A. NUCLEAR SAFETY COURSES.

ONE YEAR OF WORKING EXPERIENCE WITH THE NRC STAFF (U.S .A) •

NRC COURSES ON LICENSING, NUCLEAR SAFETY AND REACTOR TECHNOLOGY.

WORKING EXPERIENCE ABROAD WITH VENDORS, UTILITIES, CONSULTANTS
AND REGULATORY BODIES.

8. NUCLEAR SAFETY COURSES ABROAD AT UNIVERSITIES OR
ENGINEERING COLLEGES.

16

11

13

1

3

7

16

3



TAB L E III

REGULATORY REVIEW STEPS IN THE LICENSING PROCESS OF A

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AND RELATED ASSESMENT FUNCTIONS

STEP 1.- Review of the documents presented by the applicant for the Pr~

liminary Permit (site description and objetive). Safety ~valua

tion Report and proposal 'for Limits and Conditions.

STEP 2.- 2a)
Review of the Proyect and Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
presented in support of the application for the Construction
Permit. Safety Evaluation Report and proposal for Limits and
Conditions •

2b)
Safety review during construction.

2c)
Preoperational tests.

STEP 3.- 3a)
Review of the documents (1) presented in support of the appli
cation for the Temporary Operation Permit. Safety Evaluation
Report and proposal for Limits and Conditions.

3b)
Initial Startup tests.

STEP 4.- Review of the application for the Definitive Operation Permit.

STEP 5.- Review of the plant operation and fuel reloads.

(1) Final Safety Analysis Report, T Technical Specifications, Ini
tial Startup tests, Results of the preoperational test, BReI'
gency Plans and Operational Regulations.
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'f A B L E IV

TYPICAL EFFORT (WEEKS x MAN) NEEDED TO COMPLETE TilE NUCLEAR SAFETY AND RkDIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

ASSESMENT OF A NPP ACCORDING THE SPANISH UCENSING PROCESS (CASE OF PROVEN TYPE).

--..:l
ex>

.-

METEOROLOGY, IITDROLOGY, SEISMOLOGY, GEOLOGY AND GEOTECIINIC

DEMOGRAFY, OCOLOGY AND NEARBY SITE ACTIVITIES

DESIGN CRITERIA AND REGULATORY GUIDES

REACTOR PHYSICS, THERMOIITDRAULICS AND FUEL

MATERIALS

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

ANTISEISMIC DESIGN AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS'

CONTAINMENT

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING SAFETY FEATURES

SHIELDING

RAD WASTE SYSTEMS

RADIOLOGICAL PROT OCTION, MONI'fORING AND SURVEII.LANC E PROGRAHS

ACCIDENT ANALYS ES

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND APPLICANT ORGANIZATION

OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS

TECIINICAL SPECIFICATIONS

EMERGENCY PLANS

PREOPERATIONAL TESTS

INITIAL STARTUP TESTS

PERIQDICAL REPORTS AND REVIBv DURING CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN CHANGES AND ADDITIONAL INFORHATION

NORHAL OPERATION CONTROL

RELOADS

QUESTIONS AND SAFETY EVALUATION REPORTS

-I TOT A L

PRELIMINARY
PERMIT

170

60

6

20

3

14

273

CONS'l'RUCTION
PERMIT

CONSTRUCTION

80

40

100

30

25

30

40

20

15
20

23
20

15
25

40
20

24

98

250

25

940

TEMPORARY
OPERATION

PERMIT

20

20

10

55
15

35

15

25

12

25

25
16

24

8

50

8

5
20

5

55

34

482

DEFINITIVE
OPERATION

PERMIT

8

10

8

4

30

NORMAL
OPERATION

(PER YEAR)

10

30

43
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TABLE V

TYPICAL INDEX OF AN EVALUATION PLAN FOR A PARTICU

LAR PERMIT APPLICATION

1. INTRODUCTION.

2. NUCLEAR SAFETY DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE ASSESMENT
OF DE PERMIT APPLICATION.

3. ORGANIZATION. -

4. PROYECT LEAD ER MISIONS •

5. STAFF AND CONSULTANTS PARTICIPATION.

6. EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS AND EXPERTICE FROM OTHER BODIES.

7. ASSESMENT PLANNING.

8. TECHNICAL CRITERIA.

9. PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY.

10. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS.
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TAB LEVI

TIME BE'IWEEN AN APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT AND THE ISSUING

OF THE PERMIT BY THE DIRECTOR GENERAL FOR ENERGY

PRELIMINARY PERMIT

AIMAR.AZ •••••••••••••
ALMARAZ (1) .••.••.••.
L&10NIZ •••••••••••••
L&10NIZ ( 1) ••••••••••
ASCO ••••••••••••••••

COFR.ENTES •••••••••••
TRILLO (2) ••••••••••
SAYAGO ••••••••••••••
VALDECABALLEROS •••••
REGODOLA ••.•••••••••
VANDELLOS II Y III •••
ESCATRON •••.••••.•••

ALMARAZ I .
ALMARAZ II •..•••••.•
L&10NIZ I ••••.••.••••
L&10NIZ II •••.•.•...
ASC 0 I ••••••••••••••
ASCO II •••••.••••••••
COFR.ENTES •••••••••.•
VALDECABALLEROS I Y II
TRILLO •.•••.•••.••••

NOTES

DATE

APPLICATION ISSUING MONTHS

JUN!69 OCT!71 28
JUL!71 MAY!72 10
DEC!67 FEB!69 14
DEC!71 . MAY!72 5
JUL!70 APR!72 21
DEC!71 NOV!72 11
MAY!72 SEP!75 40
~1iP/73 SEP!75 23
MAY!74 SEP!75 16
NOV!73 AGU!76 21
MAY!74 FEB/76 21
MAR/74 APR!77 (3)

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT

DATE

APP"LICATION ISSUING. MONTHS

JUL/72 JUL/73 12
JUL!72 JUL/73 12
SEP!72 MAR!74 18
SEP!72 MAR/74 18
DEC/72 MAY!74 17
DEC/73 MAR/75 15
FEB!74 SEP!75 19
DEC/75 APR/77 (3)
SEP/76 MAR/78 ( 3)

(1) New applicatfon for higher electrical power.

(2) Site and electrical power changes during licensing process.

(3) Safety Evaluation Report by JEN.
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First Period of Discussions on Session II

J. Edwards (UK) (To R. Gausden)
Would Mr. Gausden explain the relationship existing between
the NII, the customer and site licence (e.g. the CEGB), and
the industrial organization which undertakes the design and
building of the nuclear station. At what stage is the exe
cutive authority of the NII exerted to influence design etc.
is it at the Stage A Safety Report stage and/or Stage B Safe
ty Report, or can the NII direct changes at any stage? Pre
sumably responsibility for the design and its acceptance must
rest with the vendor and the ultimate owner?

R. Gausden (UK)
It is clear that until a site license has been issued there
is no statutory power for the NII to take action to change
design or impose requirements. However both the industrial
organisation and the prospective licensee recognise that
they need to clear their design concept and preliminary fault
analysis before they can expect a license to be issued, so in
effect the NII can, and do, influence the design from the ini
tial conceptual stages.

J. Edwards (UK) (To C. Perez del Moral)
All of Spain's nuclear power systems are basically designed
by vendors from other countries e.g. Westinghouse and G.E.
in the USA etc. To what extent does the Spanish Safety
Authorities analysis of these systems have to accept the
vendors' own safety analysis? Have the Spanish authorities
sufficient manpower to conduct their ~ total analysis of
such systems, are they in a position to question the vendors'
analyses and safety justifications, and are they satisfied
with the response they get, and the method of resolving any
differences that arise? It would be helpful if the main pro
blems that have arisen. could be defined, and the solutions
reached explained.

C. Perez del Moral (Spain)
At the moment we haven't enough calculation models or tech
nological knowledge to carry out an independent analysis in
allareas relating to nuclear safety. We have developed cal
culation models of our own only on the subject of radiologi
cal impact on the environment under both normal operating and
accident conditions, and also in some minor areas such as



spent fuel pool cooling. In addition there are some calcu
lation codes in the field of nuclear and mechanical design
and functional analysis of the containment after a LOCA.
On the other hand, there isn't at the moment enough manpower
on hand to continue developing these methods of analysis.
What we have been doing is comparing the hypotheses, models
and results submitted to our Organization against those
carried out and accepted by the supplier country. In any
case we try to get satisfactory answers by establishing the
necessary contacts with the vendors themselves, and with the
regulatory authorities in the supplier country of the Spanish
reactors, using to this effect the agreements between the two
governments in the matter of promoting and exchanging techni
cal information. The paper by Mr. Brincones et al. which
will be presented in Session IV explains some of the problems
you refer to, and perhaps your question will be more fully
answered then.

F.J. Turvey (Ireland) (To C. P~rez del Moral)
Looking back on the last 15 years of nuclear regulation in
Spain do you now think that it would have helped nuclear
safety if the JEN had limited the number of reactor designs
allowed to be introduced during the above period by the util
ities?

C.'- Perez del Moral' -.(Spain) -~

The answer isaffirmat'ive as-will be seen -it-om'the cOnUnents on the
paper presented. I believe,variety-of,projects-goes against
thorough technological knowledge and therefore against the
safety of the nuclear programme. The problem is naturally
compounded when there aren't enough means or personnel. At
the moment it does not look as though this problem can be
solved in Spain since the electrical companies freely choose
whatever suits them most in the market.

P. Giuliani (Italy) (to C. P~rez del Moral)
At the end of your paper you mention the possibility of doing
a gener~l site survey in your country. I would like to know
if you have a plan for doing this; if so, can we have some
details. I am asking this because in my country we, as a
~egulatory Body, are requested by law to do such a survey.

,We have just completed the main stage of it and it has been
a long and complex work.
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C. Perez del Moral (Spain)
At the moment there is no regulation in our country which
compels the Junta de Energia Nuclear to explore the nation's
territory in search of the best sites for nuclear power
plants. So far the sites have been chosen and proposed by
the electrical companies with the Administration merely
giving its approval or setting down condition. In the new
legislation that will come into effect as a result of the
Resolution approved by the Congress last July, it is pro
vided that the new Nuclear Safety Council will have the task
of selecting future sites, in cooperation with the local or
autonomous authorities established after the recent reorgani
zation of the Spanish territory. The experience of other
countries like Italy, which has similar programmes govern
ing the choice of sites, will be of great value for us.

A. Kraut (Germany) (to C. P~rez del Moral)
What will be the consequences in connection with the new
organization of the regulatory and licensing body in Spain
concerning coming licensing procedures?

c. Perez del Moral (Spain)
Right now it's really difficult to answer this question as
the bill for the creation of a Nuclear Safety Council has
not yet been discussed and approved by the Spanish Parlia
ment, so no one knows what the final version will be like.
It looks like this project will not substantially modify
the present procedures, but this is still unclear. As soon
as we know the details of its practical application we will
be able to answer more fully.

N. Aybers (Turkey) (To R. Gausden)
Is there any possibility of granting partial permission to
start some 'works during the construction license?

R. Gausden (UK)
The license which is issued is a site license to which condi
tions are added during the various stages of construction,
commissioning and operation of the plant. Various 'stop'
points are introduced which would prevent, for instance,
any stage of construction proceeding until sufficient infor
mation had been presented and an adequate safety analysis
had been carried out.
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PROCEDURES D'AUTORISATION ET STANDARDISATION
PAR JM. OURY (1)

======================

1. INTRODUCTION : LE PROGRAMME NUCLEAIRE FRANCAIS

La France s'est engagee en 1974 dans la realisation d'un grand pro
gramme electronucleaire fonde sur des tranches nucleaires de 900 MWe~ comportant
un reacteur a eau sous pression et uranium enrichi. Les premieres tranches de ce
programme sont maintenant completement construites : six tranches de 900 MWe
sont actuellement en fonctionnement (deux a Fessenheim et quatre a Bugey) :
l'achevement de pres d'une trentaine d'autres (tres semblables a celles de
Fessenheim et Bugey mais plus encore standardisees entre elles a quelques
evolutions pres) est maintenant prevu suivant un rythme moyen d'une unite tous
les deux mois.

Avec un certain recouvrement avec ce pa1ier de tranches, debute la
realisation d'un autre palier~ compose de tranches de 1300 MWe de la meme
filie.re. Les deux premieres d'entre elles (Paluel 1 et 2) ont obtenu leur
auto~~ation de creation ; des demandes ont ete actuellement deposees pour
"quatrl:=-aw-res tranches identiques et pour plus d' une douzaine de tranches de
1300"MWa semh lables aux precedentes, mais avec quelques modifications, an:~rtees

selon una organisation comparable a celIe des 900 ~ve. Toutes ces tranches sont
equi:p.eas de chaudieres du meme constructeur, Framatome, et conl$ues par Ie meme
architecte industriel~ Electricite de France.

Nous donnons ci-apres a titre d'illustration concrete Ie programme de
mises en services prevues pour les prochaines annees :

... / ...

(1) - Service Central de Surete des Installations Nucleaires.
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Les difficultes de toutes sortes soulevees du point de vue de ~'ad

ministration de'la sarete par la realisation d'un tel programme n'ont pu etre
surmontees que gr~ce a des procedures bien adaptees et a la recherche de tous
les avantages que peut offrir la standardisation. La standardisation presente
aussi certains inconvenients, dont il importe de limiter autant que faire se
peut les consequences. Apres un bref rappel du systeme reglementaire fran~ais

et des principaux acteurs concernes, nous evoquerons longuement ce dernier aspect,
sans doute Ie plus specifique a la France.

2. LE·SYSTEl1E REGLEMENTAIRE FRANCAIS: LES PROCEDURES ET L'INSPECTION

Le systeme reglementaire fran~ais repose sur un decret du 11 decembre
1963 modifie Ie 27 mars 1973.

Les principaux aspects de ce decret meritent d'etre rappeles ici. II
fixe tout d'abord Ie regime d'autorisation des installations nucleaires de base,
qui doivent~faire l'objet d'une autorisation de creation par decret du Premier
ministre, p~is sur Ie rapport du ministre de l'industrie, ministre charge de la
sarete a qui Ie decret precite de 1963 donne egalement Ie pouvoir d'imposer
toute mesure d'urgence sur une installation, y compris son arret immediat.

II est egalement prevu que l'autorisation de creation ne peut etre
donnee qu'apres enquete publique, avis d'une commission interministerielle
competente, et avis conforme du ministre charge de la sante, qui dispose ainsi
pratiquement d'une sorte de droit de veto. .

L'autorisation de creation marque l'accord de la puissance publique
sur Ie projet envisage par Ie futur exploitant : elle ne peut donc etre donnee
qu'apres examen approfondi de la sarete de l'installation concernee. Cet examen
s'effectue sur la base d'un rapport preliminaire de sarete presente par l'exploi
tant al'appui de sa demande d'autorisation.

L'autorisation de creation.explicite les prescriptions techniques ju~

gees les plus importantes du point de vue de la sarete. Si l'exploitant venait
a souhaiter des modifications telles que ces prescriptions ne soient plus
respectees, une nouvelle autorisation dans les memes formes lui serait·.: neces
saire. EIIe peut egalement imposer a l'exploitant la remise de dossiers d'etude
ou de descriptions complementaires dans des delais propres a permettre une inter
vention de l'administration suffisamment precoce pour eviter toute decision
irreversible. Cette possibilite, essentielle lorsqu'il s'agit d'installations
d'un type nouveau, est egalement utile pour Ie cas d'installations standardisees
en permettant, nous Ie verrons, ~u~·ftneilleure ouverture au progres t~chnique~

t'autorisation de creation precise en outre qu'avant Ie premier demarrage de
l'installation et l'approbation par Ie ministre de l'industrie de sa mise
en service definitive, l'exploitant devra fa ire la preuve de la sarete suffisante
de ses installations dans un rapport de sarete accompagne de regles generales
d'exploitation. II devra egalement apporter a celles-ci, toutes les modifications
jugees necessaires par Ie ministre.

... / ...
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Le decret precite de 1963, precise egalement les conditions dans les
quelles est effectuee la surveillance des installations nucleaires de base en
constituant notamment la ·fonctio.n~ d'inspecteur des i~stallations nucleair~s de
base; ceux-ci, assermentes, disposent des pouvoirs d'investigations les plus
larges tant chez les exploitants que par l'intermediaire de ceux-ci chez leurs
sous-tra~tants d~s lors qu'une demande d'autorisation de creation a'ete deposee.
Leur act~on se s~tue donc a toutes les phases de conception de construction ou
d'exploitation des installation.s.· ,

. . . Bien q~'~ls travaillent pour l'administration, les Lnspecteurs des
~nstallat~ons nuclea~re de base jouissent de la plus grande liberte dans la
conduite de leurs visites de surveillance : ils ont Ie droit de porter a leur
rapport toutes remarques jugees par eux necessaires meme si a priori elles ne
portent pas sur des systemes importants pour la surete.

Si une tuyauterie peut inonder certaines parties de'"l "installation,
cela concerne la surete, meme si la tuyauterie appartient a un circuit tout a
fait auxiliaire. .

Le decret de 1963 modifie prec~se enfin que la reglementation techniqut:
est prise par arrete du ministre de l'industrie et que, dans un delai prec~se

pour chaque autorisation de creation, celui-ci doit voir soumis a son approbation
la mise en service definitive de I 'installation •

Pour conclure cette presentation generale, il convientde prec~ser

pourmemoire, quia ce decret de 1963 specifique au caractere nucleaire des instal-·
lations et aux procedures qui en decoulent, viennent s'ajouter d'autres textes
plus generaux, notamment en matiere derejets d'effluents radioactifs liquides
ou gazeux ou d'appareils a pression. Nous ne developperons pas davantage ici les
caracteristiques de ces procedures.

F.n definitive, ave~ trois etapes import?ntes, la creation qui inter
vient de fa~on tres preliminaire, Ie demarrage qui marque Ie debut du caractere

. ver±tablement nucleaire de l'installation et la mise en service definitive qui
permet d'effectuer, en complement, un bilan du debut d'exploitation, avec la
remise par l'exploitant de dossiers complementaires avant certaines decisions
de construction importantes et irreversibles, avec enfin la surveillance des
installations nucleaires de base et les demandes complementaires qui peuvent
a tout moment etre faites par l'administration, Ie systeme reglementaire fran~ais

permet -et implique- un suivi tres detailIe de toutes les phases de l'existence
d'une installation nucleaire de base.

Ce suivi est possible malgre l'ampleur du programme electronucleaire,
grace aux efforts deployes en permanence par l'administration et les experts
travaillant pour son compte ainsi que grace a une importante standardisation
entre les tranches.

Nous examinerons successivement ces deux points

... / ...
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3. LES ACTEURS CONCERNES

La surete c'est,en effet d'abord des responsabilites clairement
definies aux mains de personnes capables de les assumer : ceci concerne aussi
bien les exploitants que l'administration etses appuis techniques.

L'exploitant est le responsable d'ensemble de son installation:
en cas· d 'urgence, c' est lui qui peut intervenir le plus rapidement. La
qualite de l'exploitant est la base meme de la surete nucleaire. II doit en
avoir les moyens tant en ce qui concerne les capacites de reflexion qu'en ce
qui concerne la formation du personnel. Quand on pense standardisation,
on pense toujours unicite de conception ou de realisation, car on n'attache
generalement pas assez d'importance a. l'exploitation. En realite, par les
possibilites qu'elle offre de mise en place d'equipes de reflexion importantes
pour les cas d'urgence, de realisation de simulateurs, de formation du personnel
pratiquement en double commande pendant plusieurs mois sur des tranches deja.
en exploitation, la standardisation au niveau de l'exploitation, meme si l'on
y ., pense moins souvent est certainement tres importante. Electricite de France,
unique exploitant des centrales du programme electronucleaire a entrepris,
en liaison avec certaines demandes faites par l'administration, un certains nom
bre d'actions pour tenter d'utiliser au mieux les possibilites ainsi offertes.

Mais la clarte des responsabilites au sein de l'administration est
egalement importante. Aussi le ministere de l'ind~strie a-t-il ·cree en 1973
le service: central de surete des installations nucleaires, service aujourd'hui
rattache a. la direction de la qualite et de la securite industrielles. Ce
service est charge de preparer et de mettre en oeuvre toutes actions techniques
du departement relatives a. la surete nucleaire, d'examiner les programmes du
commissariat a. l'energie atomique qui s'y rapportent de suivre les travaux
de reche:rches, de recueillir toutes imformations utiles dans Ie domaine de la
surat€nucleaire. 11 propose et organise l'information du public et d'une fa~on

general: examine les mesures propres a. assurer la surete des installations
nuc.le-aires.

II a donc une mission tres globale et en quelque sorte Ie rale de
responsable administratif d~ensemble dans Ie domaine de· la surete nucleaire.

II dispose pour l'accomplissement de cette mission d'appuis techni
ques importants au sein des directions interdepartementales de l'indutrie
et de l'institut de protection et de surere nucleaire du commissariat a. l'energie
atomique.

Des groupes permanents d'experts sont egalement places aupres du
chef du service centr&de surete des installations nucleaires ; cert~ins

inspecteurs des installations nucleaires de base ainsi que des membres d'autres
ministeres, particulierement du ministere de la sante, participent en tant que
de besoin aux reunions de ces groupes.
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4. LA STANDARDISATION : AVANTAGES ET DIFFICULTES

Les avantages lies a la standardisation pour les exploitants et cons
tructeurs sont bien connus ; l'interet et les difficultes qu'elle represente
pour l'administration chargee de la surete Ie sont moins et l'experience
fran~aise est a cet egard importante.

DES ETUDES TRES POUSSEES

L'existence d'un grand nombre de tranches tres semblables justifie
tout d'abord la realisation de certaines etudes ou recherches de caractere tres
applique, mais qui n'entrent pas dans Ie cadre des etudes jugees habituellement
necessaires pour la delivrance 4es autorisations. Ces etudes effectuees pour
une tranche sont ensuite transposees a l'ensemble des tranches de la serie.
Quelques exemples meritent d'etre cites : pour Fessenheim, ont ete realisees
des etudes tres completes de fiabilite des systemes qui permettent notamment
d'apprecier plus completement les consequences de l'application du critere
de defaillance unique utilise lors de la conception et d'affiner les regles
generales d'exploitation. Leur confrontation avec l'experience d'exploitation
sera egalement riche d'enseignements. De meme ont ete entreprises des etudes
du comportement post-accidentel des installations allant au-dela des durees
habituellement examinees. Enfin, meritent d'etre citees les etudes de defaut
complet de fonctionnement de certains systemes, ATWS bien sur, mais aussi perte
totale des alimentations electriques tant externes qu'internes ou perte de toute
source froide. Aciter dans Ie meme esprit, quoique sur un plan un peu different,
Ie bien fonde d'une qualification systematique plus poussee des materiels aux
conditions accidentelles auxquels ils peuvent etre soumis.

Les etudes de surete d'une tranche apportent egalement des amelio
rations pour la suite: ainsi a Fessenheim et a Bugey l'injection de securite
etait mise en service sur coincidence des signaux basse pression et bas'niveau
pressuriseur. Lors de l'autorisation de demarrage de ces tranches, Ie probleme
de la non representativite du niveau pressuriseur en cas de rupture en· phase
vapeur de CE::.7.ui-ci avait ete etudie et il avait ete montre que l'operatt.. ......
dis~ose d'un delai de l'ordre d'une demi-heure pour declencher normalement
l'injection de securite en pareil cas. Ce delai a ete juge suffisant, mais,
beneficiant de cette experience, les tranches suivantes sont con~ues pour que
la mise en service de l'injection de securite intervienne sur seul signal
basse pression primaire. A noter, sans parler ici de tous les enseignements
tires de Three Mile Island qui est l'objet d'une autre session, quIa la suite
de l'accident.. le "Backfitting" des progres realises ulterieurement en ce domaine
a ete decid~. Les travaux correspondants sont maintenant acheves.

EXPERIENCE D'EXPLOITATION ET REGLEMENTATION

La standardisation permet aussi l'acquisition exploitable et transpo
sable d' experience d' exploitation. Ainsi, l' experience de demarrage d.es deux
tranches de la centrale nuc1eaire de Fessenheim et des quatre.tranches de
900 MWe de 1a centrale nuc1eaire du Bugey a fait apparaitre un nombre d'incidents
sur chaque site en forte diminution d'une tranche a 1a suivante alors que, du
fait de.differences de detail entre 1es centra1es de Fessenheim et de Bugey,
1a prem1ere tranche de 900 MWe de Bugey, demarree apres la seconde de Fessenheim,.
a connu plus d'incidents que cel1e-ci.
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Quand une difficulte apparait. les moyens a mettre en oeuvre peu
vent en outre etre definis directement pour toutes les installations sans qu'il
soit necessaire d'elaborer un texte de portee generale dont les inconvenients
et les avantages doivent etre soigneusement peses en tenant compte
alors de tous les types d'installations existants.

A c6te de ces avantages, diverses difficultes doivent etre surmontees
bein entendu, pour la surete comme pour les autres aspects de la construction
et de l'exploitation des tranches nucleaires, tout probleme rencontre sur une
tranche peut se repercuter sur les autres et, quand une solution est definie
pour une tranche en construction, elle doit etre apportee aux autres tranches
et adaptees de fa~on appropriee aux tranches en fonctionnement.

Des difficultes peuvent aussi etre rencontrees dans l'adaptation
du projet standard aux differents sites : les questions les plus delicates
rencontrees en France sont sans doute celles du seisme ou de tenue de l'installa
tion aux agressions externes, notammentexplosion : l'exploitant se trouve
contraint d'apporter des modifications au standard et ces modifications peuvent
necessiter des analyses plus complexes que celles qu'auraient necessite un
projet directement con~u pour Ie site envisage, meme si globalement Ie projet
demeure aussi sur et si l'exploitant y trouve des avantages economiques. C'est
ainsi que les tranches nucleaires de Cruas ont dO etre montees sur appuis
antisismiques, appuis originaux en France qui ont necissite, tant de la part
des constructeurs que de la part de l'administration et de ses appuis techniques,
un effort d'analyse important. A Gravelines, des precautions particulieres ont
dO etre prises sur toutes les ouvertures pour faire face a une onde de surpression
incidente de 200 mbar, enveloppe de celles qui pourraient resulter sur la centrale
d'une explosion survenant dans l'environnement industriel.

CONSERVER L'OUVERTURE AU PROGRES TECHNIQUE

Mais la difficulte la plus importante a surmonter est sans doute
celle qui resulte de la necessite .de trouver. Ie meilleur equilibre entre la
standardisation et l'ouverture au progres technique. Les connaissances progressent·
de fa~on continue, alors que les standards sont definis a certaines etapes
precises. II faut alors apprecier, au cas par cas, l'interet d'une eventuelle
modification par rapport aux inconvenients d'une perte de standardisation ou
aux difficultes d'un eventuel "Backfitting".

De meme, si la conception reste inchangee, les procedes de fabrica
tion peuvent evoluer, encore que de tellesevolutions doivent toujours etre soi
gneusement etudiees et pesees. Pour chaque evolution de ce type, tout demeure
affaire d'etude, de qualification et en fin de compte du savoir faire des cons
tructeurs et de surveillance par l'administration.

C'est cette volonte d'ouverture au pr~gres technique qui conduit
l'administration a rechercher sans cesse la meilleure connaissance des installa
tions et, a l'occasion de chaque autorisation, a approfondir les analyses de sG
rete au lieu de se contenter de noter la similitude avec les tranches preceden
tes et de s'appuyer sur la jurisprudence creee.

C'est ainsi qu'il parait possible de preserver l'ouverture au progres
technique tout en cherchant a tirer tous les benefices possibles de la standar
disation.
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STRUCTURE, QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING OF THE REGULATORY BODY
STAFF IN FINLAND

Jukka Laaksonen
Institute of Radiation Protection
Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

A small country approach to the regulatory personnel problems is
presented. Recruitment of a staff with a relatively small previ
ous knowledge and experience has been the only option available.
In order to rapidly gain necessary knowledge and to jointly cover
all aspects of nuclear technology most staff members have spe
cialized to a limited technical field. Practical experience is
acquired by combining the responsibilities for review and assess
ment and for inspections in such a way that each staff member
carries out both efforts in his special field.
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1. Introduction

The presentation gives an example of the approach to
the regulatory personnel problems in a small country which
has started its considerable nuclear program with almost no
previous nuclear experience.

During the past ten years the regulatory organization
has found a satisfactory structure and working methods. Its
present role in Finnish nuclear power program can be regarded
as significant. The utilities as well as supplier organizations
have clearly recognized the necessity to take regulatory ac
tions and requirements into account. Also the public reliance
as expressed by the statements in the press and on political
scenes seems to be relatively good.

2. Development of organization

. In Finland the nuclear power plant construction permits
and operating licenses are issued by the Ministry of Trade and
Industry as provided in the Atomic Energy Law of 1957. However,
the Ministry has no staff of its own to do actual regulatory
work but it makes the decisions on the basis of statements
given by other organizations. The nuclear regulatory functions
are in practice performed by the Institute of Radiation Pro
tection (IRP). The responsibility for that work is given to IRP
director for nuclear safety. The director has in his command
the IRP department of reactor safety. The department was formed
in 1968 and up to the year 1975 the number of staff was increased
rapidly.

The progress of Finnish nuclear projects and the regula
tory staff increase is shown in figure 1. The present organi
zation was established in 1975 and since then the staff has
been almost unchanged. The size of staff is thought to be ap
propriate for present needs.

Several other governmental institutes are used as IRP
consultants in special questions. In order to be able to give
tasks to those consultants and to assess the work results the
IRP has acquired also internal expert knowledge in corresponding
fields.

3. Structure of present organization

The organization scheme of the Department of Reactor
Safety is presented in figure 2. Also the number of technical
staff in each operational unit is presented in the figure.

Groups responsible for mechanical components (Me),
systems engineering (SE) and radiation protection (RP) have
worked as separate operational units from the very beginning.
Groups responsible for nuclear materials (NM) and buildings
and structures (BS) were formed in 1975.

The review areas which are on the responsibility of each
group are presented in table I. There are also certain boundary
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areas which call for a close co-operation between groups.
Especially can be mentioned reactor core design (SE-group,
NM-group), fire protection (SE, BS),auxiliary systems (SE,
RF) and design requirements for components and structures
(all groups).

As can be seen the main organizational principle is to
have specialists in all review areas. This enables an in-depth
review in plant details but on the other hand most of the staff
has only a limited knowledge about nuclear power plant as a
whole.

Another lead idea in the organization is to use same
people for both review and inspection efforts. Thus most of
the regulatory officers visit quite often the plant sites and
the shops of component manufacturers.

4. Staff qualifications

During the years 1969-75 when the regulatory organization
was developed the growth of nuclear power program in Finland was
rapid. Before that growth period only one small research reac
tor had been in operation since 1962 and the amount of engineers
wit~ nuclear experience was very limited. In the early years
of nuclear power program the significant role of the regulatory
body was not generally recognized. Thus the work within utility
organizations and research work were found more attractive than
regulatory work. IRP had difficulties in getting experienced
engineers and no strict requirements on previous experience
could be set.

The initial staff formed by four senior officers had
mainly research background with. the average professional experi
ence of about ten years. From the staff recruited later on about
one half came directly from universities or technical colleges
after having completed their studies. Main part of the rest had
industrial or research experience from one to four years and only
five persons had been in their profession for more than five yearS.

The lacking experience has somewhat been counterbalanced
by the opportunity to recruit talented engineers who had passed
their university examinations with credit. Those young people
have taken their job like a pioneering task and the good spirit
inside the institute has inspired the people to often work over
time to improve their knowledge and to make all their duties.
The positive attitude to the work is shown also by the fact that
so far only' a few people have left for another job.

In the early years of the nuclear power construction the
limited knowledge, also on utility side, was taken into account
by adopting a cautious attitude to difficult problems or doubtful
solutions. Thus a conservative design with safety margins or
multiple redundances was often preferred. Of course, this kind
of approach does not help to identify the potential risks in a
certain plant design and does not guarantee the safety of the
plant as a whole.
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5. Training of personnel

The inadequate previous experience has put special re- .
quirements on training of personnel. No formal training program
has, however, been established and the number of internal train
ing occasions has been small.

Instead of an own training program the staff participation
in courses and seminars held by other organizations in Finland
and abroad is encouraged and the costs are paid for. Most impor
tant nuclear or radiological safety courses which have been
attended several times are organized by NRC and MIT in United
States, Harwell in United Kingdom and Karlsruhe in Federal Republic
of Germany. The written lecture material delivered at the courses
is available to all IRP personnel and it is used in self-study.
An important role in training have also played courses arranged
by a national center for supplementary education of engineers. The
length of such courses is 2 to 3 day and the scope is limited to
some special subject, either nuclear or non-nuclear.

A general introduction to various aspects of nuclear tech
nology is given with the help of a self-study package consisting
of audio-visual training material. The package is produced in
Sweden by a company which takes care of operator training for
Swedish nuclear power plants. The same material is used by all
Swedish and Finnish utilities in operator training.

The training in special areas has been on-the-job train
ing instructed by more experienced colleques or self-study of
applicable technical documentation. The technical documentation
available to IRP staff is quite exhaustive. It includes, for
example, a collection of u.s. and German criteria and guides as
well as industrial standards from many countries. Besides these
we have found the DOCKET-collection published in USA very useful
for self-study. For example many docketed FSAR's and the corre
spondence related to these are studied as reference material
during licensing reviews. As a training tool can also be regarded
the Standard Review Plans published in USA. That documentation
came just on time for the operating license review of our first
nuclear unit.

Not;underestimating the possibilities of organized training
I think, however, that the most effective means in acquiring in
depth understanding is the combined duty as reviewer and inspec
tor.

When a young regulatory officer participates the licensing
review for the first time his work is necessarily based on gUidance
given in Standard Review Plans or other literature. If he then is
to review an almost identical plant he hardly can do it much
better but he only repeats most things he has already done before.
But if he in between has surveyed construction activities or
commissioning and operation on site he can base the second review
on his practical observations and engineering judgement. This
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conclusion has come very clear during operating. license reviews
of the "s.econd units o,f our twin plants. In fact, many of the
weak points in our plants have been uncovered during these repe
tition reviews and this has led to certain backfitting in the
units already in operation.

Another instructing job combination is given to those
officers reviewing the accident analysis. They are also respon
sible for having made comparative accident analysis with the
help of an independent research institute. That work forces them
to get profound knowledge about calculational methods and plant
features having influence on results.

As to the training in future ~e see the need to give a
broader scope of all nuclear matters to the whole staff having
so far specialized in their own problems.
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TABLE I

SPECIAL FIELDS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF GROUPS IN THE

DEPARTr1ENT OF REACTOR SAFETY

Mechanical components group

Component dimensioning

Stress analysis

Material questions

Fabrication and installation technology

Component quality control and quality assurance

Systems engineering group

Reactor physics

Thermal and hydraulics

System analysis and testing (most plant systems)

Instrumentation and control

Electric power

Operator licensing

Buildings and structures group

Construction technology

Structural design

Fire protection

Radiation protection group

Radiological protection and monitoring

Waste management

System analysis and testing (drainage, leakage

collection, water purification, ventilation

systems)

Containment leak-tightness

Emergency plans

Nuclear materials group

Fuel design, fabrication and quality assurance

Fuel transport, handling and storage

Safeguards of nuclear materials

Industrial security
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FIGURE 1. PROGRESS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROJECTS
AND NUMBER OF REGULATORY STAFF
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FIGURE 2. ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF REACTOR
SAFETY
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REGULATIONS AND THE LICENSING ~ROCESS IN AUSTRIA

Dr. Herbert U. Matulla
~sterreichische Studiengesellschaft fUr
Atomenergie
Vienna ~ Austria

Eine RUckschau tiber das Genehmigungsverfahren, das von 1971 bis
1978 dauerte, zeigt auf, welche Gesetze, Vorschriften und tech
nische Regeln bei der Beurteilung der Sicherheitsaspekte des
Kernkraftwerkes herangezogen wurden und durch welche Organisa
tionen dies erfQIgte. Die interne Organisation des osterreichi
schen H.auptsachverst~ndigenwird skizziert. Beispiele der De
tailarbeit werden erlautert. Die Wichtigkeit der intensiven Zu
sammenarbeit der Fach9ruppen und das Problem der gleichmaBigen
PrUftiefe werden betont. .

A review of the licensing process which took place from 1971
to 1978 shows which laws, regulations and standards were used
in checking the safety aspects of the nuclear power plant and
which organisations participated in the licensing process.
The internal organisation of the Austrian main-expert in the
procedure is illustrated. Examples of detail-work are explained.
The importance of intensive co-operation of the different tech
nical groups and the problems of comparable examination depth
are underlined.
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Exactly one year ago - it was the 5th of november 1978 - the
Austrian referendum on nuclear power brought the result of
50,5% NO to 49,5% YES.

As a consequence of this referendum a law passed the parliament
in December 1978 in which the industrial use of nuclear energy
for prodUctiohafelectricity is prohibited in Austria.

These facts stopped the Austrian licensing procedures which be
gan in 1971. The Nuclear Power Plant Zwentendorf was nearly
completed and would have been able to start nuclear tests in the
2nd quarter of this year.

l. Data of the. Nuclear Power Plant

Allow me to give you a short impression of the Nuclear Power
Plant GKT (Gemeinschaftskernkraftwerk Tullnerfeld in Zwenten
dorf)·. :(Eict:-1 and 2). -

Today the disassembling and the conservation of the most sy
stems is finished. Some systems (as air conditioning,fire
protection •.. ) are still in operation.

2. Legal aspects

According to the Austrian laws construction and operation of
a Nuclear Power Plant requires different official procedures,
which are not necessarily connected to each other.

The picture (Pict. 3) gives you an overview on these proce
dures, the most important and time consuming of them running
at the Ministry of Health and Environmental Protection. I will
describe it in short words.

After the decision of the country owned electricity utilities
to built a Nuclear Power Plant in 1971, the licensee first
handed over the primary safety assessment report to the
Ministry of Health and Environmental Protection.

This authority made the decision to appoint two major organi
sations{SGAE and TUV) and some single persons as experts for
the starting procedures to examine the papers, calculations
and programs and to formulate conditions for the construction
permits and finally for the operating licence.

This procedure is schematically shown in the next picture
(Pict.4).

up to 1978 approximately 46 construction permits where handed
Qver to the licensee. The first of three planned operation
licences was in preparation.

Now let us have a short look on the main expert organisation
which where active in this procedures (Pict. 5).

And now a closer look to my company (Pict. 6).,
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The Austrian Studiengesellschaft fUr Atomenergie is a priy~te

organisation (Ges.m.b.H.) but. the state owns 51%.

It was founded in 1957. Its main location is in Lower Austria
(Seibersdorf), where we have a TRI.GA Reactor and approximate
ly 450 employees.

The licensing group was (and is) located in Vienna, because
of the contacts to Gouvernment and so on.

As you can see the licensing group is organised in a traditio
nal way. Its development of workforce during the procedure is
given in the following picture (Pict. 7).

3. Examples of our licensing work

~?S~E!~_l.:.

In the first example I will give you an impression of our work
with the High ~ressure COlie.!nject:j.-on:,:;SysEem: (Pi<;t. 8).

As there were no Austrian regulations we used the German RSK
Guides for boiling water reactors (1974) and the US-Regulatory
Guides.

The following pictures show the important points out of this
rules (from the standpoint of system analysis) for this system
(Pict. 9 and 10).

Analysis of the HEC~System showed, that (from the standpoint
of specification and regulations) the tests would be success
ful.

But when we examinated the case of a well startet HPCI System
(with normal power) and postulated a loss of normal power in
this situation the switch over to emergency power would happen
automatically and everything seemed to be o.k.

Except the fact, th~t this system, which looks so independent
(Curtis turbine, driven by steam from the reactor vessel)
needs an oil supply system for lubrication and control.

And during the starting operation of the diesels the oil system
would have lost the pumps,

- and the turbine

- and the high-pressure pump their lubrication.

The simple action of feeding at least one of the two pump-motors
for oil supply with battery~powered electricity solved this pro
blem.
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Cable inspection.

After the Browns Ferry fire the authorities demanded first
a 10% inspection of safety related cables to guarantee clean
ness of redundancy.

When one violaion was detected the inspection was extended
to 100%.

Some violations or small distance points between redundancies
were found. Separation was made by fire protection means or
by removing to another rack.

For the so called "zero redundant" cables which whcere allowed
to change between redundancies, careful calculation and di
mensioning of fuses were made.

To ,:master the problem of inspecting some 1CCO-cables (of nearly
the same colour) along their ways on the racks an electronic
device was developed which allowed us to mark cables (during
operation) on their shield with a signal and to follow this
signal with a receiver.

So the inspection and control of documentation of cableways
was done within 3 month by 10 men.

The discovered violations or problematic- spaces where discussed
in the so called "fire protection group" and corrective mea
sures where taken.

As a wish-dream remained the idea of cables of different co
lours for the corresponding redundancies.

~~~El§L~';'

Second failure tables.

When preparing the operation licence the question arose how
to handle malfunction or failures in very different fields.

The leading idea was, that there has to be always the necessary
amount of standby~safety system capacity.

But that standby capacaty in worthless or of minor worth if
the ability of detecting failures and of starting safety ac~

tions and of doing this __ ac.tions is reduced.

We have the strong feeling that from our basic philosophy of
the plant every "first single failure" would do no harm.

But if there are more actual failures (malfunction, repairs
etc) at a time period an analysis has to show that there is
no unallowed influence on the described abilities of the
safety systems.

The results of these analysis were our 2nd failure tables,
which combined the system side (system function) with the
electronic and mechanic side of the detection systems (Pict.11).
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We devided the results in the following groups

a) no special counteractions (beside rEpair) necessary

b) longer repair time ( - 100 h)

c) short repair time (10 h)

d) immediate shutdown of the plant.

These tables where developed on_request,of OSGAE by KWU.

Although we cannot use these tables now, OSGAE has a program
with the OECD-Halden-project to develop from these tables a
computer aided tool to give operators a help for decissions.

4. Conclusions

I hope I was able to give you a compressed survey of the
Austrian licensing procedure and how the work was organised
and done.

When we look back we can say that the Austrian procedure worked
- more or less - effective. We think that it would have resul
ted in the operations licence in 1979.

The fact that there were a lot of parallel procedures (of minor
importance) may bring for example the danger that at one side
things are requested which do not fit the needs of the other
side. But on the basis of our laws we had to live with this
disadvantage. As the same expexts worked sometimes for diffe
rent authorities this danger was reduced.

From the standpoint of my own organisation we learned that
the traditional groups as

- mechanical engineering
- electrical engineering
- electronics
- chemical engineering
- physic
- health physics

have to hold always an intensive contact to make sure that pro
blemsare seen in their correct size and with all their effects
going over the group borders.

It is a recommendation on licensing organisations too, to have
an eye on the company organisation of the constructor and to
check fields I would call "border fields" between constructor
groups.

And as a reminder for self-control, such a group has to try
always to see the depth;Qfexamination from the standpoint of
safety. This is a demand, not easy to fulfil, but one has to
do its best (Pict. 12).
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5. Todays situation in Austria

Analysis of the work we did - and of the work we hope, we
will have to do in the future - is going on and we believe,
that this future is not too far.

There . are also strong interests in Austria in favour of
taking Zwentendorf in operation.

But it is (you know) a political and not a technical problem
to do this.

From the pure technical standpoint it would take at least one
year to reassemble and retest the systems for startup clea
rance.

I thank you for your attention. If there are questions, I
will try to answer them.
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GKT - NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

BOILING WATER REACTOR

CONSTRUCTOR :

OWNER :
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•.....

.....
0-.
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CONTROL RODS ••

STEAM PRESSURE ••

SPEED OF TURBINE ••
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AUTHORITIES FOR THE LICENSING OF THE AUSTRIAN NPP

i-'
i-'
'I

AUTHORITY

Ministry for Health and
Radiation Protection

Ministry of Civil Engineering
and Technology

Ministry for Agriculture

Ministry for Commerce,
Trade and Industry

J:'icture 3/1

RESPONSIBLE FOR

radiation protection law, -regulations
construction permits for safety
related systelns, operation permit

steam - pressure - vessels

civil engineering and
fire protection

water laws, clearing the
site from the wood

laws of electrical engineering
high tension lines - laws
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AUTHORITY .

Office for Aerial Navigation

Ministry for the Interior

Ministry for Foreign Affairs

Office for Labour Inspection

J?icture 3/2
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Location and Height of Stack

Plant Protection

IAEA -Contacts, Regulations

Protective Labour Legislation
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THE GENESIS OF A CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
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Picture 4
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COOPERATION OF THE MAIN MINISTRIES AND APPOINTED EXPERTS

OESGAE (-30) , responsible for:
GENERAL LAY - OUT - CRITERIA

CORE PHYSICS AND HYDRAULIC, TRANSIENTS,

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE ELECTRONIC FIELD
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University Professors, responsible for:
METEOROLOGY
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RADIATION PROTECTION ~."
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to
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Q
z
ii:
o
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o
~ "rUv (-30) , responsible for:
~ 1 STEAM AND PRESSURE VESSELS

~ \ J:
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J;>icture 5
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WORKFORCE OF THE LICENSING GROUP VERSUS TIME
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HPCI-SYSTEM

STEAM DRIVEN CURTIS TURBINE

OPERATION RANGE: 10 - 90 bar

BETWEEN LEVELS DEEP 1

HIGH

INITIATED BY:

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE >1,25 bar 100%

LEVEL < DEEP 1 50%
....
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SWITCHED OFF BY:
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REACTOR PRESSURE < 12 bar
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turbine

pump
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GERMAN RSK - DIRECTIONS FOR BWR DRAFT E 7.74
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TEMP. < 1200 oC, ...... FLOW RATES,

REDUNDANT ENERGY SUPPLY, MORE ORIENTED ON LOW PRESSURE CORE COOLING)

4.3
II-"
It-..:I

.j::>.

4.5
I
1
1
1
I·

5. INSTRUMENTATION
1
1

7. EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY

(DIESEL GENERATORS FOR IMPORTANT SYSTEMS, 2nd POWER SUPPLY, BATTERIES )

Picture 9
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USNRC REGULATORY GUIDE 1.68 (1973)
INITIAL STARTUP TEST PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE REMOTE SHUTDOWN CAPABILITY

FOR WATER COOLED NPP

APPENDIX A

1. PREOPERATIONAL TESTING

Preoperational tests should demonstrate that structures, systems and components will

operate in accordance with design in all operating modes and throughout the full

design. operating range.

~ this led to the non nuclear hot test

h.ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

(1) ECC - SYSTEMS

(b) DEMONSTRATE OPERABILITY USING NORMAL AND· EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLIES

~ here we also analysed the system behaviour during the

switching over time

Picture 10 ~
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REGULATORY ORGAN:IZAT:ION

OF TURKEY

b'y- N ~ Aybers
-"';'---

1. INTRODUCT:ION

The main concern of a developing country is 1:hat,

there is at certain administrative levels a lack of proper

appreciation of the size of the problem and the amount of

effort needed to maintain safe1:y standardS and surveil1ance

over the nuclear power project.

:In addition, it can be assumed that in the early stage

of a nuclear power deve10pment programme, resources available

for staffing and organizing a re9Ulatory body are limited. :In

general, in developing countries, the regulatory bodies have

lio staff al.located for the nuclear pOllier plant, or a small

number of staff members havrin.g:.aii.t:l:le'::experience.

:It: should be noted also that during the initial. period

of the regulatory body, National Safe1:y Codes of Practice and

Safety Guides for nuclear- power plants are not available. There

fore, it: can be assumed t:hat the steps required to ensure the

main'tenance of safety standards may cause serious difficu1ties.

2. LEGAL REGL~ APPL:ICABLE

2.1. Competent Au1:horities

Act No.6821 of 27 th August 1956 for The Est:ablishmentt

of an Atomic Energy Commiss ion amended by Act No. 7190 of 14 th

January 1959 made Turkish Atomic Energy Commission (TABle) res

ponsible for protection of public health and safety. and national.

security in the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

./..
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Act No.7256 of 3 th April 1959 ~nded by Act No.234 of

5 t:h January 1961 la.id down the way of the application of the

Atomic Energy Programme of Turkey.

The TAEK is responsible for defining safety in respect

of all nuclear activities and for drawing up regulations con;"

cerning radiation protection and the safe utilisation of nuc

lear installations. '!'he 'l'AEX which is the ruling body for li

censing of nuclear installations, is attC\ched to the Prime

Minister's office and is chaired by a Minister of State appoint

by the Prime Minister.
I

The first legislation in Turkey relating to protection

against ionizing radiations was an Act adopted in 1937 and co

vering the regime applying to X-ray appliances used for medical

purposes. However the scope of this Act was too limited to pro

vide the regulatory framework necessary for developing the uses

of ion~"'lg radiations.

Decree No.6/7946 of 25 1:11 April 1967 of the Council of

Ministers laid down general prOVision applying to protection

against ionizing radiations. This Decree was subsequently comp

let.ed by detailed procedures on ~afet.y measures against ionizing

radiations. TAEK Regulat.ions of 16 th December 1968 laid down

rules for t:he safe utilisation of ionizing radiations'.

The special conditions governing the granting of author1.

sations to the nuclear installations are spec1.f1.ed .in tile Decree

No.7/9l4l of 6 January 1974 of the Counc1.l of l41.nisters.

A Committee on Reactor Safeguards was established by the

Decree No.7/9l41 and the members are appointed by the TAEK for

3 years 'teJ:m. '!'his Commit.tee is responsible to TAEK. The committee

studies reactor safety and advise the TAEK on_ the safety aspects

of the applications for licenses for nuclear installations. It is al

so responsible for the preparations of Safety Regulat1.ons issued

by the 'l'AEK.

./..
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2.2. Licensinq Procedure

In Turkey, ~~ three-step licensing procedure is applied

for nuclear installations;

- Site approval

- Construction permit

- Operating license

However, the licensing procedures for nuclear installa

tion otller than nuclear power plant and for nuclear power plant

are somewhat different.

'fhe procedu.nes for granting an oPerating license for ·nuc

lear power plant and reactor includes three sub-step"

i'

Pu~ l.oading permit

- P.eactor start-up permit

- Full load operation permit

In advance of fuel loading, 'l'AEK must determine that all

the canmissioning tests are properl.y performed and, befozereac

t:or start-up must determine that start-up tests are completed,

operating procedures are satJ.sfactory and that the persons who

are to manipulate the controls of the reactor are qualified.

Fig.l provides a General. Schematic for the bett.er under

standing of Nuclear Power Plant licensing process of Turkey.

In its responsibility to assure the heal.th and safety

of the public, 'the 'l'AEK should establishes a general l.ega]. frame

work. Therefore 'the Atomic Energy Acts shoul.d be supplemented by

Regul.ations, Codes, Standards and Guides which deal. with the spe

cial conditions governing the granting of authorisations •

./ ..
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2.3. Nuclear Safety S~andards, Codes and Guides

The Agency has prepared Safety Codes of Practice and

Safety Guides for nuclear power plants which are now available

in published or draft fO%%l1. A1though these documents establish

an essen1:.1.al basJ,s and guidance for safe'ty, they may not in so

me special. situations always be entirely sufficient or entirely

applicable (1).

The question whether these requirements would become a

le9a1 obligation may pose some difficulties. Therefore, a special

bilateral. aqre81uent has been signed between TAEK and National

Utility '!'EX on November 20, 1978 and the following Codes of Prac

tice bas been turn-out to TEK in english for a tentative appli

cation as nauiona.l cOdes iO.

- Code of Practice on safety in Nuclear Power Plants

Siting;

- Code of Practice on Design for Safety of Nuclear

Power Plants;

- C04e of Practice on Safety in Nuclear Power Plant

Operation;

- Code of Pract1ce on Quality Assurance for Safety in

NucJ.ear Power Plants.

In the same basis the following IAEA Safety Guides are

under review for x~leasing as national. 9111des:

50-SG-G2

SO-SG-G3

Information to be submitted in support of ~icensin9

app11cations for nuclear power plants (Published).

COnduct of regulatorJ ~eview and assessment during

the licensing process for nuclear power plants.
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SO-SG-G4 Inspection ibid enforcement by i:he regulatory body

for nuclear power p1ants.

SO-SG-Sl Earthquake and associated topics in relation to

nuc1ear power plants.

SO-SG-S2 Seismic analysis and testing of nuc1ear power plants.

SO-SG-S3 Atmospheric dispersion in re1ation to nuclear power

plantsitinq.

SO-SG-S4 ~ S.ite select.ion and evaJ.uat.ion -for nuclear power plants

with respec~:of!? populat.ion d1stribution.

SO-SG-Dl Safety functions and component classification for BWR,

PWR and PTR.

SO-SG-D2 Pire protection in nucl.ear power plants.

SO-SG-D3 Protection system and related features in nuclear power

plants.

SO-SG-03 Operational limits and conditions for nuc1ear power

plants.

SO-SG-O 5 Radiological. protection durinq'--dperat.ion of nuclear

power plants.

,
SO-SG-04 Commissioning procedure for nuclear pa)~r plants.

~

SO-SG-QA1 Preparation of the quality assurance programme for

nuclear power plan1:s.

SO-SG-0A2 Quality assurance records system(-for nuclear power

plants.

./ ..
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50-SG,..QA7 Quality assurance organization for nuclear power

plants.

50-SG-QA 10 Quality assurance auditing for nuclear power plants.

3. REGULATORY ORGANIZATION

3.1. Organization of TAEX

It: is regarc:1E?d as essent.ial that a government. embarking

on or implement.ing '~ nuclear power programme establish a regu

latory body (2). It is recognized that in spite of its relati

vely small size, it must be able to deal with the somewhat more

difficult aspects of supply, construction and operation in a

developing country (3).

In Turkey TEAK is responsible for defining saIety in

respect: of all nuclear activities and conditions governing the

granting of authorizations to nuclear installations.

J:n January 1975, a committee on Reactor Safeguards was

set. up to implement the licensing. This C01llL1ittee is ent'i;ust.ed:'.

the task of approving supporting documents, reviewing, inspec

ting and, advising .TAEK on the all stages of licensing.

The present. organizati.on of TAEK Contains a Nuclear

Safety Department reporting to an Assistant secretary General

for Nuclear Safety. This department is entrusted the task of

providing skilled main power to the Committee on Reactor Sefa

guards. The Nuclear Safety Department includes the following

Branches:

- Assessment and Licensing

- Regulatory Inspection

- Regulation and Guide Development

- Radiological Protection

132
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The establ.ishment of a branch for Nucl.ear Material.s

Safety and Safeguards is recentl.y proposed to TAEK. '.It;..; ap:-.

pears l.ittle work for this branch at this stage. But it is

felt that someone shoul.d be al.located the responsibilities

for following progress and requirements for safeguards. Fig. 2

shows the present organization for the regulatory body of

Turkey.

It shou1d be noted that during the initial period of

the nuclear power programme, the regulatory body in Turkey

was not an effective body. presently there are 2 staff mem
bers in Assessment and Licensing Branch, 1 staff member in

Regulations and Guides Development and 1 staff DlE!1IlbeJ! in

Radiological. Protection.

At this stage, 8 members of Committee of Reactor Safe

guards, including the chairman who is a commissioner, are

proViding an effective manpower for regulation and guide devel

opment. For the works of the Radiological Protection Branch,

which is responsible for the safetly use of the radioisotopes

and the other radiation instrumentation, the staff of the Ankara

Nuclear Research Center are providing additional manpower. How~·.; ..~

ever this is not the case for the Assessment and L.icensing Branch

which bears the main task requiring manpower, since it is, in ef

feet, an executive branch.

3.2. Expertise Required for the Regulation of

Nucl.ear Power Plants

Considering the imminent decision to construct the first

nuclear power station, it should be noted that, the present man

power of the Regulatory Body in TUrkey is not satisfactory. Of

course inexperienced young people can be trained abroad for this

purpose, but the project is too far advanced to solve the iJmne

diate problem.

./ ..
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:It is, therefore, strongly recommended that the Turkish

authorities act t.o quicken the creation of a more effective re

gulatory body- and attract existing experienced people into re

gulatory body for this work.

:In this situation the regulatory body should make maximum

utllization of consultants and adVisory groupes to compensate

for the limited nmuber of permanent regulatory staff. However,

initial~y a staff of at least ~ilTe or eight highly eXPer~enced

persons is a minimum needed to staff a basic organization (1).

But this staff should have broad t.echn.1cal abilities and engi

neering experience together with good judgement of safety.

Design assessment and the Contents of the Safety Ana~ysis

Reports Covers 19 areas with different expertise associated with

it (4). However, this can 'be $gue-~ze.ainto 12, for the iilitial

Period, as shown in Fig.3. The numbers gives in Brackets on this

figure refer to the USA Standards Format and Contents of Safety

Analysis Reports.

Therefore it is anticipat.ed that the following staff mem

bers with associated background could be 1Jmnediately appointed

to the Nuclear Safety Department:

.1. Nuclear Eng. with good background in Reactor Physics

1. Structural. Eng. with nuc1ear knowledge

2. Mech. Eng. with M.S. degree in" Nuclear Eng.

1. Eng. wi:th B.S. in electronics and M.S. degree in Nuclear

Eng.

1. Health Physicist with knowledge in Wast Management

1.. Q/A Eng. wi.th Broad experience

7 Total

~is staff is sufficient only for the first nuclear p~ant~

As the nuclear power programme grows the situation may arise

wherein the regulatory staff could be required to perform review

and assessment inspection, and regulation and guide development
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a~t:f.:'iiLtIes: ·sinfli:ltan-eOUS-).y .,Tf the nuclear programme is to include

licensing and operating of 5-7 power reactors I as a minimum, 50

full time regulatory staff is necessary (2).

It should be noted that durinq the initial period of the

regulatory body, the work load for the domestic groups such as

Nuclear Engineering Department of ~ekmece Nuclear Research Cen

ter (c;NAEM) and Institute for Nuclear Energy of the TechnicaL;

University of Istanbul could be very helpful.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that, at this stage, Turkey have not

the proper balance and quality of skills required for the orga

nization of Regulatory Body. The main difficulties are the lack

of proper appreciation of the safety problems and the lack of

experienced peop~e available in Turkey.

The major regulatory func±io.p;s sU9'Qest an- initial organi

zational structure such as that shown in Fig.2. Its technical

staff should be well-balanced, possessing, or having ready access

to the expert.1se listed in Fig.3.

It is anticipated that, ~AEM, Institute for Nuclear

Energy and other organizations will provide'<some of the expertise

listed. Therefore, during the init.ial phase, of the project, the

Assessment and Licensing Branchceffregulatory body could 9,onsist

as few as 7 individuals possessing broad technical expertise as

shown in Fig.4.

:In this situation the regulatory body should IllE1ke maximum

utilization of consultants and advisory groups to compensate' for

the limited number of permanent reguiatory staff. Consideration

must be given to the availabilty and proper use of technical

./..
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assistances. Some advanced qountries have established bila

teral approaches to safety co-cperation and assistance to

developing countries. Turkey must be use effectively these

advices and ass1stances as part of an overaJ.1 co-operated

programme to facilitate the necessary transfer of regulatory
capability (5).
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Fig. 3 . Expertise

Licensing

Required for the Assessment and

of the first Nuclear Power Plant

Assessment Areas Appropriate Specialists

t • Struc t ures ( 3.0 ) Civil Engineering

2 . Reactor ( 4.0 ) Nuclear Eng/Reactor Physicist

-
3. Reactor coolant System Mechanical Eng.

( S.O except 5.6 )

4· Containment Systems ( 6.0 ) Nuc lear Eng. / Mech. Eng.

S. Auxiliary Systems ( 9.0 ) Nuclear Eng'; Mech. Eng.

6. Instrumentation and Control

( 7.0 and S.6 )
Control an d Instr. Eng.

7 • Electrical Power ( 8.0 ) Elect. Eng.

.
8. Steam and Power

conversion System ( 10.0 ) Mech. Eng.

9. Radiation Protec ti on and
Waste Management Hea lth Physi c ist
( 11.0 and 12.0 )

10. Initial. Test and Nuclear Eng.

Operations (13.0 and 14.0 ) ( Broad Bac kground ) ..

11 . Accident Analyses ( 15.0 ) Nuclear Eng./Reactor Phys.

12. Ouality Assurance Q/A Expert

(16.0 ) ( Broad Experience )
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Fig. 4

Expertise Required in the initial

Nuclear Power Project to staff

and Lic.nsing Branch

phase of the

the Ass.ssment

'.

Number s taft, memb.r Required Experti.ce

1 Nuclear Eng. or. Good Knowledge in Computer

Reactor physicist cod.s

".

1 Civi I Eng.
Good Knowledge in structural'

Eng. and Seismicity

2 Mechanical Eng.
With M.S. Degree in

Nuclear Eng.

\. El.ctrica.l or With M.S. Degree in
Electronics Eng. Nuclear Eng.

. r

1 Heal th Physicist Waste Management

1 Q/A Engineer Broad Experience in industry

7 Total staff Membe.rs

-
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Second Period of Discussions on Session II

N. Aybers (Turkey) (To H. Matulla)
Did you perform reactor internal vibration tests?

H. Matulla (Austria)
During the 'non nuclear hot test' there were some tests in
connection with the internal pumps.
There were vibration tests planned for the nuclear startup
of the plant. But the referendum stopped this and they were
not performed.

J. van Daatselaar (Netherlands) (To H. Matulla)
With respect to the second failure tables: In the analysis
carried out to show that there is no unallowed influence on
a required safety function, do you apply a probabilistic ap
proach?

H. Matulla (Austria)
No, this analysis is done in a deterministic way. It is pos
sible that there can be some so-called 'second failures' if
they have no unallowed influence on the required safety capa
city.

J. van Daatselaar (Netherlands) (To J. Laaksonen)
In your paper you say a conservative design with safety mar
gins or multiple redundancies was often preferred. Were you
able to require design changes and how did you improve the
safety margins?

J. Laaksonen (Finland)
Yes, especially in the Loviisa plant we required plenty of
design changes as compared to the original reference plant
built in the Soviet Union. All Eee systems, reactor contain
ment and most of the instrumentation are totally of new design.
The safety is tried to be improved by using four redundant
trains in most safety systems. As another example I can men
tion the reactor core where the linear heat power is much
less than in western plants and also clearly less than in
Soviet plants. The latter is due to even power distribution
in Loviisa and improved in-core instrumentation to verify
that distribution.
The TVO plants are of third generation of ASEA-ATOM plants
and there we have not required any drastic changes but only
some modifications in details.
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R. Gausden (UK) (To J. Laaksonen)
Could you give some idea of the criteria you use to deter
mine whether backfitting of plant is required.

J. Laaksonen (Finland)
We have no established criteria for backfitting. If some
weak points are revealed in the operating plants it is al
ways a matter of engineering judgement to decide if correc
tive measures are needed. As a common rule we have required
backfitting to be done in all cases where it clearly improves
the safety and can be done in a reasonable way.

C. Perez del Moral (Spain) (To J. Laaksonen)
In your paper you said that few members of your Organization's
staff have quit it to take other jobs. I'd like to know what
in your opinion are the most important factors behind this
achievement.

J. Laaksonen (Finland)
I am not sure what is the most important reason, but I can
suggest some factors that may have contributed. First is
the good spirit inside the regulatory body, most people find
their work interesting and the working methods give them
enough motivation to do their very best. Another reason
might be a general depression period since 1975, after that
year there h~not been many vacant places for engineers in
our country. Also in the nuclear field no big projects have
been started since 1975. Some influence has also been exerted
by the fact that there is no big difference between salaries
in the~gulatory body and in the industry.

M. Perel16 (S~ain) (To J.M. Oury)
Apres lfexpose de M. Oury et .VU l'interet-pou~ l'evolution des
centrales nucleaires de puissance, du point de vue de la
surete nucleaire, il semble qu'il est preferable pour les
pays de dispo,ser d'un seul type de centrale. Mme. Perez.del
Moral a repondu qu'en Espagne une telle situation etait im
possible car c'est l'industrie privee qui decide du type de
centrale a construire. Etant donne que la France a decide
de ne construire qu'un seul type de centralePWR, la surete
de ces evaluations en beneficiera. Ma question a M. Oury
est la suivante: les services de sUrete nucleaire fran9ais ont
ils ete consultes et ont-ils donne leur accord sur. Ie plan
de la surete nucleaire aux autorites fran9aises avant que
la decision ne soit prise de n'utiliser que des reacteurs
PWR et d'abandonner les reacteurs gaz-graphite. Si oui,
est-ce que M. Oury, en tant que membre du SCSIN, considere
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que les reacteurs PRW sont plus surs que les gaz-graphites?
ou bien simplement que leur degre de surete est suffisant?

J.M. Oury (France)
(1) II va de soi que la decision d'engager la realisation
d'une centrale nucleaire quelle qu'elle soit doit faire
l'objet d'un accord des autorites responsables de la surete;
cet accord est d'ailleurs l'objet des procedures rigoureuses
prevues en France et decrites dans l'expose.
(2) En matiere de PWR, cet accord a existe dans Ie passe
comme en temoignent les autorisations de creation et de fonc
tionnement deja d~livrees. A noter toutefois qu'existent
en France d'autres types de reacteurs (GG eu rapides notamment)
et que l'autorisation de creation de l'un d'entre eux (Creys
Malville) est posterieure a l'acceleration du programme
electro-nucleaire en matiere de PWR.
(3) II n'y a done pas decision de la part des autorites de
surete d'imposer l'unicite du type de reacteurs: les ex
ploitants sont les premiers responsables de leurs installa
tions et ont done Ie choix de leurs propositions. II y .a
par contre volonte des autorites de surete de tirer Ie meilleur
parti du point de vue de la surete de la proposition de stan
dardisation qui.leur est faite et volonte egalement d'en limi
ter les inconvenients (essentiellement preserver l'ouverture
au progres technique).
(4) Quant au niveau de surete entre filieres, je crois toute
comparaison extrement difficile sinon impossible. L'essen
tiel est que chaque filiere atteigne un niveau de surete au
moins satisfaisant et en fait aussi eleveque raisonnable
ment possible.

F.J. Turvey (Ireland) (To J. Laaksonen)
I notice that only one person is employedon Rules and Standards
within the Department of Reactor Safety. Although you have
used standards of other countries I am surprised that you only
employed one person. Could you comment, please?

J. Laaksonen (Finland)
That one person only co-ordinates the rule and standard work
and keeps an eye on new standards published in other countries.
The actual work to develop own rules and guides is done in
side the technical groups.

P. Giuliani (Italy) (To J. Laaksonen)
Which authority does perform site reviews in Finland?

J. Laaksonen (Finland)
The site review is performed with the help
department called the Research Department.
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Inside the Department
the responsibility of

environmental research on plant sites.
of Reactor Safety the site aspects are
the radiation protection group.
Generally I can say that the site problems are not as diffi
cult as in most other countries. We have no· earthquakes and
no hurricanes, the plants can be located in remote sites far
from large towns, there is no" dangerous industry or air traf
fic close to the sites and the availability of cooling water
does not cause any problems.

J.S. MacLeod (UK) (to J.M. Oury)
Is there a danger with too much standardisation that a too
large a portion of a power generation system may be involved?

J.M. Oury (France)
II s'agit principalement d'un risque economique. Sur Ie plan
de la surete, il est certain que cette question est liee a
l'une des difficultes exposees dans la communication: si un
probleme se trouve pose sur une tranche, il est pose d'emblee
sur toutes les tranches.
Mais cette difficulte doit etre nuancee par plusieurs remarques:
(1) Comme TMI l'a montre, quand il survient quelques chose de
vraiment important tous les reacteurs sont concernes, et ~ .. ·sauf
exception - des enseignements sont a tirer pour tous: multi
plier les differences de detail n'apporterait a cet egard au
cune facilite.
(2)La standardisation facilite la prise en compte de I 'experience:
un defaut de conception ou de r~alisation 'precurseur' eventuel
d'un evenement plus grave peut etre detecte a la 20eme tranche,
et la modification correspondante beneficie a toutes les tranches
precedentes.
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TEClrNICAL BASES FOR REGULATORY REVIEI'W ;

COMPARISON OF PRACTICES, STANDARDS AlID GUIDES

w. Vinck ; H. Maurer ; G. Van Reijen
Commission European Communities

Brussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT

First the sce:oe is set with regard to the national licensing and regulatory
scenes and with regard to correlations between

- regulations and industrial standards
- national and international developments.

The purpose of hamonisation efforts and ongoing activities, especially within
the EC, are highlighted.

For the purpose of being sufficiently specific, three specific areas are
dealt with as examples, explaining how actual application of practices and crite~

ria in'EC Member States correlate (or not) to one another including the points of
convergence ~ld divergences : protection against aircraft crash, seismic effects,
protection against fuel handling accidents.

Conclusift remarks deal with the origin in and relative importance of
discrepancies in safety practices and criteria.
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1. 6ceIle-Setting

1.1 The national seeDeS in the nuclear area licensipg, regulation,
standard-setting and their connexions

The licensing procedures in the various countries have developed - and
are continuing to develop - along different lines, depending on

- the political and administrative structures and the laws applicable
in each country;

- the organizational characteristics of ea.ch country and its regions.

These procedures are the vehiole tor the de'V8lol1Dent arJd/or application
(again with variations) of the technical practices and methods concerning nuclear
safety as well as the relevant safety requirements mostly spelled out in regula.
tions, criteria, guides, standards and codes for site, plant structures, &y'stems
and components which we will call in common "rules".

As long as there is no sufficient politically structured unity in Europe
it seema a vain exercise to optimize community efforts towards hannonizing legis..,.
lation and administrative procedures.

Therefore emphasis in co~un1ty efforts has been placed upon the techni
cal, aspects, although the procedural aspects often correlate with the technical
aspects.

TheNfore let us now deal with technical safety practices and "rules"
aspects, mON specifically the regulatory aspect.

- ..

Against a background of evolution over the last twenty years in a rather
wide range of safety analysis methods (e. g. M. C. A. concepts, successive barriers
concepts, defense-in-depth concepts, deterministic approaches, quantified proba.
bilistic approaches), more specifically since 1965 and imtially in certain of
the most advanced countries in the nuclear field, systematic efforts to develop
"rules" have been made.

How oan the rale to be played by these rules be defined ? The rules repre
sent a systematic and disciplined codification of the engineering and, simulta
neously, a roview of the lessons provided by eXPerience.

If these rules are applied by the industrial architect who designs and
by those who construct and operate the nuclear power station, they can contribute
to the confi<lence that the operator can have in the reliability, the availability
and the safety of the plant. In addition, they contribute to decreasing the cost
of design and of manufacture and to facilitating the "planning" of manufacturing
and conStruction.

This codified good practice (rules) provides the licensing authorities
and the safety and control organizations with a high degree of confidence that
the design basis and the performance requirements on the equipment on which
th·By based their safety analysis and their approval will effectively be achieved.
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Rules can be evolved by a regulator;y authority and/or associated safety
and control organizations, in which cas~ they find expression in mandatory (obli
gatory) requirements or indioative (quaSi-mandatory) requirements. As example
one may quote 10 CFR 50, Atomgesetze, Mini~terial decrees as mandatory and the
US:NRC regulator;y guides or KTA-Regeln developed by joint effort of authorities,
utilities, and vendors however) as indicative rules.

On the other hand, they may evolve on a voluntary basis, i.e. by a joint
effort on the part of experts of the electrioity producers, industrial arohiteots
and builders, and the licensing and regulatoll'Y authorities and/or the assooiated
safety and control bodies (example : ANS ,ANSI , ASTM, ASME-oodes and standards,
D.I.N.). They are then usually called industrial "standards".

Such rules have to be adapted to take acoount of advanoes in technologi
cal knowledge (e.g., the results of safety research) and the evolution of safety
methods (e.g., the use of probabilistio methods of analysis).
This means that they have to be periodioally revised.

1.2 The international scene in the nuclear area: develo ent of rules re 
litO and industrial standards . harmonization of ractices and rules.

General

If the need to develop nuclear power is recognized and the industries
associated with it, it seems essential to evolve harmonized cross-frontier ap
proaches and techniques in nuclear health and safety matters (covering both the
technological and radiation protection aspects).

Indeed:

- there is no reason to allow the development of different overall levels of.
~afet;y to which individuals of different nationalities are exposed ;

- in view of the growing international exchcmge of projects and technical equip
ment (struotures, systems, subassemblies and indiVidual components), disparities
in the rales, i.e. in the regulator;y requirements and in industrial standards,
constitute a barrier to industrial development and energy production;

- the develo:?IDent of standardized methods to deal with safety problems and their
envirol'lllental implications for the design, fabrication and assembly of equip
ment is bOlmd. to shorten lead times for· the setting-up of nuclear power stations,
and speed up their putting into service.

The l'lature of the rules and the wa;y in which they have been developed at
national lewl show that, whatever merits the systematic approaches applied m~
have, the outcome is a ver,r complex situation which is rendered all the more dif
ficult in view of harmonization by the magnitude of the problem and by the natio
nal efforts dealing with it. Any international attempt at harmonization which is
not sufficiently selective and judicious in the choice of options and priorities
would - in my view anyhow - fail to make any impact.

The three most noteworth;y approaches (but each with a different scope .
and purpose ) - i.e. at least in the technological area (the Iadiation protection.
aroa is widely covered by the I.C.R.P. and also within the EC ) - to the problem

i"B~ic Standards
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at international level are those undertaken by the International Atomic Ellergy
Agency (IAEA), the International- standards Organisation (ISO) (to~ther with its
sister or~nzation the International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC»,and the
European Cormrunities (EO). .

In particular, the hamonization efforts by the Commission of the European
Communities will be highlighted here.

1.3 The Commission of European Communities

A systematic effort to achieve progressive harmonization of safety prac
tices and n.quirements for nuclear power plants, more specifically for light
water reactors, was launched in 1973. A perm&llent working group on "Safety metho
dologies, criteria, standards, etc." (VG NO 1) was set up for this purpose, in
which the licensing (and regulatory) authorities and associated safety and control
organizatiolls are represented on one hand and the utilities and vendors on the
other.

The basic support, at the political level, for these hamonization efforts·
was provided by the European Community Council of Ministers Resolution on rmclear
safety technology of 22 July 1975 (1) which amongst others and in short :

.",

calls fOl~ an effective cooperation and for a strengthening of effort at hanno
nizat~on of safety requirements and criteria within the European Community;

requests the member states to notify the Commission of any draft laws, regula.
tions or provisions of similar scope concerning the safety of nuclear installa
tions in order to enable the appropriate consultations to be held at Community
level at the initiative of the Commission;

- provides that, at the approp~~t~_~.iJ!1e, .Community recommendations shall be
issued (Article 124 of the EURA.Ta>i Treaty*) on those subjects which lend. them
selves best to a. harmonized approach.

The main tasks of Working Group N° 1 can roughly be summarized as follows

• Di.a1ogu&, discussion, identification and exchange of infomation and
documentation on safety methodology, criteria, codes and standards and
specific tWR safety problems applicable and/or under developnent in the
vcl.l'i.ous member countries•

• Identification of divergencies, similarities, common requirements,
reasons for divergencies and establisbment of synthesis reports in
view of the elaboration of recommendations in areas and on items of
common interest and considered mature for that purpose.

It is also worthwhile to note that working group members participate in
the consultation on drafts of internationally established codes and guides, espe
cially those within the IAEA-NUSS program.

The working group has set itself an order of priority for dealing with
the various subjects and has in the course of 1977 worked out a revised working

*) Title III, Chapter I, Section III, Article 124 of the Treaty establishing the
European Atomic Energy Community.
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scheme for its 2nd phase of work, whioh was started in the beginning of 1978.

The terms of reference of Working Group :NO 1 were adapted to the revised
work programme by the insertion of the provision that the nert stage should
start with the selective fonnulation, according to neoessity and in an agreed
order of priority, of reoommendations within the meaning of Artiole 124 of the
Euratom Treaty.

The subjeots which the working group handled to the present time can be
olassified in the following main sections

- fundamental concepts

.- hypothesis and methods of analysis concerning the safety of the NPP
as a whole

- safety specifications for systems and components.

Before a:ny detailed recommendations (Article 124 of the EUR Treaty) are
prepared, a ;::Jequence of the range of recommendations will be prepared. First
priority was given to the general safety principles recommendation which is ac
tually underI'1s\y.

It is now oonsidered by the authorities that reoommendations should be
ooncerned with safety philosophy rather than design detail.
Arising. from this, the developnent of reoommendations lies mainly in the hands
of the safety authorities within Working Group XU 1 in oonsultation with the uti
lities and vendors.

After the elaboration of a general safety prinoiples recommendation,
specific topi.cs, for which progress in comparative scrutiny has been sufficient
in the area of protection against· external' and internal events may be amenable
to reoommendations. .

The Three-Mile Island events will undoubtedly influence some of the ap
proaches taken in the Working Group :NO 1 activities.

The overall subjects which were covered by the Working Group until the
present time are presented in table I (APpendix).

Out of the numerous subjects dealt with as outlined in this table, we
have picked on three in whioh notioeable progress was made in understanding the
various position taken and in delineating as clearly as possible the convergences
and divergencies in approaches, namely for :

- protection against one man-made ertemal effect, i.e. airoraft crash

- protection against a natural erternal effect, i.e. seismic effects

- proteotion against an internally originated accident conditions, i.e.
fuel handling accidents.
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2. E!:2tection of Nuclear Power Plants against Aircraft Crash

2.1 General safety criteria of EC-member countries mention the need to
protect nuclear power plants against aircraft crash. Specific guides to this
respect are under development and discussed amongst the experts of the EC-coun
tries in view of harmonization of presently applied practices.

In particular the following considerations are important in this
context

- to minimize the risk of aircraft crash on nuclear power plants

- to define exclusion areas around airports and

- to:> prohibit flYing in the vicinity of nuclear plants.

2.2 Probabilistic considerations

In 30me countries the probability of crashing for each type of aircraft
is evaluateli separately for each site and in dependence of this probability a
decision is taken on design of the plant against such a crash. Generally these
countries dafine that for each unit the probability of inacceptable release is
less than a certain limit. These countries calculate the mentioned probability
by multiplying the crash probability with the conditional probability of structu
ral damage. So for each site the crash probability is calculated and by protec
tive measures the conditional probability of structural damage is reduced so far
that the pI'l)duct of both probability values is below the limit. In other coun
tries all Il'Ilclear power plants have to be designed against the effects of crash
of certain types of airplanes, e.g. by protection of structures against penetra
tion and/or-by physical separation of diverse safety equipnent. In most coun-"
tries no general backfitting requirements exist.

2.3 5iting (with regard to aircraft _~rash protection)

There are no important differences in siting policy between E.C.member
countries. In all countries exclusion zones of 8-10 Km from airports are pre~

scribed or :recommended. This exclusion zone exists also in countries, where all
nuclear power plants have to be designed against aircraft crash in view of the
risk of failure of the protection.

2.4 Arr<wgements with airforce and civil aviation

In most E.C.member countries there is general agreement with airforce
and civil aviation not to fly close to nuclear power plants. In particular it
has to be avoided that nuclear power plants are used as an approach target.
Attention is now paid to the question of beaconing of nuclear power plants.

2 .. 5 ~equences for plant design

In those European countries in which as a consequence of probabilistic
considerations it was decided to protect every nuclear power plant against air
craft crash certain types of airplanes are used as reference planes for defining
the load-time :fUnctions for designing the plant structures.

In ('.erma.n;y and the Netherlands nuclear power p;l.ants are designed to
resist the impact of an aircraft with a weight of 2.l<Y N crashing at a speed
of 215 m/s (Phantom RF 4 E has the characteristics mentioned).
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In the UK a weight of 2,5 • 105 N is considered (MRCA). This load function
will cover a wide2raJ'lg8 of milita.r;y and civil aircrafts. The impact area is
assumed to be 7 m (compared to -C1Vf12aircrafts with impact velocities of
100 mls and impact areas of 18 - 37 m - depending on the surface if flat or
spherical) •

Par+.s of the aircraft, as e.g. engines, wings etc. can become secondary
missiles as a result ~f the crash. (The load resulting from a militar,y aircraft
engine bei~ 1,8 • 10 N at an impact velocity of 100 mls and an impact area of
about 1,5 m). In the design against aircraft crash these loads are combined
with secondnr,y loads, plant malfunction, debris, et

As far as the computation methods applied are concerned they are in
general more or less based on penetration experiments of projectiles in concrete,
most of which were perfozmed to investigate the penetration of bullets and bombs
into reinfoJ'Ced concrete target slabs. Thus the results ms\y not be directly
applicable to the design of nuclear power plants against aircraft crash. This
was the reason that _!:n..!raJ!~4!t ~thercorrelationsand formtllaB1j8re developed.

A comparativa study of calculation methods for the resistance of struc
tures against penetration and for the overall stability of structures is'recom
mended in view of a hannonization of the practice in this field.

3. Protection of Nuclear Power Plants against Seismic Effects

The effects of seismicity, as they are observed in European countries
may, under certain circumstances, lead to significant nuclear hazards, so that
every effort must be undertaken to protect nuclear power plants against such
abnonnal natural hazards. This is necessary not only in countries with high
seismicity, but also in regions with medium or even low seismicity.

Consequently, it is necessary -to -identity those structures, systems
aJ:.d components of a nuclear power plant which must be designed to maintain their
safety related function under the maximum potential seismic load, and to define
the methodology which must be followed to ensure an acceptable earthquake resis
ta.nt design.

For this reason it was considered worthwhile to discuss the problems of
protection of nuclear power plants against seismic effects within the European
Working Group on "Safety of Water Cooled Reactors - Methodology, Codes and
Standards" (Working Group NO 1).

Most Member States of the European Communities base their anti-sei smic
safety and design concept and. even specific design parameters on the current
concept of the USA which has been developed with respect to the specific charac
teristics of the seismicity of North America. There are, however, important
discrepancies between the two continents in the seismological and geological
ccnditiona as well as in the general design demands.

This is why ma.n;y European countries realise nC'W that they have to develop
their own specific safety concepts adapted to the typical seismological and geo
logical conditiona in the respectiva countries.
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The work perfonned within the activities of Working Group N° 1 is
based on an inventory of the app11ed- national practices, the existing specifi
cations, regulations, and guidelines applied in the design, construction, and
safety asseosment of structures, systems and components to withstand potential
earthquake effects. These specifications and guidelines are compared with
those for the USA and Japan and due notice is taken of the work perfonned within
other international organisations as are ISO and IAEA. Points of agreement were
identified and divergencies discussed in particular with reference to the US
practice.

As a. basis for design two different reference earthquakes are defined;
the first more severe earthquake (the safe shutdown earthquake SSE *) is asso
ciated with the sa:te shutdown of nuclear power plant, while the second (the ope
rating basis earthquake OBE *) is associated with its reliable operation. The
procedures c~pplicab1e and actually in use for establishing the reference earth
quakes for a given site are the detenninistic approach as well as the probabilis
tic approach. Both approaches rely on subjective judgements based on seismologi
cal and geological experience.

The SSE is based upon an evaluation of the maximum earthquake potential
considering the regional and local subsurface material. It is the earthquake
which produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which those structures,
systems and components are designed to remain functional and to assure

(a) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,

(b) the capability of shutting down the reactor and maintaining it in
a safe shut-down condition, or

(c) the capability of preventing or mitigating the consequences of acci
dents whic~ could result in potential otfsite exposures comparable
to the lIlRC guideline eXpOSu-res of 10 CPR 100.

Since the SSE i. related to the maximum earthquake potential at the site,
it has a low pl'Obability of occurrence during the life time of a nuclear power
plant. Nevertheless, in most European countries the Om: is detemined in depen
dence of the SSE assuming that the m.a.nm12lD vibratory ground acceleration ot the
OBE shall he at least one-half of the maximUIR vibratory ground acceleration of
the SSE.

Only acoording to french practice the larger reference earthquake which
is called "Seisme .ajore de Securite fl«S" is detezmined by adding a certain
safety m.argin to the intensity of the smaller reference earthquake which is named
"S.eisme MariJlal Historiquement Vraisemblable SMHV" (Maximum Plausible Historical
Ea.rthquake). The safety margin applied is usually one degree of the macroseismic
intensity measured with the MSK-scale.

* according to US detimtions
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At preseut, preference is giveil to the detemimstic approach in the
evaluation of both, the SSE and OBE, although the assessment of the OBE with
statistical and probabilistic methods on -the basis of available data in Europe
appears feasible.

At a recent disClISsion under expe rts collaboratiDg with worki.:ng group
:10 1 it came out that tor the defilli.tion of the lower level earthquake no agree
meut at all seems to be possible on a dete1'llillistic basis, there mq, however,
be a chance to agree on a probabilistic basis.

4. Protection of lfuclear Power Plants against :fUel handling accidents

A cClDlparison of the different methods and procedures applied by European
countries, in the analysis of the f:uel handling accident was performed within
the activities of Working Group NO 1 in order to investigate convergencies and
divergencies in safety assessments. It can be demonstrated that existing diffe
rences in the asS'lJlJlptions of the Duic conditions (as are decq time, or mode of
operation) are onl7 ot minor importance. The assessment of a fUel drop is in
all Europe&ll countries based on the damage ot all fuel rods (of om :fUel element).
Howwr, . here appears to be a tendency at least on some European countries to
assume that only the :fUel rods 01. an outer arrq be damaged. This was also assu
med for the evaluation of the radiological consequences of a German nuclear power
plant. Also the basic assumptions concerning the quantity of fission products
released from the fission gas plenum to the pool water difter from co\U1tr,y to*
count1"3', with the most conservative assumption in the US Regulato17 Guide 1.25 •
More realistic assumptions used in France or Germa.n;y are based on experimeutal
results of iodine release (orgamc and inorgamc) less than 10 %down to 1 %.

MillOr difference. -are observed also with regard to the decontamination
fE.ctors for storage pool wat8ilvitl release to pool water
(Decontamination factor • activity releas.to buildiDg atmosphere )
there again the assumpti'ons published in the US Regulator,y Guide 1.25 being extre
mely conservative.

Otf-site radiological consequences of the accident are limited by the
construction of the storage building and the filter equipnent of this building.
In the USA these filters obviously are not mandato17. They are, however, provi
ded in all European countries, also in those which apply the US rules and guides
in general.

The Q.esign of the :fUel handling devices have in all nuclear power plants
the same objecti'V8 : to avoid the fuel handling accident. '!'he fuel handli:ng
transter machi128s are designed to preclude mishandling, the designed safety fea
lures being as follows :

- Lifting of the fuel assembly is not possible until the grips are addi
tionally locked mechanically.
'fbis locking mechanism must be redundant and diversified.

*(according to RG 1.25 the as8tlmed releases are as follows

noble gases 10 %
Kr-85 30 %
Iodine 10 %
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- Lit'ting and travelling motions must be preclusive, the relevant
locking mechanism being either positive or redundant.

- Travelling motion must be impossible until a prescribed minimum
lifting height has been achieved.

An iDlportant difference exists in some European countries (especially
Gem~, France and Belgium) where :the fuel handling machine must be protected
against external events (e.g. earthquakes, airplane crash, explosion pressure
waves). .

The effects of such external events are analysed locally and the relevant
st1"l1ctural components are so designed as to preclude fuel handling accident due
to external events.

Other important divergencies e:rlst with respect to the hypothetical fuel
cask drop inside the storage building. These divergencies result from the diffe
rent location of the fuel storage pool either within the contabment as in German
plants, or outside the contaiment in a separate fuel storage building as in US,
French or Belgian plants. In older. German pl~ts the fuel cask is lowered directly
into the spent fuel pool. In US, French and Belgian plants there are three diffe
rent pools, the storage pool, the decontamination pool, and the loading pool (with
out fuel elements).
All this applies primarily to existing power stations, whereas the differences
appear to be eliminated in GElman power stations under const1"l1ction or planned
where a separate fuel cask pool is foreseen within the containment next to the
fuel storage pool.

5. Oonclusive Remarks

Very often discrepant evolution can be noted, especially in the technolo
gical area (but1nere are also examples·· in. the radiation protection area: e.g.
present tendences with regard to application of publication 26 of IORP and with
re~~ard to limits for professionnallyexposed). They result from :

a) different vendor's engineering knowhow and inventiveness, as influen
ced by national licensing and regulatory requirements and by their
clients (the utilities) interests;

b) from requirements imposed by the licensing and regulatory bodies that
refer mainly to the relationship between the plant and its environment,
i.e. the site-dependant characteristics (including external impact
hazards : seismic effects, gas-cloud explosions, aircraft crash, floo
ding, acts of sabotage) and the related emergency planning provisions.

It is clear that, if the regulatory requirements are significantly diffe
rent from one another, this on one hand is difficult to explain to the public ex
posed to a certain risk and on the other hand puts the respective vendors in
front of varying situations in an international market.

Admittedly it is not easy to define when a requirement becomes significan
tlJ' different (from the standpoint of health and safety and economically speaking)
but efforts in assessing this ona quantitative basis (including the notions of
risk and cost-effectiveness) merit more attention.
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Also in many instances different leYl!l~ of protection can be explained,
or perhaps even justified on the basis of different site-conditions (e.g. seis
micity, aircraft traffic density, population density, etc.) and on the basis of
overall soei.~conomic conditions, but there are instances where this is not evi
dent.

It is submitted for consideration that an important factor to be consi
dered in the future is the respective situation of nuclear versus conventional
major hazards industries.

However both these two latter connected considerations go beyond the sco
pe of the present paper.

x

x

The opinion expressed in the present paper do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Commission of the European Communities.
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TABLE I

SURVEY OF WORKING GROUP N° I ACTIVITIES.

Generals

General safeoty principles and a. sequence of recommendations

Quantitative methods applied in preparation and assessment of Safety Reports
(frequency of event or risk concept)

Contents of Isafety reports
(Comparison of practices with regard to fault and aocident conditions that deter
mine the design of NPPs)

External haz~

Protection of BPPs against aircraft crash

Protection of NPPs against industrial environment hazards (external explosion
including flE\lIlDlable vapour clouds)

Protection of NPPs against seismic effects

Protection of NPPs against floods.

Internal hazs:!:!!!

LOCA-ECCS

- Mechanical and thermal hydraulic effects

- Reference accident assumptions and radiological consequences

Spectrum of steamline breaks inside and outside containment

Turbine missiles

Coolant pump flywheel integrity

Fuel handling accident

Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS)

Safety, Design and Operational Provisions

General design criteria

Quality assur.1Jlce during operation (comparison of Q.A. requirements)

Reactor coolant pressure boundar,y
(Correlation study on criteria, codes etc. for primar,y boundar,y)
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Overpressure proteotion of primar;y oirouit

Inservioe inspeotion of primar,y pressure boundary

Reaotor proteotion systems and oontrol (oorrelation study on praotioes and
oriteria) •

Containment struoture and engineering safeguards
(Methods and procedures applied in oontainment leak testing)

Proteotion of NPPs against loss of eleotrio power supply
(emergenoy powr supply)

Fire proteotion

SitiN and &1ergency Planning

- Site suitability oriteria, densely populated areas eto.

- Dnergenoy pl~ng teohnioal input data (praotioes, trends)

Inoidents reporting Requirements and Systems
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DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA REGLEMENTATION TECHNIQUE DE SORETE NUCLEAIRE
EN FRANCE ET SON UTILISATION DANS LA PROCEDURE D' AlITORISATION

P. Lebouleux

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Fontenay-aux-Roses

Le Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique a regroupe initialement toutes les
activites dans Ie domaine nucleaire y cornpris celles relatives a la protection
et a la surete nucleaire. Avec l'apparition d'autres partenaires, les pouvoirs
publics ont mis en place une reglementation nationale relative aux installations
nucleaires a partir de 1963. Ces reglements prevoient notamment l'introduction
de prescriptions auxquelles doit se conformer l'exploitant dans les autorisations
de creation des installations et la mise en place d'une reglementation techni
que generale (RTG) en matiere de surete nucleaire. La RTG comprend trois niveaux
hierarchises suivant leur de~e de generalite. Dans la procedure d'autorisation
on s'appuie sur les textes reglementaires publies, mais egalement en tant que
de besoin sur les decisions ou recommandations des autorites de surete et sur
les projets de reglement suffisamment elabores.

Initially, the Conunissariat a l'Energie Atomique was the overall structure
into which all nuclear activities were incorporated, including those connected
with protection and nuclear safety. As other"partners appeared, the authorities
since 1963, have laid down national regulations relative to nuclear installations.
These regulations, more particularly, provide for the addition of prescriptions,
with which the aiJplicant must comply _, to licenses concerning the setting up
of installations, and for the establishment of general technical regulations, or
"reglementation technique generale" (RTG), in the matter of nuclear safety. The
RTG, which is being drawn up, comprises three levels, according to the degree of
generality involved. In the licensing procedure, one usually relies on published
regulatory doctnnents, but also, if need be, on safety authorities guidelines or
recommandations and on sufficiently matured regulatory. projects •
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I - Cadre du developpement de la reglementation technique generale en matiere

de surete nucleaire

1. Le Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique cree en 1945 a regroupe d'abord
toutes les activites nationales dans Ie domaine de I 'Energie Atomique. Parmi
les missions qui etaient confiees a cet etablissement, on relevait a cote de
celles de developper les recherches et d'assurer Ie developpement en vue de
l'utilisation de l'energie nucleaire, celIe de "proposer les mesures propres
a assurer la protection des personnes et des biens contre les effets de l'e
nergie atomique, et de contribuer a leur mise en oeuvre". On voit ainsi'que
des Ie debut du developpement de la recherche et de l'industrie nucleaire
fran~aise, les problemes relatifs a la protection et a la surete nucleaire
ont ete au premier plan des preoccupations des pouvoirs publics.

A partir de 1957, Electricite de France et l'industrie fran~aise font
leur entree dans Ie domaine nucleaire pour developper d'abord la filiere a
Uranimn Naturel - Graphite Gaz, puis a partir de 1970 Ie progranune de grande
envergure des centrales a eau sous pressionconstruitessous licence ameri
caine. C'est egalement vers cette epoque que les differents partenaires fran
~ais, dans Ie cadre d' une cooperation internationale, s' engageaient dans la
filiere des surregenerateurs.

L'accroissement de l'effort nucleaire fran~ais allait de paire avec
la mise en place de dispositions reglementaires visant a assurer la securite
des installations nucleaires.

D' abord au CEA etait cree en 1960 une "Commission de Surete des ins
tallations atomiques" ainsi que des sous-commissions specialisees, dont l'une
dans Ie domaine des reacteurs nucleaires. La Commission est notanunent chargee
"d'officialiser , en liaison, Ie cas echeant, avec les organismes nationaux
et internationaux qualifies, les normes de surete des installations ( ••• ),
de delivrer les certificats de .surete pour la construction des piles et des
installations (••• ), de delivrer les licencesd'exploitation des piles et
des installations au moment de leur mise en service (••• )" •

En annexe des notes de creation de la Commission et de ses sous
commissions, on trouve Ie descriptif sammaire du rapport de surete d'une pile
atomique.

Cette Commission est un organe interne au CEA et de ce fait, n' a aucun
droit de regard sur les installations d'EdF, cependant, a titre officieux, les
rapports de surete des premieres centrales graphite-gaz ont ete remis a la
sous-commission de surete des piles du CEA.

2. A partir de 1963, les pouvoirs publics mettent en place la reglementa-
tionnationale relative aux installations nucleaires. Dans Ie domaine de la
presente communication, la reglementation prevoit que :

- les installations nucleaires de base (INB), c'est-a-dire les reacteurs et
les autres installations nucleaires importantes, sont autorisees par un
decret pris par Ie Premier Ministre sur rapport du Ministre de l'Industrie
apres avis de la Commission Interministerielle des Installations Nucleaires
de Base (CIINE) mise en place par Ie meme decret, et avis conforme du Minis
tre de la Sante;
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- l'autorisation de creation fixe les caracteristiques de l'installation ainsi
que les prescriptions particulieres auxquelles doit se conformer l'exploi
tant, sans prejudice de l'application de la reglementation generale;

- la reglementation technique generale (RTG) concernant la surete des instal
lations nucleaires de base est prise par arrete du Ministre charge de l'in
dustrie.

Au sein du ministere de l'industrie, c'est Ie Service Central de Surete
des Installations Nucleaires (SCSIN) qui est charge des missions concernant la
surete des installations nucleaires et en particulier de l'elaboration de la
reglementation technique generale.

Ces dispositions ont ete prises en raison de l'evolution encore rapide
des technologies et des idees en matiere de sfirete, qui font que la reglemen
tation technique ne saurait actuellement dispenser de l'examen cas par cas des
differentes installations pour juger si leur degre de surete est suffisant.

Dans ce cadre, Ie SCSIN fait proceder pour chaque installation a un exa
men technique de l'installation sur la base du rapport preliminaire de surete
remis par l'exploitant. Cet examen technique est effectue par Ie Departement de
Surete Nucleaire (Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, CEA) qui rap
porte les conclusions de son analyse devant un groupe d' experts (Groupe Perma
nent) nornme par Ie Ministre de l'Industrie.

Le Groupe Permanent, a l'issue de ses travaux, emet un avis assorti de
propositions de prescriptions techniques.

Le decret d'autorisation de creation est redige au vu des observations
et propositions du Groupe Permanent. Les prescriptions du decret sont Ie plus
souvent precisees ou completees par des observations transmises a l'exploitant
avec la notification du decret.

3. D'autres considerations eclairent les conditions dans lesquelles se
developpe la reglementation technique en France.

a) Les reglements fixent un certain nombre de regles de caractere essentielle
ment technique et sont consideres comme des conditions necessaires, mais
pas forcement suffisantes, a l'obtention d'un degre de surete satisfaisant.
C'est aux constructeurs et exploitants qu'il appartient de prendre les
mesures necessaires pour que Ie degre de surete recherche soit atteint, et
d'en apporter la preuve aux autorites de surete.

b) 11 est necessaire que la validite de ces regles ait ete confirmee au plan
de la surete par les analyses de surete, les essais de sfirete et l'experi
ence de fonctionnement.

c) Pour permettre aux constructeurs et exploitants Ie plein exercice de leurs
responsabilites, et pour ne pas bloquer Ie developpement d'une technologie
encore susceptible d'ameliorations, les reglements edictes en France visent
davantage a fixer des objectifs qu'a imposer des moyens pour les atteindre,
Ie choix des moyens etant Iaisse Ie plus souvent aux constructeurs et ex
ploitants. Certaines dispositions peuvent cependant etre exclues par la re
glementation.
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II - Etat d'avancement de la reglementation technique generale

1. rrQ!~S!!Qll_SQll!!~_!~§_£~g~!§_Q~§_!eYQng~~ll!§_!2~!~~!~_~~ _!~i~~~_~~~ff!~~~~~

!eg!Qe£!!!§_!!gy!£~§_~!_ge~~~

Les reglements en la matiere ne sont pas pris au titre de la reglementation
teclmique generaIe en matiere de surete nucleaire, mais ne peuvent etre ignores
si l'on considere les objectifs de la sOrete. On rappelIe seulement ci-dessous
les textes principaux :

Protection contre les dangers des rayonnements ionisants

• Decret 66-450 du 20 Juin 1966 relatif aux principes generaux de protection
contre les rayonnements ionisants; ce decret fIXe les equivalents de dose
maximaux admissibles pour les travailleurs, les personnes non directement
affectees a des travaux SOllS rayonnement, Ie public et la population dans
son ensemble, et definitdes principes generaux de protection et de surveil
lance.

• Decret 75-306 du 28 Avril 1975 relatif a la lrotection des travailleurs ·contre
les dangers des rayonnements ionisants dans es Lnstallations nuclea1res de
base; ce decret fixe les.mesures d'ordre administratif, les mesures concer
nant la zone controlee et les mesures d'ordre medical concernant Ie person
nel de la zone controlee.

On note que ces deux textes ont ete rediges en accord avec les recornman
dations de la Commission Internationalede Protection Radiologique. Leur mise a
jour est prevue pour tenir compte des dernieres recommandations de cette commis
sion, notarnment ses publications 22 et 26.

~ Rejets dfeffluents radioactifs liquides et gazeux :

• Decret 74-945 du 6 Novembre 1974 relatif aux rejets d'effluents radioactifs
·gazeux.

• Decret 74-1181 du 31 Decembre 1974 relatif aux rejets d'effluents radioac
tifs liquides.

Ces textes fixent les conditions dans lesquelles peuvent etre effectues
les rejets radioactifs liquides et gazeux, definissent les etudes qui doivent
etre presentees 8.I'administration pour obtenir les autorisations necessaires,
ainsi que les moyens de controle et de surveillance qui doivent etre utilises.

Les textes generaux ci-dessus prevoient qu'une autorisation fixant les
limites de rejet doit etre donnee pour chaque reacteur sous forme d'arrete con
joint des Ministres interesses, notarnment Ie Ministre de l'Industrie et Ie Minis
tre de la Sante.

2. g~g!~~ll!~!!Q~_!~~!g~~_g~ll~!~!~_SQllS~~!_!e_~!~!~_~~~_~§!e!!e!!Q~~

ll~£!~~ir~~_~~_Q~~~_S~EP2!!~!_~_!~~S!~~!

Un groupe de travail a ete designe par les autorites de surete (Service
Central de Surete des Installations Nucleaires), pour definir Ie cadre dans
lequel s'inscrirait la reglementation technique generale. Ce groupe a propose
que les textes soient repartis en trois niveaux hierarchises suivant leur degre
de generalite :
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10 niveau : Principes fondamentaux de surete

Un projet de texte a ete redige par Ie groupe de travail precite. II sert
actuellement de base pour la redaction des textes des autres niveaux.

II porte sur la conception, la qualite, l'acceptation des risques, Ie
choix des sites et les obligations des constructeurs et exploitants.

I1 fixe notamment Ie principe general suivant
" II est necessaire que les effets - notamment biologiques - des rayonnements
ionisants e.mis par un reacteur nucleaire et les produits radioactifs qui sly
trouvent soient en permanence maitrises. Des mesures permettant d'assurer Ie
confinement des produits radioactifs et l'attenuation des rayonnements ionisants
doivent etre prises a cet effet lors de la conception, de la construction, de la
mise en service, de l'exploitation et de l'arret definitif de l'installation".

En ce qui concerne Ie principe d'acceptation des risques, il est prevu que:

" En fonctiOImement normal, les equivalents de doses susceptibles d'etre re~s

par les travailleurs de l'installation, les personnes du public et la population
ne devront, en auctm cas, depasser les limites admissibles fixees par les autori
tes competentes. Les risques de conditions accidentelles conduisant a des effets
superieurs a ceux admis en fonctionnement normal devront etre limites connne suit::
une condition accidentelle devraetre d'autant plus improbable que les dornmages
qui en resulteraient pourraient etre graves, l'acceptation se faisant par refe
rence aux risques de toutes sortes acceptes dans les activites courantes de la
societe" .

.20 Iiiveau : Criteres generaux de surete

Ces textes sont actuellement rediges SOllS forme de projet et ont ete
examines par Ie groupe de travail precite. I1 y a quatre doctunents principaux:

- Criteres generaux relatifs aux sites,
Criteres generaux relatifs a la conception des reacteurs nucleaires,

- Criteres generaux relatifs' a l'exploitation des reacteurs nucleaires,

- Criteres generaux relatifs a l'assurance de la qualite.

Les criteres generaux relatifs a la conception comprennent tme partie
generale applicable a toutes les filieres de reacteur, et des parties appli
cables, soit aux reacteurs PWR, soit aux reacteurs a neutrons rapides.

Lorsqu'ils atteignent tm niveau suffisant d'elaboration les projets ser
vent de reference :
- d'une part au titre de la procedure d'autorisation des installations, dans les

rapports d'evaluation du Departement de Surete Nucleaire et dans les discus
sions du groupe d'eXPerts teclmique precite (Groupe Permanent) place aupres
du SCSIN.

- d'autre part au titre de la surveillance des installations, par les inspec
teurs des installations nucleaires de base.

Ceci constitue pour eux tme epreuve d'utilisation experimentale.

La procedure en vigueur prevoit egalement que ces textes seront soumis
a I' examen technique du Groupe Permanent.
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3° niveau : Prescriptions techniques particulieres

Ces textes portent sur des systemes particuliers ou sur des moyens de
prevention contre des risques particuliers.

a) I~!!~~_~Q!!~~_~2~_f2~~_~:~!!~!~~.

- Caissons de reacteurs nucleaires en beton precontraint.
Un arrete du 15 Juin 1970 relatif aux caissons de reacteurs nucleaires en beton
precontraint, utilises a l'epoque pour les reacteurs nucleaires refroidis au
gaz, fixe les objectifs de surete qui doivent etre atteints, les choix techni
ques effectues par les constructeurs devant etre justifies. Cet arrete com
prend des recommandations relatives aux calculs, a la construction, aux essai~

et a la surveillance du caisson en exploitation.

- Chaudieres nucleaires a eau sous pression.
Les chaudieres nucleaires a eau'constituent des appareils a pression et sont
a ce titre soumises a une reglernentation particuliere qui s'ajoute a la regle
mentation plus generale relative a la surete nucleaire.
Cette reglementation comprend en particulier I' arrete du 26 H~vrier.1974leJati.f

au circuit primaire principal des chaudieres nucleaires a eau sous pression
fixant des objectifs de surete dans Ie domaine des calculs, de la construction,...
des epreuves et de la surveillance des circuits primaires principaux des reac
teurs a eau.

Les Services Interdepartementaux de I' Industrie et des Mines sont charges de
controler l'application de la reglementation des appareils a pression, Ie
Service de I' Industrie et des Mines de Bourgogne - Franche Comte etant charge
du controle de I' application de I' arrete du 26 Fevrier 1974 a laconstruction
des chaudieres nucleaires a eau sous pression (Bureau de Contrale de la Cons
truction Nucleaire - BCCNQ. En cas de difficulte dans l'application de la

.. reglementation, les services de controle peuvent recourrir a la commission
des appareils a pression qui a delegue a sa section permanente nucleaire Ie
soin d'examiner les questions relatives a l'application de la reglementation
des appareils a pressions aux chaudieres nucleaires. Le cas echeant l'arbi
trage du Ministre de l'Industrie peut etre sollicite.

Ces textes portent sur Ie protection contre l'incendie, la prise en compte
des seismes dans la surete des reacteurs, les systemes de protection. Le develop
pement d'autres textes estegalement envisage.

4° niveau : Approba~ion de codes et normes par les autorit6s de surete

COJIDne on l'a w, la reglementation technique generale des niveaux prece
dents s'applique principalement a fixer les objectifs de surete; il en resulte
qu'il existe une solution de continuite entre la reglementation et les specifi
cations detaillees definissant les differents elements d'une centrale nucleaire.
L'utilisationde codes et normes permet de combler cette lacune. Compte tenu d 'un
systeme de revisions appropriees,les codes et normes peuvent etre integres dans
la reglementation technique generale, une fois approuves par les autorites de
surete,formant ainsi un 4°niveau dans la hierarchie des textes reglementaires.
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A l'initiative des pouvoirs publics, les constructeurs et exploitants
fran~ais ant entrepris de rassembler dans un recueilles regles de conception
et de construction des centrales nucleaires a eau sous pression. Ce recueil
comprend les six parties suivantes actuellement a des stades d'elaboration
differents, cinq d'entre elles etant en cours d'exmamen par les autorites de
siirete :

Procedes : Ce recueil precise: les criteres generaux appliques a l'ensemble
de l'installation; les criteres de conception applicables aux differents sys
temes; les regles d'installation des systemes et de liaison entre la chaudiere
nucleaire et les autres parties de l'installation; les regles suivies pour les
etudes de fanctionnement et celles relatives a la protection des personnes
contre les rayormements ionisants.

'Materiel.. electrique .: Ce recueil contient les regles d' etude, de fabrication
de qua11fication et d'essais des materiels electriques.

Materiels mecaniques: Ce recueil comprend cinq tomes. Le premier renferme
les dispositions generales portant notamment sur la conception, la fabrication,
Ie contrale, lesepreuves et les essais des materiels. Les autres tomes ren
ferment des regles correspondant a differents domaines techniques : approvi
sionnement, methodes d'.essais destructifs et non destructifs, les operations
de soudage et les autres operations de fabrication.

Genie Civil: Ce recueil definit les criteres de conception et de realisation
applicables au batiment reacteur et aux autres batiments de l'ilat nucleaire,
et precise les conditions d'epreuve d'enceinte de confinement.

Combustible: Pas encore disponible.

Protection contre l'incendie: Ce recueil definit les regles de conception
part1cUl1eresen vue de la prevention et de la protection eu egard aux risques
d'incendie dans les centrales nucleaires.

Des procedures en place depuis de nombreuses annees permettent l'elabo
ration de nonnesnationales dans les domaines touchant les reacteurs nucleaires.
Certaines de ces normes peuvent etre rendues d'application obligatoire pour la
surete lorsqu'elles sont citees comme telles dans un arrete pris au titre de
la RTG.

III - Utilisation de la reglementation technique dans la procedure d'autorisation

1. g~g!~~~!!!:~!:!Q!!_!:~!m!9!!~_g~!!~!e!~

Comme on l'a indique plus haut, la procedure d'autorisation s'accompagne
d'un examen technique de chaque installation nucleaire de base a creer. Cet
examen technique repose sur les elements principaux suivants :
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- redaction d'un rapport de sUrete par l'exploitant futur de l'installation
(EdF pour les reacteurs electronucleaires);

- evaluation tedmique du rapport de sOrete par Ie Departement de Surete
Nucleaire (IPSN - CEA);

- examen du rapport de surete par Ie Groupe Pennanent precite sur la base du
rapport d'evaluation du DSN et emission d'un avis par ce groupe a l'intention
du SCSIN.

Lcis.di£ferents:examens techniques ci-dessus sont pousses au-dela d'une
simple verification de conformite; ils s'appuient sur la reglementation techni
que generale et sur d'aut'tes documents de reference en tant que de besoin.

a) Le Chef du SCSIN adresse, Ie cas echeant, des directives aux exploitants
notamment dans Ie cadre de la definition d'options de surete valables pour une
serie de reacteurs, options prealablement examinees par Ie Groupe Permanent. De
telles directives servent bien evidemment de base aux evaluations de surete des
reacteurs concernes.

b) . Comme cela a ete rappele ci-dessus, Ie Groupe Permanent formule des avis,
adresses au SCSIN, en conclusion des examens qu'il effectue. Ces avis ou recom
mandations du Groupe Permanent sont utilises ensuite pour l'analyse de la sUrete
des reacteurs similaires•.

c) Pour les reacteurs surregenerateurs, des recommandations relatives aux
criteres de surete pour lacentrale de 1200 ~~e a Neutrons Rapides Super Phenix
ont servi de base aux examens techniques de surete apres leur approbation par
les autorites de surete.

d) Les principes fondamentaux de surete (niveau 1 de la RTG) introduisent
Ie concept de risque et permettent d'envisager pour I'avenir Ie developpement
de criteres de caractere probabiliste.

Les difficultes rencontrees dans ce domaine sont bien connues et Ie cons
tat de la situation fran~aise a deja ete dresse L17.

Toutefois dans certains domaines comme la prise en compte des chutes
d'avions, des criteres probabilistes provisoires sont·pris en consideration
dans les analyses de surete.

e) Pour les reacteurs a eau sous pression, il peut etre fait appel en tant
que de besoin aI' examen de references etrangeres pour des problemes d' apprecia
tion difficile.

IV - Conclusions

La reglementation technique generale en matiere de sUrete a ete developpee
en France plus particulierement dans les domaines ou Ie developpement de I' ener
gie nucleaire a beneficie d'un acquis anterieur cOJlllle c '.est Ie cas du circuit
primaire principal des reacteurs a eau sous pression avec la reglementation sur
les appareils a pression.
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Parallelement un effort a ete entrepris sous l'impulsion des pouvoirs
publics pour developper des codes et normes plus detailles permettant de pre
ciser les regles s'appliquant aux differents systemes et materiels constituant
les centrales nucleaires.

Cette situation doit etre apprehendee dans Ie cadre des pratiques fran
~aises en matiere de surete dont deux aspects essentiels sont :

- la procedure d'autorisation tres stricte qui repose sur un examen cas par cas
des installations a divers stades de leur developpement,

- la technique d'analyse de surete par barriere qui a deja fait l'objet de
plusieurs publications L~7.

Pour l'avenir on peut s'attendre a ce que l'effort entrepris soit pour
SUl.Vl., les autorites de surete, Ie CEA et EdF, portant par ailleurs un grand
interet et apportant leur participation effective aux efforts menes au plan
international pour Ie developpernent de recOJlDIlandations en matiere de surete
nucleaire.
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GERMAN RULES AND REGULATIONS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO APPLICATION
DOCUMENTS

A. Kraut
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH

Cologne, Federal Republic of Germany

Regeln und Richtlinien spielen eine wesentliche Rolle bei der Ent
wicklung einer sicheren und okonomischen Technologie sowie bei der
systematischen, effektiven und transparenten Durchfuhrung von Ge- "
nehmigungsverfahren. Die auf dem Gebiet der Kerntechnik zur Anwen
dung kommenden deutschen Vorschriften werden hier mit Bezug auf
die regelerarbeitenden Organisationen vorgestellt. Detaillierter
wird auf die Vorschriften eingegangen, in denen Anforderungen an
erforderliche Unterlagen im atomrechtlichen Genehmigungsverfahren
gestellt werden.

Regulations and standards play an essential role in achieving a
safe and economic technology and in making the licensing proce
dure systematic, effective and clear. German rules and regulations
applicable to the nuclear field are presented in this paper toge
ther with references to the-rulemaking organizations. Detailed in
formation is given on those rules and regulations, which prescribe
the requirements concerning necessary documents for the nuclear
licensing procedure.
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1.- Introduction

Rules and regulations play an essential role in achieving a safe
and economic technology and in making the licensing procedure
systematic, effective, and clear. In Germany there is a plurality
of different rules and regulations used in the nuclear field.
Therefore, the order of those rules and regulations is elucidated
in fig. 1.

Ordinances

Safety Criteria

KTA Rules and Guides Issued by Authorities

Other Rules and Guides

Specifications

Fig. 1 - Nuclear Engineering Regulations

2. German Regulations

2.1 Atomic Energy Act and Associated Ordinances
\

,,.,.

The legal basis for the peaceful utilization of nuclear en~rgy

was created in 1959 by an amendment to the Basic Law and the
promulgation of the Atomic Energy Act [1]. The Atomic Energy Act
contains the basic provisions governing the peaceful utilization
of nuclear energy. More extensive legal provisions are contained
in a number of ordinances issued on the basis of that Act. Apart
from the existing ordinances such as Radiological Protection
Ordinance [2], Nuclear Licensing Procedures Ordinance [3] or
Nuclear Financial Security Ordinance [4], a total of 10 further
ordinances are in the planning stage at present [5].

2.2 Safety Criteria

The concretization of the protective aims set forth in the Ato
mic Energy Act and the associated ordinances requires technical
regulations. The major safety aspects are contained in the Safe
ty Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants [6]. After having been
presented for comment to all those involved in the nuclear li
censing process, these Safety Criteria were approved by the Fed
eral States Committee for Nuclear Energy. The Safety Criteria
have been developed in particular for LWR nuclear power plants.
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However, they do also apply in their entirety to the non-plant
specific requirements and by analogy to the plant-specific re
quirements of all other types of nuclear power plants.

2.3 KTA (Nuclear Engineering Committee) Rules and Guides Issued
by the Authorities

As a matter of principle, all available rules p~rtaining to all
relevant lines of engineering can be used for the further concre
tization of the licensing conditions and the requirements set forth
in the Safety Criteria. However, the safety design of nuclear fa
cilities on the basis of non-nuclear engineering principles is not
,always considered a sufficient approach. Thus, there is a genuine
need for the preparation. of a specific set of engineering rules
and codes for the field of reactor safety.

The Nuclear Engineering Committee (KTA) is the institution to at
tend to the preparation and further the application of safety
rules in those areas of nuclear engineering where as a result of
experience a uniform view emerges among the experts of manufac
turers, constructors and licensees of nuclear facilities as well
as the reviewing organizations and authorities.

When preparing a set of rules or a code, the Nuclear Engineering
Committee will draw on the work already performed by and the ,
current assistance of other institutions, in particular the vari-
ous technical committees within the German Institute for Standar
dization (DIN) and. the Pressure Vessel Association (AD). The
Nuclear Engineering Committee (KTA) is to use its best efforts to
achieve a canalization of the various initiatives in the field of
the preparation of safety rules for nuclear engineering.

The KTA Manual [7] contains information on the KTA Rules and
their present status \

Although a canalization of the preparation of rules and codes to
wards the Nuclear Engineering Committee (KTA) is attempted, the
Committee is nevertheless not the only institution to set up the
safety standards for the safety-related assessment of nuclear
power plants. The authorities concerned have to reserve the right
to set up safety-related standards in individual cases where the
preconditions for the preparation of safety-related rules as re
qUired in accordance with the KTA Bulletin [8] have not yet been
met.

Thus, there are, apart from private initiatives and outside the
frame of the Safety Criteria and KTA Rules, guides and guidelines
on reactor safety aspects which are developed under the auspices
of the authorities:'Tlie motive for the preparation of-'such guides
and guidelines is, among other things, that the authorities are
obliged to make a decision on a given licensing application or
some supervisory action and, prior to making that decision, have
to clarify the organizational, administrative, engineering and
safety-related aspects involved, if necessary under consultation
of experts.

The Manual on Reactor Safety and Radiological Protection [9] pub-
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lished by the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI) contains in
formation on the guides prepared by the authorities. In addition,
the Manual contains the guidelines and recommendations issued by
the commissions advising the Federal Ministry of the Interior,
i.e. Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) and Radiological Protection
Commission (SSK).

2.4 Other Rules and Guides

Nuclear rules are also developed and/or prepared by private ini
tiative. This is done either through a joint effort of different
interest groups or through the activities of individual groups.
Although the criterion for membership in standardization commit
tees is not a parity of interests but technical qualification,
the standards [10] issued by the Standardization Committees on
Nuclear Engineering and on Radiobiology are examples of coopera
tion among different groups. On the other hand, the directives
[11] and decisions of the TtiV Coordination Office for Nuclear En
gineering within the frame of the Association of Technical Super
visory Inspectorates (VdTtiV) will have an impact on national rules
and codes even if they are primarily intended as a tool for the
regulation of the efforts of the Technical Supervisory Inspecto
rates and of the Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS).

Moreover, a number of institutions that prepare and issue rules
pertaining to conventional engineering have also turned to the
preparation of nuclear engineering rules of their own. Thus, a
certain number of other nuclear rules exist beside the KTA rules
and the guides issued by the authorities. Where no relevant
KTA rules, guides issued by the authorities or other nuclear
rules are available, safety-related guides, standards and recom
mendations relating to non-nuclear engineering will also be ap
plied following a relevant-review.

As far as nuclear facilities are concerned, the followinimajor
rules and guides are taken into consideration beside the DIN
Standards [10]: .

Reference Sheets issued by the Pressure Vessel Association [12]

Engineering Rules for Steam Boilers (TRD) [13]

Rules for the Prevention of Industrial Accidents issued by the
Workmen's Compensation Insurance Cooperatives [14]

VDE Regulations [15]

VDI Guides [16]

VdTtiV Reference Sheets [17]

Materials Reference Sheets and other documents issued by the
Association of German Metallurgists [18].

Some of the listed rules and guidelines, especially some of the
gUidelines approved by the authorities, deal directly with the
standardization and systematization of the licensing procedure
in that they give instructions on the format and content of ap
plication and licensing documents.



3. Application Documents

The procedure for licensing the construction and operation of nu
clear power plants, which is required under Section 7 of the Atom
ic Energy Act, is laid down in the Nuclear Licensing Ordinance.
Section 2 of this ordinance prescribes the form and content of the
application, Section 3 specifies the documents, which are neces
sary for the examination of ~he licensing prerequisites.

The following documents are required in particular

a safety analysis report,

supplementary plans, drawings and descriptions of the plant
and its components,

information on the physical security of the plant,

information on the qualification of personnel,

safety specifications,

suggestions for the provisions of financial security,

information on the noncontamination of water, air and soil.

3.1 Safety Analysis Report

According to the Nuclear Licensing Ordinance the Safety Analysis
Report shall contain

a description of the projected plant and its operation, sup
ported by corresponding maps, location and layout plans,

a description of the impacts and hazards involved in the plant
and its operation, and

a description of the precautions to be taken in accordance
with the state of the art.

Further details for the drafting of safety analysis reports are
given by the "Checklist for a Standard Safety Analysis Report for
Nuclear Power Plants with Pressurized Water Reactor or Boiling
Water Reactor". This checklist, which has been prepared by a
working group convened by the Federal Minister of the Interior,
prescribes the following aspects to be dealt with in safety anal
ysis reports

Site

Power plant

Radioactive materials and radiological protection measures

Operation of the power plant

Accident analysis
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Decommissioning

Beside detailed items concerning each chapter the checklist pres
ents a list of accidents that have to be regarded.

3.2 .Compilations of Required Information

The German licensing procedure provides for a number of partial
construction permits the first of which will refer to site and
concept of a plant. Design, erection, manufacturing and other de
tails are discussed in later partial construction permits. This
is why the applicant will generally submit detailed documents at
a later time. However, the entirety of the information to be sub
mitted is not laid down in the Checklist for a safety analysis
report but in a number of guidelines which are prepared by the
GRS in cooperation with the Technical Supervisory Associations.
Industrial organizations are also called in at a later time be
fore the guidelines are approved by the States Committee on Nu
clear Energy.

These "Compilations of the information that is required for exam
ination purposes in licensing procedures for nuclear power plants
under the Atomic Energy,Act" do not only contain the necessary
information but also allocate the information to certain hold
points at which it has to be available at the latest. However,
these hold points are not the individual licensing steps as such '
but the individual phases in the construction of the plant or of
plant components.

Examples for such hold points are:

Construction of buildings

Manufacture of semi-finished products

Manufacture of components

Erection of systems

Commissioning of systems

Commissioning of the plant

The orginally 29 papers, for example on site, reactor core,
reactor pressure vessel etc, are presently being condensed to
approximately 18 comprehensive guidelines.

3.3 Operating Manual and Safety Specifications

Instruction concerning formation and content of the operating man
ual are given by the rule 1201 of the Nuclear Engineering Committee
"Requirements for the Operating Manual". Within the 4 main parts

operating regulations
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operation of the plant

incidents

operation of systems

.the operating manual shall contain all valid operating regulations
and all operational and safety relevant instructions for the shift
personnel, which are necessary for operation and for coping with
incidents.

The safety specifications, which are intended to warrant a rapid
and complete proof of all data, limits and measures of importance
to the safety of the nuclear power plant and its operation, are
also to be integrated into the operating manual. A seperate Check
list for Format and Content of Safety Specifications for Nuclear
Power Plants" is given in the "Guidelines Concerning the Require
ments for Safety Specifications for Nuclear Power Plants".

The following major subjects shall be covered by the safety speci-
fications among others: .

Organization of the operating staff

all safety~related' requirements for the operation of the plant
issued by the authorities

all safety-related operational restrictions in case of missing
redundancy including the permissible outage and repair time of
the .partial systems or components concerned

all events the occurrence of which necessitates a report to the
supervisory authority

all protective and hazard limits including the reactor protec
tion values and hazard alarms which

necessitate a power restriction for reasons of safety' (e.g.
redundancy failure) or

serve the protection of the persons who are in the nuclear
power plant (e.g. activity limits of loop monitors, area air
monitors and local dose rates) or

indicate an impermissible environmental exposure (e.g. activ
ity limits in exhaust air and liqUid wastes)

flow charts for incidents and accidents including the necessary
manual intervention as well as the measures which are taken
automatically

4. Summary

To arrive at a rationalization of the licensing procedures the
information required for examination purposes shall be defined.
The documents to be submitted, such as the safety analysis report,
shall be standardized to the extent possible. The rules and guide
lines, which have been introduced in this context, serve this pur
pose.
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which nuclear
few other sources
accept a higher

(To J".P. Pele)

the paper is the statement
the development of different
individuals of different na-

First Period of Disscussions on Session III

J.-van Daatselaa.r (Netherlands)
With respect to harmonization in
that there is no reason to allow
overall levels of safety to which
tionalities are exposed.
I think that there could be a number of reasons to allow the
development of different safety levels for individuals in dif
ferent countries:
(1) Even if the risk to individuals is the same, the risk to
the population as a whole might differ, depending upon the
number of people exposed. If we think that the risk to the
population has to be the same, then the individual risks will
differ.
(2) A second reason might be the measure in
power is needed. If there are no or only a
for energy production, I think you have to
risk from one nation to another.
(3) Another reason, from quite a different approach is the
following: if the aim is to harmonize the design requirements
or the construction of nuclear power plants to avoid trade
hindrances, power plants of the same vendor will have the
same release-probability curve. But then the risk to indi
viduals or to the population depends upon the population dis
tribution around the site and will be different for different
nations. Requiring the risks to be the same, would require
differences in design. Would'you be so kind as to comment
on these facts or to clarify your statement.

J • P. Pele (CEC)
(1) Le risque est per9u dans Ie public surtout" au niveau de
I ' individu•.
(2) II est possible que certaines nations soient pretes a
admettre des risques plus grand pour leurs ressortissants
mais (a) ce n'est pas une raison suffisante pour Ie faire
accepter au niveau de la Communaut~; et (b) on ne peut pas
imposer de plus gran~risques a des populations voisines
d'autres etats membres.
(3) II ne faut pas confondre un essai d'harmonisation des
exigences reglementaires ou de normes industrielles avec
une standardisation du mat:riel.

S. Israel (US) (To J.P. Pele)
In developing seismic criteria, will your organisation consider
the potential failure of non-safety grade equipment (mainly in
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in the auxiliary building) when addressing the requirement
to shut down the reactor and maintain safe shutdown?

J.P. Pele (CEC)
Comme il a ete indique, les 'effets sismiques' sont un des
sujets etudies dans le cadre du groupe de travail et pour
lequel un rapport de synthese, comparant les differents
pratiques nationales a ete prepare, mettant en lumiereles
points de convergences et les points de divergences; il ne
s'agit pas, pour l'instant, du developpement de criteres
propres.

S.Israel (US) (To A. Kraut and P. Lebouleux)
(1) How long does it take to develop a safety guide?
(2) While the guide is being developed, how are the require
ments addressed in current plant reviews?
(3) Do you have provisions for instantly imposing requirements
on operating plants and plants under review?

A. Kraut (F.R. of Germany)
(1) On average, 3 to 4 years.
(2) By the requirements given in the partial construction per
mits or the addenda to these permits. The requirements are
mainly based on the recommendations given in the safety assess
ments.
(3) According to Paragraph 17 of the Atomic Energy Act, a li
cense can be cancelled if the nuclear facility may endanger
the staff and/or the general public. Backfitting measures
may be required in this context.

P. Lebouleux (France)
La redaction d'un guide de sUrete s'effectue a la suite d'un
long processus d'etude, de reflection, d'essais, dont les con
clusions peuvent faire l'objet d'un rapport technique preli
minaire. J'ai l'experience personnelle de la redaction d'~

guide sur la protection contre l'incendie qui a dure 1 an.
Ensuite, la transformation du projet ainsi obtenu peut durer
encore longtemps avant sa mise en application sur le plan re
glementaire, car le projet est d1abord mis a l'essai, comme
je lfai indique dans rna communication.
Lorsqu'il y a des problemes a regler rapidement - et que l'on
ne dispose pas de normes ou de regles satisfaisantes - on
utilise laprocedure qui a ete decrite dans la communication:
analyse technique du probleme par le DSN et eventuellement par
Ie Groupe Permanent, pour decision par le SCSIN. Meme s'il_y
avait des reglements disponibles on utiliserait cette proce
dure et on examinerait, parallelement aux directives donnees
a l'expoitant, si le reglement lui-meme ne doit pas etre re
vise compte tenu de l'enseignement tire del'examen technique
effectue.
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J. Edwards (UK) (To A. Kraut and P. Lebouleux)
Could the authors of the three papers say how their countries
would interpret the phrase 'as low as reasonably achievable'
and whether they anticip~te any problems in this field.
Would not differences perhaps arise between the interpreta
tion placed on this by the labour unions and by the owner or
regulatory body?

A. Kraut (F.R. of Germany)
A final say ~oncerning this problem should be with the health
physicists and the politicians. Difficulties may arise as
long as there does not exist a clear cost/benefit basis.

P. Lebouleux (France)
La reglementation fran9aise pour la protection des travailleurs.
dans les installations nucleaires de base (INB) prend en compte
un concept voisin de ALARA,en demandant que les doses indivi
duelles soient aussi faibles que possible et que Ie nombre de
personnes soumises a des irradiations soit egalement aussi
faible que possible. Cependent ALARA ne peut etre quantifie
de fa90n generale puisqu'il s'agit d'une analyse cout/benefice
a effectuer dans chaque cas particulier. En France la protec
tion des travailleurs est sous Ie controle du Ministere du
Travail (code du travail) et du Ministere de la Sante. Dans
tous les etablissements il existe des commissions d'hygiene
et de securite dans lesquels les representants du personnel
ont des sieges. Les problemes lies aux irradiations des per
sonnes sont discutees dans ces instances.

N. Axbers (Turkey) (To A. Kraut)
On page 5 of your paper there is mention of certain hold points.
I did not understand what you mean by manufacture of semi
finished products and also manufacture of components.
These might be some major components, it is not possible to have as
a hold point all the components to be manufactured.
Could you please explain more about", these hold points?

A. Kraut (F.R. of Germany)
During the manufacturing process for a special system, e.g.
the pressure suppression system, some information must be given
at the early stages, e.g. statements on materials or statements
on postulated loads before the manufacture of semi-finished
products or statements concerning welding procedures and demon
stration of adequate and valid process test before the manufac
ture of relevant components.
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SAFETY GUIDES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN SPAIN

M. Perel16, J.L. Butragueno
and

J. Reig
Junta de Energia Nuclear

MADRID, Spain

Las guias de seguridad se han convertido en uno de los factores
mas importantes en su aplicaci6n al proceso de autorizaci6n de
instalaciones del cicIo del combustible, incluidas las centrales
de potencia.

A medida que la experiencia corrobora cada vez mejor los metodos
y procedimientos de ingenieria, sus resultados se recogen en for
ma de guias, normas y documentos analogos.

Este trabajo presenta la experiencia actual en Espana sobre el de
sarrollo de guias y normas de seguridad. Se describe su proceso de
elaboracion y se incluyen comentarios. sobre el futuro de las normas
en las evaluaciones de seguridad.

Safety guides have become a major factor in the licensing process
of nuclear power plants and related nuclear facilities of the fuel
cycle. As far as the experience corroborates better and better en
gineering methodologies and procedures, the results of these are
settled down in form of standards, guides, and similar issues.

This paper presents the actual Spanish experience in nuclear stan
dards and safety guides development. The process to develop a stan
dard or safety guide is shown.

Up to date list of issued and on development nuclear safety guides
is included and comments on the future role of nuclear standards
in the licensing process are made.
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1. INTRODUCCION

Later on the decade of s~ties, the Nuclear Safety Department
was formed by just a few members, which should take over the re
vision of all the safety assesment concerning the construction 
and initial operation of the first Spanish nuclear power plants.
Most of the effort there was dedicated to assure that the plant
was designed, erected and operated following the standards and
safety guides published by the vendor countries, specially the
US.

With the increase of the nuclear energy programme, the Nuclear
Safety Department began to grow and was reorganized in three
Departments: Evaluation, Inspection and Radiological Protection.

The important role played by nuclear standards and its applica
tion to the licensing review recommended to create a Nuclear 
Standards Service. This was done on September 1.974. The missions
assigned to this Service are explained in section 2.
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2. MISSIONS

The missions assigned to the Nuclear Safety Department of the
J.E.N. (1) include among others, the followings:

I)" To develop and to recommend nuclear safety standards, criteria
and guides for siting, design, construction, generation and opera
tion of reactors and other production and utilization facilities
subject to the licensing.

2) To develop and recommend rules, regulation, standards and a:r;.end-
ments there to for (a) the protection of the public from the posse
sion, use, transfer and disposal of source, special nuclear and by
products material and from the generation of nuclear facilities 
subject to licenses for operator, supervisor and the title for the
radiological protection service head.

3) To coordinate J.E.N. participation in standards related activi
ties of international and other national regulatory bodies, mainly
those with which there is a colaboration agreement, such as the
American NRC and the French CEA.

These missions can be sumarized in these points:

1. Develop safety guides based on current licensing process and
on new practices as these practices are develop because of
improvement in the state-of-the-art.

2. Work with others organizationes in developing national stan
dard which are of value to the regultory practice.

3. Develop regulation and needed changes to regulation.

These three points can be considered as the objectives assigned
to a special group of expertises which from an administrative point
of view made theirs jobs actually in the Standards Service, inside
the DSN. A new~reorganization has been proposed and is under study
by the J.E.N. Director to increase the administrative level and the
human resources available today to deal with this task.

(.1) Misiones, Actividades, y Desarrollo del Departamento de Seguri
dad Nuclear. DSN/II/ll/75. Rev. Mayo 1.977.
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3. THE PROCESS IN ACTION

For a better understanding of the process which will be descri
bed afterwards, it is important to remark two characteristics about
the guides that are developed by the Nuclear Standards Service.

Firstly, the topics of the standards are essentially administra
tive procedures necessary to implement the ~anish nuclear regula
tions. This peculiarity is common to all newly formed standard de
veloping organisms.

In addition, to draw an elaboration process it is most important
to consider the mandatory level which the standard will have. The
level will condition the people forming the working group.

Nowadays the safety guides which have been developed by the Nu
clear StandlUtls Service are only recommendations for better imple
menting"the Nuclear Installations Act. Sometimes the fulfillmet
of a safety guide is included in the conditions of the preliminary
or construction permit; in this case the recommendation becomes a
requirement.

The process described hereafter refers only to the writing stage
in the life of ~he standard.

The writing stage begins with the discernment of a need by a po
tential user, usually the regulatory body.

A working group (W.G.) is nominated and a task leader is pointed
out between the members of the Standards Service.

Standards working groups, composed of competent technical people,
are the key element in the elaboration of nuclear standards.

The task leader should write the rough initial working paper,
which would be presented to the W.G. in order to elaborate the
first draft. This draft is disseminated through the others offices
inside the Department and comments are collected. Those of these
which seem appropiated are irtcluded into the text and a new ver
sion is written. Based on the comments received, succesive drafts
are prepared.

After that, the paper comes over the Standards Service to re
write it again in a formal standarized form. Later on, the paper
is presented to the Direction of the Department for approval. If
this is the case, the draft is printed and sent to others affected
Govermental Offices and people, in general, with interest in the
matter. The guide is "used since this moment in the licensing pro
cess, at least, as the initial staff technical pcsition.

with a year of periodicity, the guide is revised and all the
public comments are solved. Those appropiated are included and
the new revision is issued again.
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If the problem is important enough from the safety point of
view, the guide is proposed to the authority to be endorsed and
published as a document with a higher mandatory level.

The whole process is scheduled for 45 weeks, a working-year.

In the initial steps, a task force of 4 to 5 experts is consi
dered and, later on, the task leader is suposed to be able to push
the job ahead by himself. Of course, some inscheduled informal
meetings can take place to duscuss minor details.

The process described is general and can be changed according
to other criteria, specially the temporary evolution. The time
required for the writing varies with intensity of the 'need, the
complexity of the subject, the state-of-the-art, and the mana
gement ability of those involved.
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4. ACTUAL EXPERIENCE AND RELATED PROBLEMS

So far the Nuclear Standards Service has published a total of
11 safety ;'guides and several other are in the process of its 
approval. Enclosed you will find a complete list of these guides.

It is important to make clear that the nuclear industry has
wellcomed our standards. Everything that clarifies what the re
gulatory body requires reduces licensing time. We have received
plenty of comments from the utilities which will improve the
standards, since the broader the collaboration is the better the
final document becomes.

However there are many problems along the life of a standard.
Those problems could be classified into two generic groups: in
ternal problems, refered as those within the standard developing
body, and external problems.

In Spain the main internal problem is common to all safety as
pects: evaluation, inspection and regulation, that is the lack of
people involved in licensing review. In the specific job of deve
loping nuclear safety standards, this problem becomes hard to over
come. It is quite apparent that writing, coordinating, managing,
interpreting, publishing, and maintaining up-tO-date nuclear stan
dards needs people, senior staff people with a good profesional
hackground, necessary to produce requirements and guides. Also it
is important that these people work fulltime in developing standards.
Many standards projects appear to be taking much longer than neces
sary to accomplish. Several factors contribute to this, but the
main one is that people has to do several tasks at the same time,
of the most different nature.

Another major problem, specific of the Spanish situation, is a
lack of well-defined objectives.

In a country like Spain which do not have a top-rank nuclear
technology it is necessary to define the most convenient goal and
layout a plan and schedule for achievement. The present nuclear
standards have been produced because of an identified need by the
regulatory body, but there has been no serious analysis as to how
the standards fit into the total need of the regulatory body and
should set forth acceptable criteria for accomplishing necessary
requirements and identify acceptable methods for meeting the cri
teria. In Spain these acceptable criteria and methods have been
taken from other countries, more developed in nuclear technology.
An obvious goal should be then, a set of criteria for implemen
ting these "importedll standards, to the Spanish nuclear plants.

We have mentioned before that the utilities have 'sent comments
to the published standards, but there is no doubt that collabora
tion in the early stage of developing a standard is the main.
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external problem in Spain. There is an urgent heed of people with
experience in order to get a satisfactory draft standard to Qegin
with.

5. CONCLUSIONS

- It is quite evident that the availability and use of good stan
dards will substantially reduce licensing review time and si
multaneously improve safety, reliability, and availability of
nuclear plants. This implies the existence of a specific orga
nism in charge of developing and adapting those standards.

- This body should have sufficient human and technical means to
accomplish its task in a satisfactory way.

- In countries like Spain without their own nuclear design and
technology, the objectives of developing nuclear standards
should be oriented towards control and administrative guides,
and criteria for implementing and adaptineg foreign standards.
This will avoid innecessary duplication.

- We can continue as we have been with a lot of individual effort
or we can increase the efficiency by working as a team. The
efforts of the various regulatory bodies in the development
of standards should be coordinated by a supervisory board of
the CSNI, which will define common needs and fix adequate goals
to cover them. That could lead us to a set of CSNI standards de
veloped by all member countries.
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GENERAL SAFETY CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A - SMALL - COUNTRY - APPROACH

Per B. Suhr
Inspectorate of Nuclear Installations

Roskilde, Denmark

The paper deals with the preparation of general safety rules
in a small country with limited resources at a time, when a
Government decision to use nuclear energy has not yet been
made. It will specifically describe experiences obtained dur
ing the preparation of general safety criteria to be issued
by the minister of environmental protection concerning lay
out, design, construction, and operation of nuclear power
plants of the light water type.

Cette communication traite la preparation de reglements de
securit~ generaux dans un petit pays avec des ressources
limitees,a un moment ou la d~cision gouvernementale d'uti
liser l'energie nucl~aire n'a pas encore ete prise.
Le rapport s'occupe surtout des experiences obtenues pendant
la preparation de criteres de securite g~neraux a etre pUblies
par Ie Ministre de l'Environnement, concernant la disposition,
Ie projet, la construction et l'exploitation des centrales
nucl~aires du type a eau legere.
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.1. Introduction.

The iicensing procedure for siting, construction, and operation

of future nuclear installations in Denmark will be regulated by

the Act of May 12 1976 "Governing the safety and environmental

conditions applicable to nuclear installations". However, most

of this law has not and will not come into force until the Da

nish Parliament has passed an implementing Act following a posi

tive decision on a Danish nuclear power programme. A positive

decision on a nuclear programme will depend on a referendum,

which will probably take place in 1981. Meanwhile, the author

ization procedure is regulated by the Nuclear Installations Act

of May 16, 1962, as amended by the Act of June 12, 1974. Febru
ary the 1st, 1976 the administration of the Nuclear Instal

lations Act (1962) was transferred from the Ministry of Edu-
\

cation to the Ministry of the Environment. As a consequence of
this change tasks of the former Atomic Energy Commission as a

nuclear safety authority was assigned to the National Agency of

Environmental Protection. At the same time, the Inspectorate of

Nuclear Installations was transferred from the Atomic Energy

Commission to this Agency.

The introduction of nuclear energy in Denmark is prepared by

work on governmental nuclear safety rules on subjects as radi

ation, transport of nuclear 'materials, design, plant performance

and quality assurance. Other examples are requirements to safety

assessment documents and planning of licensing procedures for

nuclear power plants.

2. Decision on preparation on Danish safety criteria.

The question may be raised, whether a small country like Denmark

needs to develop its own general safety criteria for nuclear
power plants, as it could be argued that the existing limited

number of reactor suppliers essentially offer power plants in

accordance with the criteria Df their own country. One could
therefore consider the possibility that the general safety cri

teria of the reactor supplier country could normally be ac

cepted by the Danish authoritieso
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There are, however, differences in the general safety criteria

of the different potential reactor supplier countries, and the

working group which prepared the proposal for general safety

criteria concerning lay-out, design, construction, and oper
ation came to the conclusion that the nuclear power plants,

which may be built in Denmark, shall fulfil requirements, which

at least reflect the requirements in any of the potential reac

tor supplier countries. Thus it was agreed that the Danish auth

orities ought to work out a coherent set of criteria expressing

a level of safety, which can be obtained to-day using well docu

mented technology. As a guiding principle we found it important

that the requirements for plant design and plant performance

should as far as possible correspond to those of the potential

reactor supplier countries.

3. Resources and sources.

This paper specifically describes the work of the Danish group,

which has prepared a proposal on criteria concerning lay-out,

design, construction, and operation of nuclear power plants of

the light water type. The group was formed in spring 1978 of 8

members from different authorities and organisations. Also the

Power companies were represented in the group. During the prep

aration of the criteria, the group has to a certain extent had

discussions with experts outside the group. The criteria have

now been forwarded to different Danish authorities and organ

isations for remarks.

As the task of the group has been to work out a set of general

safety criteria within 15 months, it has been necessary to ob
tain guidance using criteria already worked out elsewhere. This

is, of cource, also reasonably from other points of views.

Firstly it is obvious to use - as much as possible - the work
and experience, which is contained in existing criteria. Sec

ondly it should be recalled that we have no practical experience

from Danish nuclear power plants, and thirdly, as mentioned
earlier, it has been a guiding principle in the preparation of

the criteria that the requirements for plant performance should
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as far as possible correspond to those of the potential reactor

supplier countries.

Turning now to the existing criteria which have been used as

background, it could be mentioned that the German criteria "Nu

clear Power Plant Safety Criteria" (The German Federal Minister

of the Interior, Oct. 21, 1977) and the USA/NRC criteria given

in 10 CFR Part 50 has to some extent been normative. But also

the Nordic recommendations for criteria "General safety cri

teria for the design of nucl~ar power plants with light-water

reac tors" have be en used as a guide.

4. Basic Principles.

The technical content in the criteria is based on two principles,

one concerning operation of the nuclear power plant (normal op

eration and operational incidents) and one concerning precautions

against accidents.

The first one states that the lay-out, design, construction, and

operation of the nuclear power plant shall be such, that plant

functions are performed with a high degree of reliability and

such that prescribed rules and parameter limits in Technical

Specifications (e.g. pressure and temperature) are not violated

in case of failures or impacts, which empirically must be as

sumed to occur during the lifetime of the power plant.

The other principle states that regardless of the fact that - as

stated in the first basic principle - the power plant shall

carry out its function with a high degree of reliability, the

design of the plant shall provide for that failures may occur,

or that the plant is exposed to impacts violating the rules or
limits, mentioned in the first basic principle. As a conse

quence, the plant shall be provided with mechanical and struc

tural safety arrangements, which shall assure against injuries

in the population as a result of the types of design basic acci

dents and impacts specified in the criteria.
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As further remark to the basic principles it could be mentioned

that the stipulation of the types of failures, determining the

design of the safety systems, has been done by requiring that

failure types shall include those, which consist in or may lead
to rupture on the primary system of the planto These types are

a. Spontaneous rupture on the primary system.

b. Other failures with the consequence of insufficient cooling

of the fuel elements.

c. Failures which imply uncontrolled heat production in the

fuel (reactivity transients).

Types of failures, which shall be taken into account include

therefore, but are not restricted to pipe rupture, pump failure,

valve failure, failure of the control rod system, and internal

missiles.

Only failure types generated within the plant have been men

tioned here. There are, of course, criteria on external impacts

also.

5. Examples on special efforts.

This is, of course, not the intention here to give detailed in

formation on the content of the different safety criteria. They

consist of sections as plant lay-out in general, quality assur

ance, requirements to process systems and safety systems, re
quirements to control rooms, specification of types of failures

determining the design requirements to the safety systems, and

conditions concerning the operation of the plant.

However, two subjects, where special efforts have been placed,

will be mentioned here. The first one concerns the reliability

requirements to the plant. The working group came to the con

clusion that it was appropriate to state the plant reliability

requirements in a separate criterium. This criterium starts with
the statement that systems and components, the function of which

totally or partly can be motivated from safety reasons to a
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third party shall be designed, manufactured, installed, tested,

and maintained in a way which assures the necessary high re

liability of the functions, they shall carry out.

The criterium contains separate, general requirements to the

process systems' and safety systems. The stated general require

ments to the process systems are that they shall be designed,

manufactured, installed, tested, operated, and maintained so

that ~perational occurrences can be controlled in a way which

assures, that the automatic functions of the safety systems sel
dom are necessary. We found it important to stress such a

characteristic of the plant.

Regarding the general reliability requirements to the safety

systems, it could be mentioned that our general impression, when

reading existing criteria, is that it is difficult to get a com

prehensive view of the reliability requirement valid for all of

the safety systems. In our terminology the safety systems are

the protection system, the safety shut down system, the contain

ment system, and the emergency core cooling system. We therefore

concluded that it would be worth-while to formulate a general

reliability requirement valid for all the safety systems. This

requirement can then be supplemented with requirements to the

individual systems, e.g. requirements concerning testing and

maintenance.

The stated general requirements to the safety systems are that

they shall be designed, manufactured, installed, tested, and
maintained in a way which assures the necessary high reliability

of the function, they shall carry out, if an accident initiating
event with consequential faults occur. As provisions should among

other things be used redundancy, diversity, separation, and

mechanical protection against external impacts on the systems 

and provisions to ensure the reliability of the different parts

of the systems through quality assurance and periodic tests.

These provisions shall be used to such an extent

- that the failure criteria is fulfilled
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that the system function is protected against systematic

failures.

The failure criteria states that if an accident initiating event

with consequential faults occur in the plant, the system must be

able to carry out its functions, also in case of failure of any

active or passive component in the system, or in case of an op
erator error (inclusive consequential faults) resulting in that

one or mcre parts of the system looses the ability to carry out

its functions.

In connection with the reliability requirements to the safety

systems I should like to add, that there has been intense dis

cussions on the problem of operator interference with the auto

matic actions of the safety systems, a problem which have been

made topical by the TMI-accident. We have studied Gerrr.an and

Swedish policy and rules, and in this connection the Swedish so

called 30-minute rule could be mentioned. This rule states that

all safety precautions necessary within 30 minutes after an ac

cident initiating event has taken place shall be automatized.

The group concluded with the following criterium:

All functions of the safety systems necessary within a specified

period after an accident initiating event has occured shall be

automatized. The automatic functions of the safety systems must

not be weakened or prevented by manual operation •.

The other example I would like to mention concerns the require

ments to the reactor containment. In the proposal worked out by

the group the content in the criterium is of a "classical"

character and relates to the well known design basis accidents.

However, great efforts are made in different countries in order

to reduce the consequences of hypothetical accidents beyond the

design basis accidents assumed to-day, i.e. accidents with par

tial or total failure of the safety systems resulting in core

melt down.
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.The efforts have to a great extent been in the direction of

considerations toward remote siting and emergency measures.

However, the problem also contains the question about what can

be done in order to improve the safety of the plant by reducing

the consequences of core melt down accidents. Different possi

bilities are discussed in different countries, for example vent

of the containment. However, problems arise here, because the

probability for core melt down accidents with serious conse

quences is already very small with the design of to-day's

power plants. And the question arises, how small should the

probability be in order to be acceptable.

The question has been discussed intensively in the group and
discussed with experts outside the group, and it has considered

whether it would be possible to circumvent the problem and es

tablish the requirement that the containment in case of failure
of the mechanical safety systems shall be able to reduce the

release of radioactive materials in the surroundings to an ex

tent that

- the population in the near-by surroundings will not be

exposed to acute health effects.

- the number of illnesses and genetic defects will not

increase significant in the surrounding population taken

as a whole.

We are not able to solve the problem to-day, but we find, that
this is one of the questions, which has to be solved in the

years to come.
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Second Period of Discussions on Session III

F.J. Turvey (Ireland) (To J.L. Butragueno)
You say that the present nuclear standards
because of an identified~ by the JEN.
exactly what this need is.

have been produced
Can you explain

J.L. Butragueno (Spain)
We consider it is useless to write guides on those areas in
which it is necessary to have a good engineering experience,
as it is, for example, in reactor design. We cover this area
with standards and guides from the main supplier country.
But there are other areas in which both the developing of the
general regulations established and our own experience make
it necessary or appropriate to write national guides and stan
dards. These areas are, for example, qualifications °bf can
didates to be an operator and supervisor, radiological sur
veillance or information to be provided on applying for an
operation permit.

H. Matulla (Austria) (To. P.B. Suhr)
Do you think that if there will be enough data on reliability
of components in the future, a licensing body will accept
nuclear power plant safety systems on a pure probabilistic
basis alone?

P.B. Suhr (Denmark)
If there is enough data, and the vendor can prove that the
reliability of the data is sufficiently good, yes, then it
is possible to license the plant safety systems on a pure
probabilistic basis. The problem is that up til now, no
one has been able to license safety systems on a pure pro~

babilistic basis because of lack of data. The probabilistic
method is a method of the future.

F. Cogne (France) (To. M. Perel16)
Me referant a votre premiere conclusion, ou vous dites que de
bons sta~dards reduiront considerablement le temps du licens
ing review, je voudrais vous demander si vous entendez par
cette phrase que l'essentiel du licensing, dans l'avenir,
consistera en l'examen de conformite des installations a
ces standards. Si tel est le sens de cette phrase, je crains
que ceci ne conduise directement quIa des accidents de type
TMI. Pour ma part je pense que les standards et guides de su
rete ne doivent pas dispenser d'effectuer un technical assess
ment complet; ils sont plusutiles pour les constructeurs que
pour les autorites de licensing.
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M. Perel16 (Spain)
J1aimerais ajouter un commentaire a la question posee par M.
Cogne au sujet du fait qu'il vaut mieux faire une evaluation
lorsque lIon analyse les problemes plutot que de se borner a
appliquer ce que disent les guides. Je suis d'accord sur ce
point, mais' estime· que'· c J e'st touj ours un moindre mal d' adopter
une solution intermediaire ~ntre les trois options frequentes
d'evaluation en matiere de surete nucleaire, a savoir: la
methode de normalisation, la methode d1installation. de re-
ference,- la methode: d ' analyse. . .
L'id~al serait evidemment de faire l'~valuation en tenant
compte des·troxs solutions.

J. S. MacLeod (UK) (ToP. B. Suhr). . . )

In Mr. Suhr's paper the criteria is· stated that operation in-
tervention after an accident event has occurred shall be auto
mated. Does this mean that any intervention, even if seen
to be favourable, is not possible?

P. B. Suhr' (Denmark)
In the criterium is stated that if the safety systems have
been activated after an accident initiating even, the func
tions of the safety systems must not be weakened or prevented
by manual operation. Of course it should always: be possible
for an operator ~o activate any ,of the safety systems if he
feels that ii is f~vour~bl~. .
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